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The old, old story of “didn’t know it
was loaded” was retold at Long Cove
Saturday afternoon when Herbert
Conway, aged 11, fatally shot Edward
Johnson, who would soon have ob
served his 8tlj birthday.
•••
These two boys and other children
•••
What we frankly give, forever Is our •••
own.—Granville.
••• were left alone temporarily at the
•••
•••
home of the Conway boy’s father,
•**•**•«••.*••*••
Omer Conway and Herbert discovered
a revolver whic)| an older brother had
REPUBLICAN NOMINATIONS
used on July Fourth.
A game of cowboy was suggested,
For President
and in the course of it Herbert aimed
HERBERT C.HOOVER
dramatically at the head of the little
Johnson boy, and pulled the trigger.
of California
To his surprise there came a blinding
flash, and loud report, and the boy
■For Vice President
was horrified to see his companion
CHARLES CURTIS
fall to the floor with blood pouring
of Kansas
from his forehead.
'Neighbors were summoned, and the
For United States Senator
victim was hurried to Knox Hospital,
where he died at 3 o’clock Sunday
FREDERICK HALE
morning.
of Portland
’
The incident was carefully investi
gated by County Attorney Campbell,
For Representative to Congress
Sheriff Harding and Deputy Sheriff
WALLACE H. WHITE, JR.
Ludwick hut was manifestly the re
of Lewiston
sult of an accident and no action was
taken.
For Governor
WM. TUDOR GARDINER
of Gardiner

•

For State Senator
ZELMA M. DWINAL

of Camden

88 .U

For Judge of Probate
MELZER T. CRAWFORD
of Camden

For Clerk of Courts
MILTON M. GRIFFIN
of Rockland

For Sheriff
FRANK F. HARDING

of Rockland

For County Attorney
LEONARD R. CAMPBELL

of Rockland
For County Commissioner
MARY PERRY RICH

of Rockport
For Representatives to Legislature
Rockland—George L. St. Clair.
Thomaston,
South ’ Thomaston,
Friendship, Cushing and Owl s Head
—Edwin S. Vose of Cushing.
Rockport. Warren, Union and
Washington—Fred E. Burkett of
Union.
Camden,

Hope

and

Appleton-

George E. Allen of Camden.
Vinalhaven, North
Haven,
St
George, Isle au Haut and Matinlcus
Granville Bachelder of St. George.
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TALK OF THE TOWN

Eight Year Old Boy Acci Two Resign From State Com
dentally Shot By Young
mittee—See Defeat In the By Report That Knox Railroad Company Is To Discontinue
Quarry and Railroad Service.
Companion.
Present Leadership.

1846. In 1874 the Courier was established
and consolidated with the Gazette In 1882.
The Free Press was established In 1855 and
In 1891 changed Its name to the Tribune.
These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.

For State Auditor
ELBERT D. HAYFORD
of Farmingdale

Bond Department

LONG COVE TRAGEDY

THREE CENTS A COPY

CLARK ISLAND RAID

Yields Two Lots of Liquor—
A Cup Snatched From the
Lips.
The sheriff’s force went to ClarW
Island Saturday and at the home of <<
man named Tobinson found 36 Moxie
bottles filled with home brew and two
larger bottles of the same material.
In the woods nearby was found a 10gallon crock full of booze. Tobinson
had not been apprehended at last ac
counts.
• • • •
The officers next went to the house
of Alfred Lind where they found some
jnen in the act of quenching their
thirst. One man had a glass to his
lips and was a very much surprised
individual when Deputy Ludwick
grasped it from him with the remark:
“I guess I’ll take that.” On the table
beside the would-be drinker was 15
cents and the deputy also took that
along as evidence. The search of the
house yielded a Moxie bottle quarter
full of liquor and a ginger ale bottl
containing contraband.
Following a well beaten path the
officers discovered an ingenious hido
near an old quarry and stored there,
beneath a pile of stones, was a tub
containing six gallons of liquor. One
hundred feet from this cache the of
deers found five gallons of fig and rai
sin mash.
Lind was found guilty in Munici
pal Court yesterday and given the
customary fine and sentence for ille
gal manufacture.
Have your car washed and greased
by Kay Small at Nemo’s Repair
Shop. Cars called for and delivered
—adv.

ROCKLAND
FURNITURE COMPANY
Dealers in

The action of Mrs. Gertrude M.
Pattangall, former member of the
Democratic National Committee in
bolting the nominations of the Demo
cratic party was emulated Sunday by
two members of the Democratic State
Committee.
Mrs. Bertha N. Campbell of DoverFoxcroft and Dr. Olga H. Gross of
Pittsfield members of the Democratic
State committee from the counties
of Piscataquis and Somerset respec
tively, in letters to E. C. Moran, chair
man of the Democratic State commit
tee tender their resignations because
of the attitude of Gov. Alfred E. Smith
of New York, the presidential candi
date on prohibition. .
Mrs. Campbell has been a member
of the state committee for eight
years. She was a delegate at large to
the National convention at New York
in 1924 and also went to Virginia to
the notification of John W. Davis, the
presidential nominee, in that year.
She has worked unceasingly for the
Democratic party in every campaign
since women had the ballot.
Mrs. Campbell’s letter to Mr. Moran
follows:
in view of the* attitude of the
Democratic candidate for President
toward prohibition and the public
declarations of the chairman of the
Democratic national committee con
cerning the same subject, coupled
with the position taken by party lead
ers at the recent party conference at
Rockland, namely, that a vote for the
Democratic State ticket in September
is an endorsement of Gov. Smith’s
candidacy and of the policies advo
cated by him and Mr. Raskob, I find
that I cannot act with the Demociatic
party in the coming fall elections.
“I have been a Democrat all my life
and ever since women were permitted
to vote have worked to the limit of
my ability for the success of my party.
Sometime in the future I hof)e to re
sume that work. This year I believe
my duty not only to myself, my State
and the country, but to my party, is
best fulfilled by voting the Republi
can ticket and urging my friends to
do so.
“In view of the foregoing, I hereby
tender my resignation as a member of
the State committee and desire that it
be accepted forthwith.”
The letter of Dr. Gross to Chair
man Moran follows:
“I herewith present my resignation
as a member of the Democratic State
Committee. I find myself unable to
support the candidates of the party
either in State or Nation or
sub
scribe to the policies advocated by
them.
‘“Until the Democratic party stands
for something broader and better than
opposition to Prohibition and a desire
for victory regardless of how it may
be obtained I shall use such influence
as I have to assist in bringing about
the defeat which is certain to come to
it under the present leadership.
Dr. Gross was elected to the State
Committee from Somerset County
just before the State convention at
Wfciterville in April. She campaigned
for suffrage in Pennsylvania just
previous to the adoption of the 19th
amendment and is a very able speaker.
Dr. Gross will probably be heard on
ihe stump during the campaign advo
cating the election of Mr. Hoover.

A disturbing report conies
front Union to the effect that the
Great Northern Paper Company
is to close its lime quarry in that,
town, and that the operating of
the Knox Railroad Company will
he discontinued at the end of the
present year.
The limerock in the Union .vein
possessed certain qualities which
made it of special value in paper
manufacture, but the Great
Northern has ;q>|»arently deter
mined that the Union supply is
not necessary, with the result that
the industry seems likely to be
abandoned. ()ne quarry is being

USED FURNITURE

This Week’s Specials
The pick of some of the BEST
BARGAINS we have ever bought
—some lots in use only a few
weeks.
We quote prices on a few of the
many articles we have—
Black Walnut Dressers with
French Mirrors ................... $15.00
Buffet,-Sideboards $12.50 and up
Beds ............................ $4.00 and up
Wardrobes,
practically
new
.................................. $12.50 and up
Library Tables ......... $7.00 and up
Dining Room Tables $3.50 and up
Kitchen Stoves all reconditioned
.............................. $25.00 and up
Bed Springs ............. $2.00 and up
It is impossible for us to quote
prices on all our stock, come in.
look around and see for yourself.
Our Terms Are Cash or
Easy Payment Plan

Rockland Furniture Co.

DANCE
Owl’s Head Town Hall

Every Wednesday Evg.
85Ttf

DANCE TONIGHT
Community Hall
Spruce Head

KIRK’S MUSIC

15 TILLSON AVE.
ROCKLAND
Telephone 899-R
91&93

Bail

MIDSUMMER RACE MEET
JULY 31-AUGUST 1
TODAY AND TOMORROW
LINCOLN COUNTY FAIR GROUNDS
DAMARISCOTTA

SIX RACES—$1200 IN PURSES
£ The stables are full. Seventy-eight of New England’s
Best are entered. A record breaker for this track.

I
p 2.30
8 2.22
2.18

TUESDAY, JULY 31

,

2.26
2.20
■ Free

’Mrs. Annie IB. Thurston of Rock
ville has successfully passed the State

operated at the present time and teachers’ examination.
employs about 15 men.
A similar crew is employed ii 1 The sheriff's force dumqpit go galconnection ,with the railroad Ions of home brew in the rum room
of the Court House Sunday. It was
which was built originally about pretty tart stuff, and the dumpers had
35 years ago, as the Georges Val to wear gas masks.
ley. It has never been a specially
Somebody with small love for his
profitable venture, but is of value
fellow man, and none whatever for
to a fertile farming section as
his country, broke the flag-pole at the
means of outlet for apples and Public Landing the other day ami
other crops.
carried away the flag.
R. M. McKinley, manager of
The U.'S.S. Utah Band presented a
the Knox Railroad Conijiany wa>
away this morning and The .Cou concert program of generous length in
Postoftice Square Sunday and a large
rier-Gazette was unable to obtain crowd enjoyed it immediately. No
a verification of the reports com wonder the Utah is popular with
ing from
seemingly reliable music lovers.
sources.
There W’ere the makings of a lively
Everybody will hope the story
fire on Tillson wharf last night when
is incorrect.
Tom Hart found shavings ablaze un

CAMDEN’S SHOCKING TRAGEDY

VAUDEVILLE

MUSIC

The Rockland Yacht Club has
opened temporary offices over Moor's
drug store. Tonight there will be an
other big meeting at the Berry engine
house, and those who already belong
are requested to take In the names
Mrs. Harold Gray died in the Cam equipment in response to a telephone of new members.
den Community Hospital at 9 o’clock request.
last night, from the effects of terrible
Mr. Gray, the hu.band, told Mr.
More entries are desired for the
burns which she sustained at her Parsons that he was in an adjoining
Old Home 'Week parade which will
home on Thomas street, Millville, at room when he heard his wife’s
take place In this city next Monday
2.15 that afternoon.
frightened outcries. He rushed into afternoon at 4 o’clock. If you cannot
Stories of the tragic affair differ. the kitchen and saw a kettle ablaze.
furnish a float perhaps you 'have
A. H. Parsons, who was the first ar It was not until he had thrown this
something else of interest. If so no
rival on the scene found Mrs. Gray out of the window that he discovered
tify the Chamber of Commerce.
in the dooryard with a blanket to his horror that his wife’s clothing
wrapped around her body, from which was ablaze from head to foot. He
A Hupmobile sedan owned by James
every vestige of clothing had been wrapped a blanket around her and
burned except the lower portion of she went out into the dooryard where Feyler and driven by Philip Newbert,
one stocking. Mr. Parsons lifted the she was standing when Mr. Parsons was in collision w ith a Chrysler car
ow’ned and driven by I)r. J. S. Norton
pitiful victim Into his automobile and arrived.
rushed her to the hospital, where
Mrs. Gray, who was formerly Edna of Shelburne Falls, Vt., on the Thom
everything possible was done by Drs. Gushee, was about 18 years of age. aston road last night. The sheriff’s
Hutchins and Hart to relieve her She is survived by her husband one department investigated. The owners
agonized condition. Meantime a quick child, her mother and three brothers. reached a satisfactory agreement.
trip had been made toward Rockland The funeral (services Wtfll be held
Patrolman Harry TV. Thomas, nt
to meet the Central Maine emergency Wednesday at 2 p. m. from 43 Wash
Bar Harbor, a native of Rockport,
outfit which was bringing first aid ington street.
and for three years a member of the
Bar Harbor police force, added to a
unique record recently, when for the
ODD FELLOWS
fifth time since he was 14 years of
age he saved a life. In each case the
w’as one which threatened
Session of Two Districts a Great Success—Reception To accident
drowning.

MARCHED

Grand Sire—Union Lodge Wins a Prize.
The joint meeting of the 15th and , many compliments after it had been
16th district Odd Fellows in this city, I concluded.

• ... — .
spite of the fact that the morninq
deluge had threatened to put the
whole affair out of commission. The
storm did have the effect of keeping
Canton Vinalhaven at home, and
there consequently had to he omitted
from the program the drill which
was to have taken place in Postoffice Square at 5 p. m.
A school of instruction was held In
Odd Fellows hall in the early after
noon, and as the grand master had
not then arrived it was conducted by
District Deputy Ernest C. Fales.
The parade took place as per
schedule, with th** Rockland City
Band performing escort duty. The
uniformed members of the order bad
the right of the line, representing
Cantons Lafayette of Rockland, Molyneaux of Camden and Pallas of Bel
fast. Then followed the nine sub
ordinate lodges of the two districts,
each marcher wearing a white paper
cap.
Automobiles conveyed guests and
members who were not quite equal
to the task of marching. Col. Luke
S. Davis acted as marshal of the pa
rade, with L. C. Jackson and R. M.
Thompson as aides. The three-link
brethren made a very fine appear
ance as they marched through flaglined Main street.
Supper was served in Odd Fellows’
hall and the Methodist vestry, this
feature receiving the expert atten
tion of Mrs. Milton M. Griffin, with
a willing and competent corps of as
sistants. The delicious boiled ham
was the product of William H. Lar
rabee’s skill.
The evening session at Odd Fel
lows’ hall was presided over by Dis
trict Deputy Pales, and the address
of welcome was delivered by Henry
H. Chamberlain of Round Pond,
whose wit and oratory make him an
especially welcome factor on such
occasion. The response was by the
grand master, Walter G. Hicks, who
was given the greeting befitting his
rank.
ipast Grand Master Frank B. Miller
acting as secretary of the committee,
read communications from James R.
Townsend, grand secretary; Josiah
D. Winship, grand warden; and
Judge Charles O. Small, past grand
master. Judge 'Small’s letter told of
the establishment and successful
operation of the new Odd Fellows
home in Auburn.
There followed a questionnaire, In
which there were numerous interro
gations as to the new ritual, and on
the general work of the order.
Present wTas the oldest living mem
ber of Knox Dodge, in good stand
ing—Fred N. Luce of (Round (Pond,
| w’ho was initiated Oct. 17, 1877.

I

der the old restaurant building near
the railroad crossing. Raymond Hall
extinguished, the fire.

Mrs. Harold Gray Fatally Burned While Working In Her
Kitchen—Dies In Hospital.

The

ter j, B odiurne and Past Grand
Master Samuel Adams, Will C. Mill<*r, general commander of the Patrlarrhs Militant of the World; John
C. Howes, grand high priest of the
Patriarchal branch of the order; and
the guest of honor Leon S. Merrill,
grand sire.
Mr. Adams at the time of his elec
tion was the second youngest mem
ber who Jiad ever held the office of
grand master being at that time only
32.
Figuratively speaking Gen. Miller
had only one leg to stand upon, for
he had recently cut one of his feet
with a sickle while mowing the lawn
and had to wear a slipper.
Grand 'Sire Merrill is the first
Maine man to be honored with that
high office, and t’he second in New’
England since the establishment of
the order in 1819. The other New
England Incumbent was Alfred S.
Pinkerton, a leading lawyer and poli
tician. Grand ISlre Merrill’s splen
did address was followed by an in
formal reception in his honor.
Twenty-eight lodges were repre
sented nt the session, including two
other States.
Union Lodge received the banner
dffered >to the lodge presenting the
largest number of candidates based
pro rata on membership. The speech
of acceptance was made, in the ab
sence of the noble grand, by Frank
H. Lenfest, who with no time for
preparation, performed the pleasant
task in a most admirable manner.
There were 200 present at the eve
ning session.
The committee in charge of the
joint meeting is entitled to all the
bouquets that the summer gardens
afford. On that committee w’ere:
Oliver B. Lovejoy, chairman; Frank
B. Miller, secretary; Luke S. Davis,
Theodore E. (Perry, Charles E. Greg
ory and Dr. H. L. Stevens.

WHEN TIRE BLEW

Mrs. O. E. Blackington Met
With Peculiar Accident At
Cooper’s Mills.
Coming- from Waterville to Rock
land Saturday forenoon the Reo tour
ing car owned by Carl A. Blackington
and driven by his wife, blew a tire at
Cooper’s Mills and skidded on the
slippery surface.
Mrs. Blackington
brought it quickly under control and
turned to speak to Mrs. Oscar Black
ington w’ho had been riding in the
rear seat.
Receiving no reply she looked back
and was amazed to find the rear seat
unoccupied. The car was stopped and
Mr. and Mrs. Blackington went back
to find the former’s mother lying un
conscious by the side of the road, with
a bruise on her forehead.
The jar had evidently thrown her
forward, possibly against the door,
for the door was opened, and through
it she had fallen into the street. Still
unconscious Mrs. Blackington was
brought to Knox Hospital, and in this
condition she passed the remainder of
the day. Yesterday she was in a
semi-conscious state, but yesterday’s
reports were much more favorable. A
slight hruise on one ankle was her
only other injury.

| lodge was established Aug. 5, 1875.
Purse
Mr. Duce received the “glad hand,"
and was not a little afFected by this
Wiscasset 'Inn .......................................... $150.00
unexpected reception.
Boothbay Harbor Sprucewold Lodge $200.00
The third degree was conferred
upon these candidates by the degree
Waldoboro Garage ................................. $200.00
staff was so well done as to receive
Perkins as conductor:
Appleton—Howard J. Peavey.
Union—John L. Howard, Roscoe
Purse
G. Fuller, Bryan M. (Clark and LinNewcastle-Damariscotta Driving Club $ I 50.00 y|i nell McQuillken.
Knox—John Patrick. Donald C.
Boothbay Harbor Driving Club........... $200.00
Haskell, Howard E. Rollins, John A.
Mills and Henry M. Carroll.
For All Fiske House................................. $200.00
Camden—Ora W. Huntley. Charles
R. Chapin, Jasper Chapin, Edwin R.
- Dodge, Frank A. Thomas, Frank
Truck covers, waterproof, all sizes,
Gates Open at 10. Racing at 1.30
Stuber and Philip R. Grover.
quality guaranteed. Quickly made.
The wofk of the Warren degree W i‘e cr phone Rockland Awning Co.
llllBIlilBlll|IE!l!llHlal!liilll^ staff was so well done so to receive o- see Jolln M. Richardson.—adv. ♦

WEDNESDAY, AUG. 1

The sidewalk on Warren street is
being resurfaced, a much needed im
provement.

A Rockland man who has a strong
penchant for digging into the past,
wants to know who ran the restau
rant on Atlantic wharf when the
steamboats last docked there, and
what year it was that Barnum’s cir
cus last showed in IRockland. Now
here’s a chance for somebody who
claims to have a good memory.

Tw’o new players joined the Rock
land ball team yesterday—Bart Mc
Call of Woburn, who is a catcher;
and Turner, late of the Salem New
England League team, who is a
pitcher. Commencing today Rock
land turns over a new leaf, and is
going to win its full share of the re
maining games. Watch our dust.

An Associated Press despatch from
Santander, Spain, under date of July
25, says: “The yacht .Mohawk, owned
by Dudley F. Wolfe of Boston, crossed
the finishing line dn the Spanish
ocean race today. The yacht, which
was scratch boat in the class B en
trants for the Queen Victoria cup.
W’as the second to finish in her class,
the Nina having finished yesterday,
winning the cup."

Albert S. Peterson secretary of the
Rockland Yacht Club spoke before a
half hundred interested members of
the Forty Club yesterday. He de
scribed in detail the plans and organ
ization of the proposed group and the
benefits which it will bring to the
community. He also brought up the
matter of the city dump and the in
terests of the club In beautifying that
area wdth the filling of the present lo
cation. It was voted to have a Forty
Club decorated car in the Old Home
Week parade with S. Nllo Spear in
charge. A. C. Jones. H. M. Spauld
ing, E. B. MacAIlister, A. E. Wiseman
and John Cain were guests.
The Eastern Furniture Co. em
ployes with their families held their
annual picnic at the Owl’s Head res
ervation Thursday night under ideal
weather conditions. A fine picnic
supper W’as served with cold meats,
salads and sweets in profusion. John
L. Beaton, T.W.M., served with his
usual aplomb as .master of the mega
phone but was rudely interrupted
just before chow call by Miss Doris
Hyler who was engaged in a frantic
search along the shore. It was dis
covered that she had lost her appe
tite but subsequent events proved
her quest successful. Post prandlals w’ere turned over to Seldon
Robinson, a Warren humorist of note
who was in fine fettle and brought
an enjoyable conclusion to a happy
event. Miss Frances Donovan of
Bangor was a special guest.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Poetry Is the greatest literature, and pleas
ure in poetry Is the greatest of literary pleas
ured.—Viscount Grey of Falloden.

L’ENVOI
When Earth’s last picture Is painted, and
the tubes are twisted and dried.
When the oldest colors have faded, and the
youngest critic has diet!.
We shall rest, and. faith, we shall need it—
He down for an eon or two.
Till the Master of All Good Workmen shall set
us to work anew!
And those that were good shall he happy : they
shall sit In a golden chair;
They shall splash at a ten-league canvas with
brushes of comet's hair;
They shall find real saints to draw from Mag
dalene. Peter and Paul;
They shall work for an a»;e at a sitting and
never be tired at all!
And only the Master shall praise us. and only
the Master shall blame:
And no one shall work for money, and no one
shall work for fame;
But each for the joy of the working, and each.
In his separate star
Shall draw the Thing us he sees It for the
God of Thlu«s as They Are 1

4
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The Courier-Gazette I tackling the chain
THREE-TIMES A WEEK

.CIRCULATION

AFFIDAVIT

Rockland. Me.. July 31. 1928.
Personally appeared Frank 8. Lyddie who
cn oath declares that he Is Pressman In the
office of The Courier-Gazette, and that of the
Issue of this paper of .Inly 28. 1928, there
was printed a total of 6,264 copies.

Local Grocers Are Organiz
ing Everywhere To Meet 3

IF YOU HAVEN’T TRIED IT
TRY IT NOW !

Competition.
Chain stores now have a different iF;
kind of battle with the independent. )
local g-roeer. The competition has)3
been intensive for several years and,g
the advantage has been with the g
chain organizations. So seriously : fg
have the several chains cut into the |g
business of local, independent deal- j BI
ers that there has grown a feeling (|
that the days of -the locals were ! J
numbered. This has been in no on«'|8
city, town or State, but all over the i g
country. All ready many concerns *j
which had been in business for
years have closed their doors unable fff
to meet the conditions.
These chain stores, with their net j|
work of retail establishments spread 15.1
over the country with from one to
scores in each city and town, have
been in a position to buy at a price
which enabled them to sell for
what, in many instances the local
man had to pay for his stock.
They got the business. It was in
evitable that they should.
Con
sumers no matter how long they
had dealt with a store, had to con
sider their own interests. Friend
ship for the grocer, his clerks and
such bonsiderations would not stop
them saving money. The result has
been that the local, long established
retailer has seen his customers pass
the door to the chain store where he
reduced the drain on his pocket
book.

CLASSY BALL AT CAMDEN
League Leaders Got a Setback In Last Night’s Game, In
Which Five Double Plays Figure.
This Week’s Gimoi
Tonight—Camden at Rockland.
Wednesday—Rockland at Belfast.
Thursday -Rockland at Camden.
Friday—Belfast at Rockland.
Saturday—Belfast nt Camden.
Saturday—Camden at Belfast.

made in tlie opening chapter when
“Squanto” Wilson doubled with two
on. The third run was made on
Cole’s sacrifice fly, after Walls had
Owe no man anything, hut to love •
doubled and Taylor had dropped a
one another: for he that loveth another
Texas leaguer over the shortstop’s
hath fulfilled the law. Love worketh
head.
no ill to his neighbor: therefore love
• • • ♦
Ki<j Walls, who has been growing
is the fulfilling of tlie law.—Romans
steadily in the affection of the fans
13:8, 10.
The League Standing
Only one igame has been played m.-de five classy plays and hit a
since the standing was last pub single and double.
The score:
*
Close upon the heels of Mrs. Fatlished and It had the effect of putting
tangall’s public rejection of the Dem
Camden in easy striking distance of
Camden
Belfast. The race between the lead
ocratic ticket, state and nationally,
nb r bh tb po
ers is going to be a ve\v pretty one Cole, ss .............. 3 0
comes the resignation of two mem
Tune in on WN'AC Monday Night at 4.30 and find
; in the next few weeks, and if nothing Ogier. If ......... 4 1
bers of the Democratic State com
(happens Rockland may have a finger Nanigian, ef .... 3 1
mittee, one of whom, it is said, will
out what Ted and His Gang have to say about it.
in the pie. The standing:
Wilson, lb ....... 4 0
|
Won
Lost
P.C. Masterman, c .. 4 0
not only support the Hoover and
And send to Killarney Ginger Ale Co., 1486 Tremont
Belfast ........... ~ 12
7
.€32 Small, 2b ......... 4 0
Curtis ticket, but will take the stump
| Camden ........... 10
'•*
*578 Loftus, i f ......... 3 0
for it. Democratic women, not onlystreet, Boston, Mass., for freo,copy of New fox Trot,- ■Rockland ......... €
12
.333 Walls. 3b ......... 3 1
• • • •
in Maine but all over the country,
Taylor, p ......... 3 0
“Killarney Ginger Ale.”
Camden 3, Belfast 2
have come to the parting of the
Skip” Parsons’ team put up th*»
31 3 9 12
16 r
ways, and much as they love their
fastest exhibition of baseball at
party they cannot stretch that de
Sold at all High Grade Cafes, Restaurants, Grocers
Belfast
Camden last night which has been
votion to the inconsistent point of
ab r bh tb po
seen in the Maine Coast League this
and Neighborhood Stores
3 3 3
supporting a Presidential candidate
season, and as a result of it ’’Skip” Cagon, ss ......... 4
5
1 4
Darby’s Belfast outfit took the count Murphy, cf
who, after being nominated upon a
0 2
3
by a score of 3 to 2. Five fast double Kunitz, c ...
dry platform, boldly announces his
“The Same Taste in Every Case"
1
plays were made during this contest, Clancy, rf ......... 4
•
intention of doing all in his power to
and four of them proved Belfast’s Thurston, lb .... 4
bring about a change in the prohib
undoing. The visitors had a man on Paiemenfc 3b .. 3
the base-path repeatedly after the Mackley. If ....... 4
itory’ law. Having cast his lot un
third inning, but all in an instant Breslin, 2b ....... 2
reservedly with Gov. Smith. Candi
heir chances would be snuffed out •Milliken.............. 1
Local Distributors for Killarney Ginger Ale Co.,
date Moran finds himself, unfortu
by the canny work of the Camden Sterling, p ....... 4
nately for his prospects and ambi
infielders.
Boston, Mass.
33 2 11 13**23 11
Taylor again demonstrated what
At first the retailers were the only
tion also shunned by those who
could be done by tossing floater^
• Milliken batted for Breslin
would gladly have supported him on ones hit. As the chain organizations
across the plate. Belfast hit the ball ninth.
expanded, took a bigger bite into
a ticket which did not contain a the business of all communities the
MM*
harder than Camden, but when the
•• Small out for attempted bunt on
thrust at a law which was placed on wholesale grocers began to feel the
pinch came the smiling Taylor, who third strike.
wears the fire department shirt, Camden ...... 200000010 x—3
the statute books by an overwhelm effects.
G. M. COHAN IN MAINE
would send the up-bay swatters back Belfast ........ 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0—2
Their trade was asking for better
ing majority vote of the legislatures
prices. It was saying: You must sell
to the bench helpless.
Two-base hits, Wilson. Loftus.
Famous
Producer
Will
See
Special
of the country.
The two exceptions were Mackley Walls, Mackley. Bases on halls, off
us so that we can compete with the
Matinee
At
Lakewood
Saturday.
and Cogan. The former made three Taylor 2, off Sterling 1. Struck out,
chains. They found themselves un
Business conditions in territory able to do so. It was impossible to
singles and a double in four trips by Sterling 3. Sacrifice hits, Cole,
George
M.
Cohan
is
coming
to
to the platter, while Cogan made Kunitz. Breslin 2.
served by Central Maine Power buy at a figure which would permit Maine! To be more specific the fa
Double plays.
STRAND THEATRE
three singles and took one walk in Walls Unassisted); Walls, Small
Company appear to he on the up it. The biggest of the wholesalers mous producer of Broadway plays is
Three
hundred
babies
of
assorted
couldn’t buy in the same quantities
five times up.
and Wilson; Cole. Small and Wilson,
grade with summer business along which the chains did. This pre coining to Lakewood, the theatrical ages, sizes, colors and nationalities
With one score needed to tie in the 2: Cogan. Breslin and Thurston,
resort
near
Skowhegan
which
at

were
used
in
one
big
comedy
scene
of
the coast towns unusually good, ac cluded their getting the same prices.
last inning Mackley led off with his
tracts more notables to this StAte in "Hot News.” starring 'Bebe Daniels, fourth consecutive hit of the game empires, Martin and McDonough.
cording to latest figures furnished by It was a serious situation. Today
Scorer. Winslow.
which
is
now
showing.
t?
“
course
of
a
summer
tl
an
any
hut was promptly doubled when
there is a changed condition. The
•
« ♦ ♦ ♦
the Department of Public Informa
other
institution
within
its
borders.
"Name
the
Woman,
’
which
comes
big men of the old order of business
Breslin made the mistake of hitting
Mr. Cohan is to make a flying Wednesday and Thursday is an adap to Small. Jimmy Cole, who had been
tion of that company. Two new in read the handwriting on the wall
Togus defeated Belfast 5 to 0 at
dustries, although small, are start They must find a way to meet this trip on Saturday. Aug. 4 to see a spe tation from the story “Bridge.” hv figuring in some (flashy plays then Togus Sunday, and the Coast League
cial performance of “Andrew Takes , Erie C. Kenton. Naturally the game put the crowd on edge by making leaders looked like anything hut
ing up in Skowhegan, one a broom competition or quit.
Their champions. Loftus held Belfast to
They didn't fool themselves. What a Wife” in which Grant Mitchell will furnishes an important tangle to the two errors in succession.
factory and the other a branch fac
the chains were doing was legiti be starring with The Lakewood , plot. Anita Stewart. Gaston Glass, anxiety was needless, however, for one hit. Nanigian made a home run.
tory of the A P (Screen alley pin mate. As they were located the old Players. He is to make this visit Julanne Johnston and Jed Prouty are Murphy was an easy third out when Pat French was the individual star.
Rockland plays in Togus next Sun
plant of Canaan. Lewiston, one of dealers couldn't meet it. Theif they in typical Cohan whirlwind manner the chief players. They are all bridge be hit to Taylor.
necessitating an afternoon perform experts and were delighted at the op
Two of Camden’s three runs were day.
the large industrial centers of Maine saw that their salvation, their future ance of the play. The public will be portunity of meeting each other at
existence depended upon their find
reports a general improvement with
j the table. It became an endurance
ing a way to actually fight the admitted.
Maude Pratt. Harry Pratt, Alfred
After all, Mr. Cohan could not be contest and the other members of the
Waterville, another industrial center, Chains. There was but one way to
ROCKPORT
Brown, Miss Ella Orff of Rockland.
expected
to
sit
all
alone
in
tlie
middle
cast
looked
on
with
interest.
Some
reporting conditions as “good.” Au do it and that was by organization.
Mrs. Etta Hobbs of Boston and Mr. and Mrs. E. Murray Graham of
That was no easy task. A lot of of the Lakewood Theatre to watch • exceptional plays were made and Mr. and Mrs. Harry Jarrett of Portland Mr. and Mrs. Talhot and
gusta and Rockland both show a
Mr.
Mitchell
and
the
other
players
many
tine
points
were
brought
up
for
men tackled the task and then quit.
very satisfactory improvement with Now it has been accomplished and perform this delightful comedy. So discussion. "Name the Woman” re Thompsonville, Conn., were guests tlie honor guest. Miss Weidman re
last week of Mrs. RlAnclie Ellsworth. ceived many gifts and the best
summer business well ahead of last a new system of chain stores has Mr. and Mrs. Public may sit down volves around a sensational murder
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Shibles of Me wishes of tlie company.
with
“
G.M.
”
as
he
is
affectionately
,
trial
which
is
the
outcome
of
the
year. Collections show an improve been developed and already has 119
Miss Marlon Weidman has re
chanicsville. N. T.. are guests of Mr.
Bridge
party.
—
adv.
known
wherever
shows
are
produced,
ment over last year which seem to stores in Maine. This is known as and join him in the fun. It's going
and Mrs. Fred W. Shibles, Beech turned home after spending a week
The Nation-Wide Service Grocers.
with Mr. and Mrs. William I). Talbot
street.
reflect along lines of increasing pros
The feature of this is that it doeF to be a crowded Cohan holiday.
at Pratt's Island.
PARK
THEATRE
Mrs.
Flora
Harper
is
visiting
relaAs
a
matter
of
fact,
advance
de

perity.
not call for the establishment of
Mrs. Linthel Lane entertained at a
Today will be your last opportu (ives in Sangerville.
any new stores. 'It is composed of mands for tickets to Mr. Mitchell’s
dinner party Monday night in honor
nity
to
see
D.
W.
Griffiths
“
Drums
of
performances
next
week
are
so
great
The
Ladles
Aid
of
the
Methodist
“I regard the election of a Repub those which already exist. No effort
of Miss Marion Weidman's birthday.
that the Lakewood management is Love" with Mary Philhin and Lionel church will have a picnic Wednes- j
The color seheme was yellow ami
lican Senate as important as »b<* is made to put any existing store out relieved to find a good excuse for ‘ Barrymore.
day July 31 at the home of Mrs. H. white.
of business. Instead it seeks to giv*
Those present were Mrs.
election of a President. The Senate them new life by making it possible an extra performance. They don’t
“The Head Man" is another fun E. Fuller, Beech street, leaving the
Horace Coombs, Miss Ella Orff, Miss
give
matinees
at
Lakewood
without
masterpiece
from
the
pen
of
Harry
Postofflce at 10 a. m.
is now Republican by a majority of for each of these stores to meet the
Mattie Russell. Miss Delia Larson.
good and sufficient reason. It has Leon Wilson, converted to the silver
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Wooster and
one When Senator Shipstead votes prices offered by the chain stores.
to he Labor Day or the Fourth of sheet,where it makes excellent enter daughter Nancy of Bangor are J Mrs. Lane and Miss Weidman. A
very pleasant evening was enjoyed.
with us, which is not always. What
This has been accomplished by July before anybody at the famous tainment. Its fiction title was ‘“J he guests of his parents, •Capt. and Mrs. )
shall it profit a man if he be elect organizing the retail and wholesale theatrical
resort
gets j?nthused Boss of Little Arcady.” First Na Charles Wooster.
TENANT’S HARBOK
ed President and he does not have dealers. As a result this organiza enough to overstep the bounds of tional’s adaptation of the novel will
Rev. and Mrs. S. E. Packard of
evening
performances be shown Wednesday with Charlie Martinsville were calling on friends ' Mrs. Thomas McClusky of New
congress?’’
Thus Senator Moses, tion now finds itself in a position to traditional
' Murray in the title role. M ilsoa, it n town recently.
buy as cheaply as any of the chains. only.—adv.
York is a guest of her mother Mrs.
campaign director in the east. Well,
will be remembered, wrot_» “Merten
Manufacturers are looking for
Warren Oliver who has been Roy Meservey.
|
Senator, Maine has done her part.
of
the
Movies
”
and
other
famous
rav

this business. Jt insures to them
spending several weeks with his
Proprietor Rawley fed 83 guests to
“ON MY SET"
els
subsequently
successful
in
mo

quantity sales of great volume
family at ''The Birches" has returned a shore and chicken dinner Sunday
tion pictures.
Tex Rieard lost so much money on This makes it possible for the local
to his home in West Newton for two at Waneset Inn.
Those who did not have an op
“
Turn
I^ack
the
Hours.
”
GoYiam
’
s
John Mathews and family are
weeks.
portunity to hear the U.S.S. Utah
the Tunney-Heeney scrap that lie grocer who has affiliated with the
latest
screen
production
which
coinr.s
organization to offer prices which
Miss Helen Lytte of New York guests of Mrs. Nelson Gardner at
Band Sunday night may possibly
has set his foot down solidly on the
Thursday
is
announced
as
“
the
storv
match those of the competitor which
City is the guest of Mrs. Minnie Cro Martinsville.
have been tuning in on the con
matter of future radio broadcasts. he has been cussing for the past half
of a love that was strong enough to zier for two weeks.
A very interesting ball game was
cert which was being given by the
turn
back
the
hand
of
time
”
an
1
film
Turning a knob, without even drop dozen years and very decidedly so in
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar P. Shibles, played here last week between
Goldman Band. If so you prob
fans who have a penchant for the ro Miss Marieta Shibles and Mrs. Edith Friendship and St. George, score 4 to
ably heard the artistic rendering
ping a nickel in the slot was pretty tlie past 18 months, which has seen
mantic will be gratified to know that Overlock motored to Westbrook Fri
a very rapid expansion of the chain
in favor of Friendship. The man
of “The Hunting Song.”
soft for the fans, but hereafter they
the stellar players in this produc day of last week w’here they were ager of the local .'aint George base
idea.
must spend at least two cents for a
tion are Walter Pidgeon and Myna guests of Dr. and Mrs. Granville ball team would be pleased to arrange
it is claimed for this system of
Forty radio broadcasting sta
Loy. a team that bids fair to be Shibles and family.
chain stores, for that is what it is in
games with any local ball team. The
newspaper account of the fights.
tions will go off the air tomorrow,
come as popular as John Gilbert and
The Nitsumsosum Club was enter diamond is in first class condition.
effect, that it has a very decided ad
it was announced by the Federal
Greta Garbo. The story in brief tells tained very pleasantly Monday eve
Frances Hupper and friend of Mel
Radio Commission in a statement
Bath is apparently not minded to vantage over the other systems
of a naval officer who is discharged ning at the home of Mrs. Marion rose Mass., passed a week of their
which will be to the benefit of the
denying
the
applications
of
let Rockland get ahead of her in the consumer.
for cowardice.—adv.
Richards.
Refreshments
were vacation at Melrose cottage.
thirty-six stations for the renewal
matter of establishing an airport. The
The claim is that members of this
Mr. and Mrs. Byron Boyles and
served.
of licences. Four others volun
Mr. and Mrs. Robert B. Magune mother Mrs. Lizzie Boyles are enjoy
Kennebec Aircraft Corporation lias organization can meet all prices of
tarily suspended their privileges,
“THE SHOW OFF”
and daughter Dorothy of Rockland ing a two/weeks vacation at the old
among which was WEBJ, oper
been formed for the purpose of giv the existing chains and give a ser
vice which the others do not. They
ated by the Third Avenue Railway
At Watts Hall—Little Players Com were guestil of his mother Mrs. Mel- homestead.
ing that city the necessary equip can buy so as to sell at these low
Mrs. Arthur Stewart and son
Company in New York. Thirtypany Will Present Famous Play At lie Magune Sunday.
ment. Is the Carlton Bridge to be prices and continue to maintain their
Mrs. Fred K. Leach has returned tc Charles of Bath are expected to ar
cix of the stations were among
Early Date.
New York after spending several rive in a few days and will occupy the
present expensive delivery service
come obsolete while it is still new?
162 cited last May by the commis
without loss of profit. This it is
sion to cease operating because
“The Show-Off” a three-act comedy weeks at the home of Mrs. Augusta Simmons house.
Mr. and Mrs. Barney Erickson and
they were not in the puWic inter
drama by George Kelly The IJttle Shibles.
The fact that nearly 1S00 ybung contended is hound to give them
Mrs. Margaret Costello of New young daughter Alice of Vinalhaven
decided advantage.
est, but none of them had con
Theatre Players first production at
men and women are attending
All tlie methods of the chain
tested the action at the hearings
Watts Hall, Thomaston, on the ton. Mass., was the recent guest of left last week for their home. Their
Maine summer schools this year stores are being made use of in this
daughter Mabel will remain here a
just closed. Decisions on the fate
evening cf Aug. 13. is a play so full Mrs. Ernest Torrey.
The home of Mrs. Charles S. Gard few weeks longer.
shows that all of us do not idle organization. The organization pro
of all the others which did fight
of the human side of life that we are
Mrs. Joseph Fuller and children of
the commission’s order are due by
forced to wonder how one man ever ner, Central street was the scene of
away our time at the mountain and vides for the same advertising meth
ods, offers special bargains from
Aug. 1 or shortly afterward.
understood his characters so perfect a very pretty wedding Saturday Attleboro, Mass., are guests of Mrs.
seashore resorts. Education must week to week.
—
ly. No one can question the authen July 28, when Frank H. Lehtonen of John Fuller. I^ater Mr. Fuller will join
he served.
It maintains a window and store
The Biblical dramas which are
ticity of Aubrey Piper, (The Show- East Braintree, Mass., and Miss his family here.
decorating service for the benefit of
Thursday night Air. and Mrs. Edison
being broadcast Sunday evenings
Off), played by Ralph Weston. H Marie S. «Lunden of Rockport were
Major Ralph W. Brown’s battalion all members which would be out of
are apparently having a goodly
moves under his own steam from the united in marriage by Rev. F.. F. Fuller and Mr. and Mrs. Sewell W'agel
of coast artillery won both cups in the question for any individual refollowing. Next Sunday night the
moment the curtain rises. “Be your Fowle of the Methodist church. The were guests at a 6 o’clock dinner with
the heavy artillery contests at the | tailer, because of the cost.
subject will be “Noah.”
self. Motner Fisher.” cries Aubrey to single ring service was impressively Mr. and Mrs. Walter Ulmer.
This means that the consumer is
A dance will be held at Morris hall
recent encampment. Battery E. of
his mother-in-law in times of stress, performed at high noon, in the pres
•Camden making the highest score going to reap benefits which will
LOVE FOR HIS STATE
ami it is a slogan which he has taken ence of only the immediate family. every Tuesday and Friday evenings.
with the 12-inch guns, while Battery help the appearance of his pocket
to heart. There is no need for anyone The couple stood beneath an arch of Good music and a good time.
Cyrus H. K. Curtis, the great Amer to say. “Be yourself. Aubrey.” He asparagus and Easter lilies, tied with
F of Thomaston excelled with the book. It further means that it is
When you buy your fruits or vege
10-ineh birds. Capt. R. Francis Sa- going to he a real business fight for ican publisher, has again demonstra never is tempted for a moment to be a lover's knot of white satin ribbon
ville’s Camden battery had the high as one leading member says: “We ted his love for Ids native State. A anything else. Helen Brown plays The bride, who is an attractive young tables by -the hamper or basket, are
est score in the regiment. 84%. and do not expect to lick the chains out 'debt of $80,000 lias been hanging over Mrs. Fisher so well that one is ioman, was becomingfily gowned in you sure that it contains full meas
also won the tug of war. the prize for but we do intend to keep the men ,the Knox County hospital and a move tempted to think she must be just white crepe de chine and carried
ure? Two baskets of apples may be
which was a picture presented by the who have been for years supplying ment was started to clear the insti that kind of a person. The daughters bouquet of bride roses and sweet
peas.
They
were
unattended.
The
the same height and appear to tlie
local
trades
in
business
and
making
tution
of
this
burden.
Having
a
sum

are
assigned
to
Lorraine
Foat
Holmes
(Portland Kiwanis Club. Lieut. 'Rob
ert L. Bridges of Battery G made the money. That means we’ve got to be mer home in Camden, and passing and Eunice Browning Prellwitz. Lor bride is a graduate of Rockport High casual glance to be of the same ca
highest score in small arms practice, alive and make a fight. It is our much of his vacation time there and in raine Holmes and Eunice Prellwitz School, class of 1918. and since that pacity, but one may contain 11
that section, Mr. Curtis was natur have long been identified with the lit time has taught successfully In tlie quarts of apples and the other 16
with IT. S. 30-calihre rifle, making 4'J own salvation.”—Lewiston Journal.
ally interested in the attempt and tle theatre movement and have town schools. The groom is em
out of a possible 50.
kindly drew his personal check for toured the country in the best com ployed by the Norfolk Paint and quarts. By reducing the diameter of
CLARK ISLAND
$50,000 as a gift to the 'hospital for panies connected with the little the Varnish Co. of Quincy, Mass. He the bottom of a standard size basket
iPenobsrot View Grange will take
attended High School in Proctor. Vt.
no vacation but "V.I itions, past,
Miss Elizabeth Monaghan enter- the purpose of helping reduce the atre. E. Irving Locke an excellent They left by train Saturday after J/2 inch and making n » change in
debt. With such a generous contri character actor as Mr. Fisher con
the height, the capacity is reduced
present and future" will be consid- tained a party of friends from Rock
bution as this there should be no tributes a bit of acting bard to equal. noon for East Braintree. Mass., by 2 quarts. The average weight of
ered by the patron
at Thursday land. Thomaston and tills place
where a furnished home awaits them
doubt
about
the
ability
of
Knox
David
Clark,
leading
juvenile,
Alin*
night's session, and caeh will be asked luncheon and dinner at her home
The bride's going away gown was a properly filled % bushel hamper of
to tell of some vacations enjoyed Friday afternoon and evening In County people to raise the remaining Dunlop, Donald Charlton and Mar tan crepe de chine with coat and hat beans is 27 pounds; if the hamper is
amount
necessary
to
wipe
out
the
hos

jorie
Floyd
newer
members
com

heretofore or the vaeation proposid for , honor of Mrs. George Harper of
to match. Mr. and Mrs. Lehtonen a little short, or if there is a “slack
plete the east.—adv.
this summer, or tlie vuoi'iiin trip one • Monson. Mass., and Mrs. Charles pital debt.—Bath T imes.
are popular young people and the fill” of beans, it may mean a shortage
would like to take. "Wlij eh.inu" the I Padgett of Springfield. Mass. A verybest wishes of their many friends of 3 or 4 pounds of beans.
daily grind?" "Wliy leave tie In.me pleasant and enjoyable afternoon and
will follow them to their new home.
for your vacation?'' ' How long a va- evening were spent with music and
William Carleton and Mrs. Carrie
cation should one lak
These i|Ut - 1 sociability.
G. Zoptlna both of Rockport were
Knox County Field Day
tlons will be answ r. ,1 ml tin- topics I Miss Winifred Williams is at her
married Saturday evening at S
Association, O. E S.
will also lie home enjoying a vacation
o’clock at the Methodist parsonage
"I)og days" and "I'
August. 1
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Baum and
considered, as appropriate
when the single ring service was per
Meet—
son spent the weekend with Mrs
formed by Rev. F. F. Fowle.
William II. Grinin who lias li vl,' Baum's mother. Mrs. Henry Crockett
Tuesday, August 9
Mr. and Mrs. William D. Talbat
, ,
,
i(,„.i',,1,i inomThom at South Thomaston.
entertained at dinner at theij Pratt’s* at GLENCOVE GRANGE HALL
Instructor
of, ,.
the llotkimu,
Island cottage Sunday in honor of
aston and Camden batteries of Coast
at 2 o'clock for afternoon session
Miss Marion Weidman's birthday.
WALDOBORO
Artillery, has been transferred to
Picnic supper at 5.30 with
The
table
was
prettily
decorated
in
Bath, and will serve the Lath and
Free Coffee
pink and white and covers were laid
Returning from Monhegan enrout
Brunswick batteries. Li. ut Willard
for twelve. A large birthday cake
who will succeed him in Knox Coun to Bar Harbor. Elsa L. Williams, A
Visiting Star members are wel
with pink candles occupied the cen
ty. has just completed a course at R. Williams. Sadie M. Child of
come.
Non members may be
ter of the table. Those present were
the artillery school. Fortre
Mon Amesbury and C. R. Potter of New
guests by paying 25 cents.
Mrs.
Cora
F.
Talbot.
Mrs.
Emma
roe. He will occupy the Simonton York have been sojourning at Waltz
Frohock, Miss Carrie Sherriff, Miss
Louse 0:1 T.. :tot avenue.
Camp, Waldoboro.
Before me,
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FRANK B. MILLER,

Notary Public.

“Killarney”

“THE PRINCE OF PALES”

Extra Dry Ginger Ale

a

DAY OF SPOUTS
msr u, mis
ROCKLAND FAIR
Afternoon Events Starting at 1.30 o’clock

OPEN EVENTS

100-Yard Dash

One-Mile Run
Three-Legged Race—50 Yards
Fat Men’s Race—50 Yards 200 lbs. or Over

Distance Baseball Throwing

Rockland Produce Company

One-half Mile Run
Sack Race—50 Yards

Throwing Baseball to Barrel

Relay Race—

MOViLf

•

They are Delightful/ Are you Acquainted?

Rockland Baseball Team vs. Locals

Tug of War-Married Men vs. Single Men
Mont Trainer and Fred Blackington, Capts.
Greased Pig

BOY SCOUT & SUMMER CAMP EVENTS

Three different Team Races—8 hoys from
each camp

Sack Race—50 Yards
Three-Legged Race—50 Yards
1100-Yard Dash
Relay Race—4 Boys from Each Camp
Wonderful Prizes for Each of the Open Events
Loving Cups fer First Two Camps Winning Most
Points in the Summer Camp Events
Strictly Amateur Events—No Cash Prizes

Evening Events Starting at 8.00 o'clock

5 ALL STAR BOXING EXHIBITIONS

5

BUD FISHER vs. K. 0. LIBERTY
of Waterville

of Dexter

WOMAN QUIRION vs. K. 0. STEVENS
of Bangor

of Newport

KID YUCK vs. SEATTLE KID RICHARDS
of Bangor

of Dover

YOUNG KID McCOY vs. PAT CORNIER
of Waterville

of Old Town

KILLER BROWN vs. JAMES QUERRY
of Bancfrr

of Garland

Also Bouts by Sailors from U.S.S. Wyoming

Rockland Fair Association
I

Entries for afternoon events should be made before
I 2 o’clock noon of Saturday, Aug. I 1, to Pat French
or H. E. Lamb, care of Chamber of Commerce.

pE(

,rj

LEO DOUCETTE’S HOT JAZZ BAND
THE INCOMPARABLE

OAKLAND PARK

L

TONIGHT

HEAR THESE PREMIER ENTERTAINERS

GRINDSTONE INN
Winter Harbor

ON FRENCHMAN’S BAY
Cool and Delightful
A modern hotel catering to a select clientele
Fresh Sea Foods Served Daily
Golf
Tennis,
Swimming
Orchestra
A. O. Jones, Mgr.
88-100

BUCKSPORT SEMINARY
A Coeducational Preparatory School

Bucksport, Maine
A School of—
HI0H ACADEMIC STANDARDS
MODERN EQUIPMENT
ATHLETICS UNDER EXPERTS
TOTAL EXPENSE $400 A YEAR
For Particulars Apply to—

DR. R. E. PECK, Bucksport, Me.
A School Offering a Thorough Preparation
78P108 '

I1

Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

July 31 Fair at Ash Point chapel.
•Inly 31 Thomaston ’Mrs. .Farley’s Was
Works, benefit of Nurse Association.
Auk. 1 Thomaston, annual sale on the Mall.
Aug. 2 Thomaston, annual Baptist fair
and sale on the Mall.
Aug. 6-11 Rockland fair and Old Home
Week celebration at Rockland Trotting Park.
Aug. 7 Knox County Field Day Association
meets at Glencove.
Aug. 8 Bernard-Cross recital, benefit Uni
versalist organ fund.

Much interest in the automobile
world is manifested in the proposed
combine of Btadehaker and Pierce
Arrow.

Baseball at 5 o’clock this afternoon
—Rockland vs. Camden. Can.den’s
wonderful work last night has put
much pep Into baseball there, and
the whole t'jwn is coming down.
George pjjc'arnie, Red Cross di

rector of lifesaving service, will be at
Aug. 8 Rockport Baptist Fair.
Sandy Beach during tlie first four
Aug. 10—Annual Muster of Maine Staf8
Hand Engine League at Knox Trotting Park. days of August, to teach the GirJ
Aug. ltt Louise Bickford public subscrip Scouts swimming and resuscitation.

tion concert at The Samoset.
Aug. 14 (10 a. ni.l—Livestock Development
Train visits Rockland.
Aug. 15—Owl’s Head hair.
Aug. 15- Annual State Field Day meeting
of Knox Academy of Arts and Sciences at Knox
Arboretum.
Aug. 17-18--Friendship Field Day. .
Aug. 22- Thomaston: Library fair on the
Mall.
Aug. 23-24 Maine State Amateur Golf
Championship Tournament in Bangor.
Sept. 10 State election.
Nov. 6 -Presidential election.
Sept. 3-4—New Belfast Fair.

y, a well known Bay
an, has brought his
is to tile Rockland track
next week's big races,
s string is Beau Billon

David Reid, a former secretary of
the Rockland,. Y.M.C.A. was in the
city Friday accompanied by his three
sons. They were returning to New
REUNIONS
Haven after a month’s vacation in
Aug. 1 Ingraham family at Penobscot View
Canada.
Grange Hall. Glencove.
Aug. 8 Hall family at Penobscot View
Grange Hall. Glencove.
Aug. 15 -Smalley family at A. S. Smalley’s,
St. George.
\

This is the last week of Empire
Theatre’s career, and many who have
enjoyed good entertainment there
through the long years will attend
Weather This Week
Weather outliik for week in North at least one!more, if for sentimental
and Middle Atlantic States: Generally reasons onljA
fair except showers about Thursday
The Relief-Corps Patchwork Club
and Friday.
Temperature rising
slowly to normal or slightly above l>y will meet at O.X.R. hall Thursday aft
Thursday, slightly cooler near the ernoon. Patchwork to he sewn and
one quilt toj be tacked. Take picnic
end of the week.
lunch and remain for the special
meeting in tjie evening.
Forty horses are expected to ar
rive at tlie Rockland track tonight.
Tlie members of Golden Rod Chap
There will be a special meeting of
Edwin Libby Relief Corps Thursday
evening with Important business.

9

Mrs. Minnie Miles will entertain the
Educational Club Friday afternoon at
her home on Ocean street. Box lunch
will be served.

The directors of the baseball asso
ciation have a meeting tonight to act
upon matters which admit of no de
lay.
y
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1 will give any one who wishes a fide
free in my hydroplane. 1 want every
one to know how good these boats are.
Come to the public landing this after
noon or tomorrow. Ernest Gamage.
—adv.
Truck covers, boat covers, spray
hoods, waterproof duck Quick serv
ice. price right. Work guaranteed.
Rockland Awning Co.—adv.
•

REPUBLICAN TOUR

OFFICIAL THANKS

The Republican tour of Knox
County will be on Aug. 23 and 24.
The schedule of the first day has
been arranged thus:
9 a. m., Hope; 10 a. m.. Appleton;
11 a. m. Washington; 12 m. Union /or
lunch; 3 p. ni., Friendship; 4 p. m.,
Cushing; 5-7 p. m.. Rockland.
Friday the 24th will come the vis
its to tlie islands, the schedule being
as follows: .9.30 a. m., Owl’s Head;
10 a. in., South Thomaston; 11 to 1,
St. George for lunch. At Owl’s Head
the party will split to permit part
to go to North Haven an island
where the stop will be At 11 ’oclock
and from there to Vinalhaven from
3 to 5 p. m. The first section will
remain on the mainland going to
Rockport at 3 p. m. and Camden in
the evening. This is the schedule as
prepared by Milton M. Griffin, mem
ber of the State committee from
I< nox.

Captain Littlefield Grateful
For Lunch Served To Mid
shipmen From the Utah.

Miss Burdell St rout has sold her
house at 10 Pleasant street to Sam
Lcrman who will occupy it immedi
ately. The Stroots are moving today
to the Cobh apartment, 7 Granite
street.

Florian Clarke who is located in
Portland was a Rockland visitor Sat
urday. Mr. Clarke in addition to con
ducting a class in trombone at the
Chipman Studio broadcasts from
there once or more each week.

George Treggett who for a number
of years conducted the Corner Drug
StoK* has disposed of his entire hold
ter, O.E.S. who expect to attend tlie ings, selling to Warocn Eldredge who
field ddy arMr’equested to communi lias been associated w ith him for some
cate with Mrs. Belle Frost, tel. 995-M. time.
Those not tf^ijeited lor the supper
should take sandwiches or cake.
Motor enthusiasts have flocked to
the Lewiston Bulck Co. show’ room
Members of the choir and congre since Saturday drawn thither by the
gation of St. Peter’s Episcopal fame of the 1929 Bulck. The car rich
Church accduwanied by their rector. ly deserves all the admiration ac
Rev. Ernest W ‘Kenyon, went to Long corded it. Over 400 persons visited
Cove Sunday afternoon where a serv the plant Saturday and Sunday.
ice w^s held),, followed by picnic
lunch on the shore. It was a profit
Miss Olive Gilchrist has resigned
able and piquant experience, and is her position with Fuller-Cobb-Davis
to be repeift^d the latter part of where she has been at the head of the
August.
stocking department a number of
years. She will he glad to have friends
Mrs. E. B. Richardson has charge and acquaintances call and see her
of the program for the reunion of the new line of hose at Crockett’s Baby
Ingraham fanriJy., at Penobscot View- Shop where she will be associated
Grange hall, Cleftcove, tomorrow, and with Miss Maud Staples and Marion
musical numbers are already assured. Blackman.—adv.
The prograim will immediately follow
the dinner, ’which is at 12.30 p. m.
Have your car washed and greased
sharp. All will enjoy the family tree by Ray Small at Nemo’s Repair
and other exhibits to be there pre Shop. Cars called for and delivered.
sented.
—.nl\.

MACKEREL

Strictly Fresh

lb. 9c
P & G SOAP, 10 calces 26c
Almost Any Size

Lowest Price This Season J

The E. B. Crie workmen are sot
ting a large £.&H. ice cream sign on
the southern wall of the new’ Chlsnolm block to lay. It portrays tne
famous 'Mt. Katahdin picture on the
company’s packages and is an artis- j
tic job. The w’ork was done ffee.
hand in the <Main street studio.
The Rockland Old Timers defeated i
the Vinalhaven Old Timers 15 to 5
at Vinalhaven yesterday, playing such [
good hall that the island residents
were fairly astounded. “The best
time ever,” is what the locals said
as they climbed up over McLoon’s
wharf late ladt night. The telling of
it by a special staff writer will ap
pear in Thursday’s issue.
Tanno Tammerlin of Clark Island
| was fined $25 and costs (the latter
amounting to $24.8-2) by Judge Miller
yesterday after hefng convicted ot’
leaving the place of an accident
w’ithout making himself known. The
|accident in question occurred on Gilchfest Hill, Wiley’s Corner, when
Tammerlin's ear struck amidships a
car occupied by two Massachusetts
women and* tiieir maid. Both cars
were damaged, but Tammerlin. it is
j alleged, hastened away without stoplping to see what had happened to
the Women. He was obliged to sur
render his license. Judge Miller an.nounced that he will adminster jail
I sentences In such cases hereafter.

POLITICAL BRIEFS

HAMBONE'S MEDITATIONS

CIGARETT, ES
I >

This is a New Low Price for Popular Brands

7c, 3 pkgs. 19c

42c

You take no chance-lit is Guaranteed to Please You

Maine White Corn, 2 cans

Cram Lawry, Jr., ar.d Alvary Gay
have returned from the Royal Am
bassadors Camp. D;-prp Park, where
they were for two weeks. The camp
which is conducted by the Baptist de- I
nomination has had 200 boys enrolled
this season, with activities of inter
esting types.

19c

We carry a complete line of Heinz Pickles and Olives, both in bulk and fancy
bottles. We are especially proud of this line and invite your attention to it.

YES,<_ WE
SELL
FOR LESS
_________
_
•
TRY FOODLAND COFFEE, lb.

Lieut. Col. George A. Buker hat*;
resufned Ids duties as warden of the
State Prison after a 15 days’ tour of
duty with the reserve officers in Bos
ton.

21c

PICKLES AND OLIVES

«« ’

Smoked Shoulders, lb.
Compare these shoulders with any others offered at any price

Pickled Pigs Feet, 2 lbs.

Fancy

SftLab

KUHL BOB SAY EF AH P
JES’ TAKE A SAR’L-STAVE

25c

Tripe, lb. 18c

Fresh Pigs Liver, lb.

15c

Nice with Bacon

MANY OTHER SPECIALS THIS WEEK

PERRY’S

SPECIAL SHOWING OF

ATWATERKENT
ELECTRIC
RADIOS

T' PE OLE toMAM , MAH
TROUBLES WIP HER WoULP
£N'-- PEY SHO woulp;
EN ALL I>£ RES' O’ MAH

TROUBLES WOULP EM*

V

Too

•

Watch For
FUR SALE

Oriental Rugs

Wc Put Them In
On Trial

AUGUST

15th

Antique, Semi-Antique
and Modern types.

1 his is

a speckrl showing for ten days only at, way below

regular prices.

Every Rug Carries The
Senter Crane Guarantee

Graham Hills returned to the
Y.M.C.A. eamp at Cobbossecontee
Lake, Winthrop. Me., Sunday, after
being home ten days doctoring a zstiff
elbow.

With the Democratic State organ! ization torn asunder. Republican cam
paign leaders Saturday turned full at| tention upon North Carolina, consid| ered their best het at present to break
the solid South, and began to map out
j a program which is calculated t«»
clinch the State for Herbert Hoover
| in the Novmher election.
• • • •
Disagreeing w’lth a recent declaiaI tion by Bishop Candler of the Metho
dist Episcopal Church South, that pol
itics has no place in the pulpit, four
Bishops of the organization issued
Saturday a signed statement affirm
ing their intention of waging a mili
tant fight in the Presidential cam
paign against the defenders and ad
vocates of the liquor traffic. Assert
ing that the Methodist Episcopal
Church South Is a prohibition church,
the signers quote liberally from
speeches of officials and resolutions
adopted by conference bodies to sus
tain their contention that It is the
duty of Methodists to defend the
Eighteenth Amendment and Volstead
Act .“The moral forces of the country
will not he driven from the field by
the cry that they are bringing the
Church into politics because they are
opposing the election to the Presi
dency of a man whose personal and
official record both brand him as tin
outstanding enemy of national pro
hibition” says the statement.

This is a very low price. Some stores charge as high as 37c for 10 cakes of this
* soap.

Kellogg’s Corn Flakes

Those who worked so hard to pro
vide luncheon for the middies at the
Universalist vestry on the occasion of
the Knox Birthday celebration will be
pleased with the following letter
which Mrs. II. M. Lord, president of
the Knox Memorial Association, Inc.
received from Capt. W. 'L. IJttlefleld
of the U.S.S. Utah:
“The‘luncheon served to the offi
cers, midshipmen and enlisted men.
landed at Rockland on July 25, 1928,
in connection with the ceremonies
commemorating the birthday of Ma
jor General Henry Knox, was so good
and so sumptuous, and the arrange
ments so well perfected for serving
the luncheon, that 1 desire to take
this opportunity to express the appre
ciation of those vho were so well
served and to add my congratulations
and thanks to those who are responsi
ble.
“I understand that the luncheon was
prepared by the kindly hands of the
ladies of Rockland and Thomaston,
under the efficient direction of Mrs.
Carlton Snow, the wife of Lieutenant
Carlton Snokv, retired, and I trust that
you w’ill be kind enough to express my
appreciation, as commanding officer
of the Utah, to Mrs. Snow and those
who so ably assisted her in the ar
rangements."

Mossouls about 6.6x3.4 ..................

$49.00

1

Sarouch 5x3.4 ..............................

Shirvan 4.6x3 .....................................

29.00

2

Lillihans about 6.6x4.9 .....................

1

Hamadan Antique 6.9x4 ....................

Hamadans about 3.9x2.7 ................

29.00

95.00 Antique Mats about 4.6x3.2 39.00 to

55.00

Persian Runner 13’x6.7 ..................

125.00

Persian Runner 13.6x4.7 ................

125.00

125.00

79.00

And about 15 others

FELT HATS
Another shipment of these Special Hats at......

Children's Three-quarter Socks, all sizes, reduced
from 50c to ............................................................... 35c
Silk Fish-net Glove Silk foot and top marked
from $1.95 to ...................................................... $1.50
Irregulars of men’s $1.50 and $2.00 Black Silk
Hose......................................................................... $1.00

$1.00
There are 300 in the lot, all colors, large and small
head sizes.

SENTER CRANE COMPANY *
A SPORT TOURING CAR

MRS. SADIE L. ELLIOTT

Dodge Adds Handsome New Model
To the Victory Line.

Friends are saddened to hear of
the death of Mrs. Badlc Elliott, W’fiich
occurred Friday morning. She had
been a very patient sufferer through
the long months of illness. She wras
always kind and cheerful, adminis
tering to the sick with great care and
tenderness. Since the death of her
husband, Capt. Frank Elliott, she had
lived in Castine for six years and
later moved to Rockland, and then
having a desire to he near the salt
water she had a bungalow built at
Ingraham Hill. There she lived hut
a short time to enjoy the comfort of
home. Everything was done to make
her happy and her great faith in the
Divine healer never faltered in the
time of trouble. She was a regular
member of the Baptist Church, the
Belief Corps and the Sunshine Club.
She will be greatly missed by her
daughter and two sons and seven
grandchildren. The many beautiful
flowers bore silent tribute of love.

Addition of a sport touring car to
tim Victory Six line has been an
nounced by Dodge Brothers, Inc., the
body being leaf mould brown trimmed
in beetle green. Upholstery is tan
shark grain leather. Standard equip
ment includes six wire wheels, the
two spares being mounted in welled
front fenders with trunk rack in rear.
Nickel plating of the windshield
frame, head and cowl lamps, stan
chions, molding, steering column,
gear shift and, hand brake levers,
bumpers, spare tire carriers, door
handles, hood hinge and latches and
hub caps add unusual beauty to the
car. The windshield is designed so
it can be pushed over forward when
the top is down.
Instrument board equipment con
tains the starting button within easy
reach of the driver. Grouped under
a single glass panel illuminated by a
hooded dash light are the speed
ometer, ammeter, fuef gauge, oil
gaufee, and engine temperature indi
cator. ^Roominess in both front and
rear seats is featured in the body
construction. Seat cushions are built
unusually wide and deep and adjust
ed at angles for maximum riding
comfort. Riding qualities are com
pleted by four hydraulic shock ab
sorbers. while internal expanding
hydraulic brakes match the accelera
tion and speed developed by the Vic
tory Six engine. The ear is priced
at $124>5 f o. b. the factory.—adv.
Ice cream manufacturers are ex
perimenting in the use of a honey
for sw’eetening their product, and
some are using it regularly, espe
cially for sherbets. When cane su
gar is used in sherbets it precipi
tates rather quickly, so the product
must he used promptly. Honey is
an invert sugar and does not crys
tallize when mixed in sl»erlfet.
Ordinary drain tiles three or four
frnches in inside diameter and one
foot in length are very good for
blanching celery in the home garden.
The hunches should first he tied to
gether with string and the tiles
slipped down over tlie tops of the
hunches. Drain tiles are especially
desirable because they produce cel
ery of good flavor. If heavy paper
is used for blanching, it should not
cofitain tar or creosote, as these will
injure the flavor of the celery.

A man who surprised his wife by
calling her an angel, was ask< d to ex
plain hi« unusual compliment.
“Well, Mary,” he said, "in the first
place you are always flitting about;
secondly, you are continually harping
on things; thirdly, by your own ac
count, you have nothing to wear; and.
fourthly, you are up-in-the-alr-mostof-the-time”

REPAIRING
ETTA BLACKINTON will do re
pairing, relining, ladies' and men’s
clothing. Sewing of all kinds so
licited at 49 FULTQN ST., South89&91*
end. Tel. 960-J.

The new porch at Two Steps Inn
may be reserved for luncheons,
dinners or bridge parties. Special
menus may be arranged to fit the
occasion. Phone 784-J for information.

91-93

BORN

annvuttcr, Mrrr

Q/fll't/ty

ftHf/
88tf

MONHEGAN ISLAND
STEAMER GOV. DOUGLAS

Jordan Rockland, nt Britt Maternity Home.
.Inly 29. to Mr and Mra. Rodney E. .Iordan of
Thomaston, a daughter.
Gregory Vinalhaven. Inly 21. to Mr. and
Mrs. Harland Gregory of North Haven, a
daughter Evelyn Charlotte.

Will Make Round Tripe Daily to Monhegan, leaving Creighton'i
Wharf, Thomaeton, at 6.30 A. M., Standard Time

MARRIED

This trip allows you five hours on the island

Collins Gllchrest Rockland. .Inly 23, by
Rev .1. Charles MacDonald, Albert Collins of
Berlin, N. H., and Gladys Hurd Gllchrest of
Rockland.
Lehtonen Lunden Rockport. July 28. by
Rev F. F. Fowle, Frank II Lehtonen of East
Braintree, Mass., and Miss Marie 8. Lunden of
Rockport.
Carleton-Zophtlna Rockport. July 28, by
Rev F. F. Fowle. William Carleton and Mrs.
Carrie G. Zophtlna. both of Rockport.

For Further Information Call ThomaeTon 36

DIED
Burkett -Union, July 21. Frances F-llen.
widow of Oscar A, Burkett, aged 88 years, 9
months, 4 days.

8PECIAL RATES TO PARTfES OF TEN OR MORE

Hotel, fishing

bathing
SSTtf

Girls Wanted

CARD OF THANKS

Wc wish to thank our friends and neighbors
fur their kindness and sympathy to us during
our bereavement; also for the beautiful floral
offerings.
Mr. and Mrs. Alva Colbourn. Mr and Mrs
Ezra Conway. Mr and Mrs Edward Dickey,
Mrs. Beulah Cotter, I. L. Hall.
•
CARD OF THANKS

$4.00 TO $5.00 PER DAY

Will be Paid to Willing and Capable Help

We wish to thank our friends and neighbors
for their kind expressions of sympathy during
our late bereavement; also for the beautiful
floral tributes and the use of their cars.
•
Elise Freeman and family.
card of

Thanks

Sincere thanks and appreciation are ex
tended to doctors and nurses during my stay
at Knox Hospital, also for flowers from the
American Legion Auxiliary. Christian En
deavor, Sunshine Department, and cards from
friends.
.
.
Mrs. Lottie M. Smith.
Vinalhaven.

LAWRENCE PACKING CO.
Telephone 260

Y

Rockland
88-96

CARD OF THANKS

Wc wish to thank th“ many friends and ac
quaintances especially the ladles of Edwin
Libby Relief Corps and Order of Rebekahs for
their kindness dining the Illness and death of
our mother Mrs. Sadie Elliott; also for the
beautiful floral tributes.
Mr and Mrs L. A Maddocks. Mr ’and Mrs
William Elliott. Mr. and Mrs. Frank Elliott.
CARD OF THANKS
Wc wish to thank our many friends for their
kindness during my recent Illness, those of the
Baptist Church, of the Congregational < hur« b.
of Dr. Ho<lgkln»' Hospital staff, the I’vthlan
Sisters, the S. of V. Auxiliary and of the
community.
.
.
Mrs Maynard O. ( reamer, Maynard O
Creamer.
Warren, Me.

A dog was recently operated on for
the recovery of a collar stud which it
had swallowed. It "peins that the in
telligent beast caught it Just as it was
dashing across the floor to hide—
Punch.

You can't Judge a flapper by the
clothes she wears—there’s so little to
.go on.

HEADQUARTERS FOR

Blueberry Rakes
Three Standard Sizes

ROCKLAND HARDWARE CO.
89-94

| COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE |
«•_________ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___________ *
,

12

T"

2

’ ■■
18

17

22

r"

M

9

IO

15

2t>

25
28

29

32

34

35

3b

39

42

M3

M7
51

J

37

40

m
Mb

it

20

2M

33
3to

lb

ll

ii

!

ll

27
30

!’

b

-L i J

1

44

48
52

■■

49

53

5M

57

->
bb

59

HORIZONTAL (Cont)
41- lnterjectlon.
Contempt
42- Not principal or
main
44- Ailment of
children
46-An astringent
45- The chief god of the
Babylonians
50- A fuzzy covering
51- An edible root
53-Narrow beams of
light
55-Thua
56- Who was the Roman
goddess of peace?
53-A confession of
faith
59-Eagles

VERTICAL
1- Sedate
2-A square landmeasure (abbr.)
3- Wrath
4- To concur
5- Tropical fruit
6- Domestic cattle
7- Meditated upon
9-One (German)
10-Trlal
11- What was the name
of the father of
William the
Conqueror?

Solution to Previous Puzzle

45

50

5b

HORIZONTAL
1-Of what country of
Asiatic Turkey Is
Damascus the
chief town?
5-A place of publlo
meeting
8-What Helvetian
chief opposed
Julius Caesar?
12-Near
14- 0ne of the Great
Lakes
15- A demon
17-Man’a name
19- Half ems
20- Agreeabte
22-What Italian poet
wrote the Oivina
Oommedia?
24-Article
26- A legume
27- Likewise not
28- Ascended
30-To clip
32- Branches of
learning
33- Qualified
35-Of what Hawaiian *
Island Is Honolulu
the capital?
38-Starry
40-What prefix,
meaning “son”, Is
used before many
Scottish names?

55

■

!

VERTICAL (Cont.)
13-Of what province
of the Union of
S. Africa Is
Pretoria the
capital?
\
16-Matured

18-Soon
21-What great sage of
China founded
ancestor-worship?
23-Preflx. Thrice
25-A rodent
29—Combining form.
Equal
31- Parity
32- To unite by treaty
34—A ferocious Old

World monkey
36- What is “I love" la
Latin?
37- Partial

39-Closed
41-Pertaining to a bass
43- What large river Is
in N. E. Spain?
44- A river and firth In
S. W. Scotland
45-To traverse
47-A spice
49-Part of the head
52-A measure of length
54-A knight’s title
57-Articlo

PROVES RECORD BREAKER

FRtI

750,002 “Bigger and Better” Chevrolets Sold Since Introduction.

One of the most remarkable
achievements ever recorded in the au
tomobile industry comes to light to
day in the announcement of R. H.
Grant, vice president of the Chevro
let Motor Company in change of sales,
that 750,000 “Bigger and Better”
Chevrolets have been placed in the
I hands of owners since the introduc
tion of the new car January first.
With deliveries to customers aver
aging 30.000 cars a week. Chevrolet
in the first seven months of the year,
established a record for public ac
ceptance of a new car unrivalled in
MT. PLEASANT VALLEY the history of modern motor cars.
Each week, each month, each quarter
Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Chester of Owl's shattered all marks for the corre
Head, Mrs. C. L. Libby and children. sponding period of any previous year.
Mrs. Wiarburton of Owl's Head and
The unusual public favor shown
New York and Mrs. Daisy Hoskins I Chevrolet in the first seven months
and daughter of Springfield, Mass., | through the demand for 750.000 cars,
visited Mrs. Joanna Dodge and Mrs. j indicates beyond doubt that ChevW. F. Davis Thursday.
{ rolet will build and sell many more
Joseph Stickney and W. F, Davis than one million units in 1928, break
were business visitors in Albion Sat ing by a wide margin all existing
urday.
records for the manufacture and sale
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur May of of a new model and further guaran
Rochester, N. Y.. are at their home teeing Chevrolet’s position as the
here for the summer.
world’s largest automobile producer.
Joseph Stickney of Saco was the —adv.
guest of Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Davis,
Friday.

Jail Visitor—Can't I do something

“I've lost my entire life's savings." for you. my poor fellow?
Convict—Course you can, lady. Yer
“How?" “Answering the spare-time
moneymaking ads."—America's Hu can do my 12 years.—Sydney Bul
letin.
mor.

jttlEfii

TEA

The economical summer beverage. You can
make a gallon of iced tea for 10c using

II

Every-OtKer-Day
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SALADA

TEA

who
wiU furnish the Materials?
That will determine, often, whether or not your
new home will be a thing oi worth and comfort or
otherwise. All down the line, you’ll find highquality materials here,at right prices.For instance—

SHEETROCK
—the fireproof wallboard. Best there is. Fure
gypsum rock in broad, high sheets, between tough
fibre paper.Permanent. Decorates perfectly. Never
cracks, warps or buckles. Vermin-free. Time-tried.

W. H. GLOVER & CO.
GENERAL CONTRACTORS
453 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

TEL. 14

POOR LAYING HENS

WALDOBORO
The many friends of Mrs. l’earl
Whitehouse are glad to know that she
is recovering from the effects of a sur
gical operation performed at Knox
Hospital, Rockland.
Mrs. Susan Benner was in Thomas
ton last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Rowe of Ho
quiam. Washington, have been guests
of Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Crowell.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Wilson, Mrs.
Lulie Borneman and son Urban of
East Waldoboro were guests of Miss
Agnes Creamer and Mrs. Henrietta
Creamer Friday.
Wilmot Davis has gone to Wash
ington. D. C., where he lias entered the
Walter Reed Hospital for treatment.
A delegation from Germania Lodge.
I.O.O.F., attended the meeting of the
I5th and 16th district of Odd Fellows
in Rockland Saturday.
Mrs. George H. Coombs Is the guest
of iter daughter Mrs. P. B. Stinson in
Wiscasset.
Mrs. Fred Teele
T ni4»l'» b->.
been the guest of Ml. and Mrs. Claude
Fitch a few days.
Mrs. John Teague cf Warren visited
Mrs. Ralph Morse last w,ek.
Mrs. Lillian Ewell Aloee has re
turn, d from Martin's Point.
Miss Barbara Benner has been the
guest of Miss Betty Stahl at Medomak.
Mr. and Mrs. K. I.. Devmore of Free
port have been spending a few days
with Dr. and Mrs. D. B. Mayo.
Russell Greenwood has gone to
Long Beach. Calif., to join his family
who moved there last year.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Crowell spent
Sunday at Fort MoKlnley where their
son Gilbert is in training at the
C M T.C.
William Howell of Detroit, Mich.,
ell) of Boston and Mr. and Mrs. Wiland Mrs. Arthur Porter (Bessie Howliam Hodgkins and children of Wor
cester. Mass., are visiting Mr. and
Mrs. R. L. Benner.
Agnes Gracie and Dorothy Lovejoy,
pupils in the grammar school, have
been awarded the Student's Certifi
cate by the Palmer Penmanship Co..
the highest award given to a grammar
school pupil. Doris Duswald has been
granted the progress pin and Thelma
Hanrahan the Palmer Method button.

VINALHAVEN
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Burns and
young son arrived Saturday from
Wollaston. Mass., and are guests of
Capt. and Mrs. William Burns.
Mrs. Forest Davis was called to
Bath Friday by the Illness of her
daughter Mrs. Sewall Davis.
Mr. and Mrs. Lavon T. Ames,
daughter Marjorie and son Lavon
have just returned home to New Bed
ford after a very pleasant ten days
stay with his parents Mr. and Mrs. O.
B. Ames at the Ames' Farm. Calderwood’s Neck. Miss Marjorie, who
starts her third year at Smith College
this fall received highest honors of
her class last year, also a $400 schol
arship.
Mr. and Mrs. T. E. Lihby left Satur
day for Boston and Brookline where
Mrs. Libby will remain several weeks
with her daughter Mrs. Charles
Johnson. Mr. and Mrs. Herbert L.
Libby of East "Weymouth are occu
pying the Libby home at present.
Mrs. Carver of Binghampton, N.
Y.. Is a guest at Bridgeside arriving
Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Fritz Scoog visited
Portland and Did Orchard on a p'easure trip last week.
Mrs. S. A. Gale of Suifleld. Conn.,
is at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Will
Smith.
Miss Nina Ames was soloist Sun
day morning at Union Church and
played the saxophone.
Miss Eugenia Carver entertained
Friday afternoon at her home at a
bridge luncheon at which Miss Abbie
Brown of Camden was honor guest.
Miss Meta Ingerson was awarded first
prize and the consolation was pre
sented to Mrs. Marion Headley. Miss
Carver recently entertained Mrs.
Freeman Blodgett of Somerville,
Mass.
Gardiner Libby of Wollaston ar
rived Saturday to spend a vacation •
in town.
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar C. Lane arrived
Saturday from Hingham, Mass.. '
where they were guests of Mr. and ■
Mrs. E. W. Swan.
Mrs. Angus Hennigar has returned
from an extended visit in Machias. ‘
Her sister Mrs. Elizabeth Morse is i
Mr and Mrs. Harry Sanborn of
Portland spent the weekend in town,
with her for the summer.
Mrs. William Hopkins, son Gerald J
and Mr. and Mrs. Thornton of North
Haven visited Shore Acres Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. George Newbert spent
Sunday as guests of Mr. and Mrs. L.
A. Coombs.
Mrs. O. B. Ames, Mr. and Mrs. L. T.
Ames. Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Ames. C.
Meservey F. Ames. Miss Marjorie
Ames. Lavon T. Ames. Jr., Mr. and
Mrs. Z. C. Burgess and Miss Juliette
Burgess were guests at the residence
of W. I,. Glidden, Arey's Harbor, re
cently.

HOPE
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Donnelly and
Mr. and Mrs. Ricnard Sharkey of
Boston are guests at N. F. Bartlett’s.
Mrs. Addie Bills, Miss Mary Bills
with Mr. and Mrs. Fred Gould of Comden and Miss Constance Lincoln of
Waltham. Mass., were on a motor trip
last week to Eastport and Machias
where they called on relatives.
Mrs. Clara Light of Union and her
son Frederick Mansfield of New Ha
ven Conn, and John Hooper of Au
burn were recent visitors at the Bills
homestead.
Miss Estelle Bartlett visited in
Thomaston and Rockland last week.
Mrs. Eleanor Payson recently vis
ited her daughter Mrs. Hrebert Esancy and family In South China.
Recent visitors at Mrs. S. D. Bart
lett’s were Mrs. Marietta Hobbs of
Massachusetts Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Jarrett, Connecticut, Mrs. Ritterbush
and grandson Peter of Camden.
David Brown of Waltham, Mass., is
recuperating at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Nathan Barrett.
Everett Hobbs and family attended
a Farm Bureau meeting in Thomaston
last Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray of Massachusetts
were weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs.
B. H. Nichols.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles J. Tilton and
daughter Belle Bartlett of South
Portland and Mrs. Eugene Webber of
Westport were guests of Mrs. S. D.
Bartlett last Wednesday.

k Used Furniture^

LreapwawtadsI

THE COLDER
THE BETTER

Poultry Specialist O. M. Wil
bur Tells How They May
Be Detected. C
“Watch out for the hens with a long
beak, and narrow, rounding shallow
head, with a dish in froftt of the eyes”
says Oscar M. Wilbur, extension
poultry specialist, of the college of
agriculture. “These are the latest
points which indicate a poor laying
hen and are being used to supplement
the former method of determining
cud or nun laying heiui by means of
body changes.”
\
“Of late much emphasis has been
placed upon these head points. It is
believed by many that they more ac
curately reflect the ability of a ben
to lay than do <oiue"4>f the body
chang es which hav^ lieen and are be
ing so commonly used. By no means
should the old n ethod of judging a
cull hen by body changes be discard
ed. These changes arf the results of
< gg production and are still valuable
as a moans of separating the good
and poor hens."
“According to the fittest develop
ments it is the hen with a rather short
beak and deep, wide Ufcnd that tends
to be fiat on top, that ifiFXhe good layer.
Tin re should be no dishing between
the eyes.”
'* W
Poultrymen desiring further informa
tion on this subject should write their
county agent or to the poultry spe
cialist.
♦----------------------L
A NEW DISEASE

O yon like your food served
cold these first hot days of
summer? The colder the bet
ter? Assuredly, if you are like the
majority of people,—for the re
freshing effects of a chilled dessert
or a cool, crisp salad are well
known.

D

Of all the fruits in common use,
pineapple is one of the best for
summer, for its sweet, yet slightly
sharp, flavor has decidedly cooling
properties.
And when the pine
apple dish is chilled or frozen, this
flavor seems somehow to be inten

sified.
This is the reason why the use
of pineapple in summer desserts
and salads has become so popular
with the wise housewife. She serves
pineapple sherbet and ice cream,
and makes it a part of her choicest
salads. Blanc mange, tapioca, and
gelatin with pineapple are all on
her list of desserts. And, what
better combination could there be
in a cocktail than pineapple and
summer fruits?

Here are some of the recipes for
cooling dishes which bring out the
full flavor of the pineapple.

Cooling Climaxes
Pineapple Mint Bavarian:
Soften
one tablespoon gelatin in two table
spoons cold water. Bring the con
tents of one number 2 can of
crushed Hawaiian pineapple, onethird cup mint jelly and three
tablespoons sugar to boiling, and
simmer until jelly and sugar dis
solve. Pour over gelatin and stir
until it also is dissolved. Cool,
and, when just about to set, whip
one cup of cream and fold into
the gelatin. Serve very cold.

Fruited Rice Snow: Beat one cup
of heavy cream and add two cups
cold boiled rice and one-half cup
confectioner’s sugar.
Add two
cups crushed pineapple.
Chill.
Serve piled lightly in glass cups,
and garnish, petal fashion, with
Seed canned peaches or oranee

sections
sugar.

dipped

in

granulated thicken and coats a cold stlvef

WELL DRESSED CHILD

RADIO PHONE SERVICE

in two or three years. It is believed
that the disease is prottably of for
eign origin, having gfKted entrance
in the vicinity of Northeast Harbor
on imported willow stock, from
where it has spread ndrth onto the
mainland and then east and west
along the lines of highway travel.
To date no means of control have
been found, although, people are
urged by the Maine' rarest Service
to spray the trees with Bordeaux
mixture and then this fall heavily
prune all infested branches and burn
them. It is hoped that this may
check the disease.

Cook—Why, you’re the same man I
gave a piece of pie to y^Bterday
Tramp—Yes but 1 hardly expected
to find the same cook here today.—
Pathfinder.

S’

SEARSPORT

Quality ICE CREAM
Always just a delicacy
oi flavor. Flavor pure
and clear and rich, that
blends with the fresh
cream to make a frozen
confection unusually
fine. It is made by
Simmons & Hammond
Mf<. Company.

THERE’S AN S t/H
DEALER NURBY

BAXTER'S
FINEST

PEAS
CORN or BEANS
You are helping a Maine
farmer—for

BAXTER’S FINEST
are
Maine Planted
Maine Raised
Maine Packed in
Maine Canneries

Ask your dealer for
BAXTER’S FINEST
2228

The Sea§on Has Been Shortened To
One Month By the Federal Law.

Commissioner of Inland Fisheries
and Game Parsons has just received
notice from the acting chief of the
Bureau of Biological Survey, at
Washington, D. C., that President
Coolidge has approved an amendment
of Regulation Four of the Regulations
under the Migratory Bird Treaty Act
establishing the period from Oct. 1 to
31 as the federal season for hunting
woodcock in Maine.
Woodcock hunters should bear this
in mind when hunting n Maine as the
federal government has jurisdiction
over migratory birds, and although
under the Maine law the open season
on woodcock is from Oct. 1 to Nov. 30.
both days inclusive the federal law
controls and shortens the season one
month in this State.
The dally limit is six woodcock,
under the State law, and but four
under the federal law which must be
observed, and no person or corpora
tion is allowed to transport in any one
day more than six woodcock, as the
property of one person.

5 ■XS.■"
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33
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MIXEEJ

tar

Vl

Choice medium red suliimn

c°„tSS?,A

Z

Imported iaf<lin<*t in pure olive oil!

IW.

B. v.

For tfekets, reservations and Informa
tion apply Local Agent

EASTERN
steamship lines
MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
Eastern Standard Time
Trains Leave Rockland for

VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
Vinalhaven,

North Haven, Stonington
Swan’s Island

and

Summer Arrangement
(Subject to Chage Without Notice)
IN EFFECT JULY 18. 1928
DAILY. SUNDAY EXCEPTED
VINALHAVEN LINE

Steamer leaves Vinalhaven dally except
Sunday at 7.00 a. m. and 1.00 p. m. Arriving
at Rockland at 8.20 a. m. and 2.20 p. m. Re
turning leaves Rockland at 9.30 a. m. and 3.30
p. m. direct for Vinalhaven, arriving at 10.50
a. m and 4.50 p. m.
STONINGTON AND SWAN'S ISLAND LINE
Steamer leaves Swan’s Island daily except

Sunday at 6.30 a. m., Stonington 7.30, North
Haven 8.30 ; due at Rockland about 9.40 a. m.
Returning leaves Rockland at 2.30 p. m„ North
Haven 3.30, Stonington at 4 40; due to ar
rive at Swan’s Island about 6.00 p. m.
B. H. STINSON.
General Agent.

APPLIED PSYCHOLOGY
. READINGS

MME. HERBECK
89’91

TELEPHONE 527-W

OFFICE CLOSED
AUG 5 TO 20
When I shall take
Special P. G. Work

BLAKE B. ANNIS
Chiropractor
90-tf

French Tutor

M. Marieta Shibles, M. A
Certificates and diplomas from Unit, of
Grenoble, La Surbonne, Dijon and Colum
bia.
(N. Y. State Regents permanent
certificate)
Rockport—Tel. Camden 33-11

89-102

DR. LINWOOD T. ROGERS

Osteopathic Physician
396 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

Nurse In Attendance

Oven Baked Beans

Sardines

Connections at Boston with
direct steamers to New York

Electric Treatment Given
400 Main Street
Tel. 1M

The flavor o home-made 'beans" without the bother!

Salmon

sail from Rockland for Boston.
Returning, leave Boston daily at
6 P. M. Daylight Time. Reduced
rates for automobiles accompan
ied by passengers.

Office Hours: 1 to 4 and 7 to a P M
Sundays By Appointment

An exceptionally fine mixture !

Pickles

S. S. “BELFAST”

F. B. ADAMS. M. D.

Pineapple CCRUSH°DlE

FOR HUNTING WOODCOCK

S. S. “CAMDEN”

Telephone 1295: Residence 253-M
79-tf

Evaporated Milk

Every Time
You Buy a
Can of

Sailing today and every day at 8
P. M. Eastern Time. Music—
dancing—and sea-cooled rest.

The State forestry department an Augusta, 17.45 a. m., fl.55 p. m., k4.45 p. m.,
J6.10 p. m.
nounced Monday that n. new disease Bangor, |7.45 a. m., |1.55 p. in., k4.45 p. in.,
JO. 10 p. m.
has appeared on willow trees in the Boston, |7.45 a. m., fl.55 p. m., k4.45 p. m.,
JO.
10 p. m.
vicinity of Mt. Desert Island and Brunswick,
|7.45 a. m., J1.55 p. m., k4.45 p. m.,
JO.
10 p. m.
has already killed large, numbers of
Lewistdn, |7.45 a. m., jl-55 p. m.
them. The disease appears to he New York, k4.45 p. in., JG*10 p. m.
spreading rapidly ana has been Philadelphia, C0*10 p. m.
found in isolated spots in Belfast, Portland, |7.45 a. m., 11-55 p. in., k4.45 p. m.,
JO. 10 p. in.
Waldoboro, Bluehill and Gouidsboro. Washington, CG*10 p. m.
The foliage turns brown early in Waterville, |7.45 a. m., J1.55 p. ni., k4.45 p. m.,
10 p. m.
July and the disease- works back tJ6.Daily,
except. Sunday J Daily, except Saturday.
into the twigs causingMirown sunk * Pullman passengers only, except coach between
Rockland
and Portland.
k Saturday only.
en areas. The following year no fo
Daily, except Saturday, to July 2, inc., and
liage appears on the affected twigs C
Aug. 21 to Sept. 16, inc. Tues., Thurs. and Sun.
and in many cases the trees die with July 5 to Aug. 19, inc. Will not run Sun., July 1.

The last five Sundays hundreds of
Apparatus Already Being Constructed The Little Person Of 1928 Is Much persons have witnessed large bap
Be-sweatered.—Some Hints.
To Connect the Two Americas.
tisms here. Mr. and Mis. Staples with
Evangelist McDonald and Miss Lane,
One hears a lot about what the well- pianist, are still pressing the Gospel
According to an announcement
dressed
adult
both
mate
and
female
made by the American Telephone and
work, and about 100 new members
Telegraph Company, plans are now will wear, but though they say the age have united with the local Pentecostal
being formulated for radio-telephone of youth is upon us, the well-dressed Church since they have been here, with
service linking North and South
a good outlook for as many more.
America. The initial service will be child is little heard of—unless one Their strong messages, with liberal
plays
bridge
with
three
child-conbetween New York and Buenos Aires,
fellowship and unity in spiritual wor- ,
and It is expected it will be in opera scioUs mothers!
ship with all believers has had a won- '
There
are
mothers
and
mothers.
tion during the spring or early sum
derful effect. Standing room has
Some
of
them
bring
up
their
children
;
mer of 1929. Construction permits,
been at a premium at nearly all meet
to be followed by operating licenses, others bring you up on their children. ings. A strong effort will he made to
have already been issued by the Fed The latter doesn’t seem quite humane make Mr. Staples the local pastor here |
eral Trade Commission for nine short whichever way you look at It.
and the Church should he congratu
However, we were speaking of the lated if they can obtain a man of his
wave channels in addition to the short
wave channels already used by the well-dressed child. This little per type as pastor.
Telephone Company in Transatlantic son of* 1928 is much 1 e-sweatered—
telephony. The transmitting and re even as is her older college-going
ceiving apparatus is already under sister. Sweaters and sweater suit
ensembles are something approach
construction.
While the first service will be only ing the all-inclusive necessity. They
between New York and Buenos Aires, come in all manner of colors and de
extensions by means of land tele signs. and are. of counsq, usually
phones or radio will eventually make knitted. But that doesn’t mean that
it possible for any city in the United they’re the old fashioned slinky-knit
States or Canada to communicate by sort of thing. They'ire very firm,
telephone to any South American city. closely textured affairs in strong wool
and rayon yarns usually.
Sometimes a bit of silk crepe trimHe—When is your birthday? She—
When will it be most convenient for mingis appliqued in a geometric de
sign on the front. Again, they are
you ?—Answers.
trimmed at neck and cuffs with color
ful crepe. On occasion real-fur-sure
initials are embroidered on the front
Cloverdale
of the blouse, but oftener still the
Brand
initials are a sort of synthetic Chinese,
which, no doubt, the children them
Crown and packed by "Jim" Dale!
selves can translate better than their
adults, youthful imaginations being
what they are.

k1

BOSTON

t

Threatens Existence of the Maine
Willow—Waldoboro In Belt.

spoon. Add one teaspoon lemon
juice, blend well and remove from
Cofee Pineapple Foam: Soften one heat. Chill and add one cup of
tablespoon gelatin in two table cream beaten stiff.
spoons cold water then dissolve in
Stuffed Tomatoes: Peel large ripe
one cup hot coffee. Add one-third
cup sugar and one-half cup pine tomatoes, being careful to preserve
apple syrup. Cool, and when about their shape. Cut a slice from the
to set, beat until foamy with stem end of each and carefully re
an egg beater.
Add one cup move pulp from the center. Cut
diced sliced pineapple, one-half cup the pulp in pieces and drain it of
chopped nuts and the stiffly beaten all juice. Drain one cup of crushed
whites of two eggs, and let harden. Hawaiian pineapple and mix with
Serve very cold, topped with the tomato pulp. Add one-half cup
English walnuts broken in pieces,
whipped cream.
one-fourth teaspoon salt and onePineapple Blanc Mange: Scald two eighth teaspoon paprika. Mix thor
and one-half cups milk in doable oughly with thick mayonnaise and
boiler.
Thoroughly blend seven refill tomatoes with the mixture.
tablespoons cornstarch, one-fourth Garnish with lettuce and walnut
teaspoon salt and one-half cup
halves.
pineapple syrup. Add very care
Pineapple Salad Mousse: Soften
fully to the milk to prevent curd
ling, and cook in double boiler one teaspoon gelatin in one table
until thick, stirring constantly. Re spoon water, and dissolve over
move from heat, fold in two stif boiling water. Thoroughly drain
fly beaten egg whites and one cup one cup crushed pineapple and add
crushed Hawaiian pineapple. Mold one-half cup diced oranges, one cup
very thick mayonnaise, two cups
and chilL Serve with cream.
cream, whipped, and the dissolved
gelatin. When well mixed, pour
Some Refreshing Salads
into a mold, cover tightly and pack
in equal parts of ice and salt for
Surprise Salad: Combine one and four hours. Serve on lettuce with
one-half cakes cream cheese (three additional mayonnaise if desired.
ounce
size),
two
tablespoons This mousse can also be served as
cream, one-fourth teaspoon salt, a dessert
dash paprika and pepper and three
drops onion juice. Beat with fork
Frozen Dessert*
until smooth and creamy. Clean
ten sticks of celery (each five in
Pineapple Ice Cream: Heat one
ches long); fill cavities with the quart of thin cream and one-half
cheese mixture. Chill for two hours cup sugar in double boiler until
then cut into one-half inch pieces. sugar dissolves. Cool. Add oneCombine two cups drained Hawa fourth cup sugar to one cup
iian tid-bits and the celery, and crushed Hawaiian pineapple and
moisten with one-fourth cup of allow to stand until cream mixture
pineapple dressing.
Arrange on is cold. Combine and freeze.
bed of crisp lettuce and garnish
Pineapple Orange Ice: Boil one
with celery curls. Top with spoon
fuls of the following dressing. cup sugar and two cups water for
Beat four egg yolks slightly, add five minutes. Cool, add one jup
one-eighth teaspoon of salt, two orange juice, the grated rind of one
tablespoons of powdered sugar and orange and one and one-half cups
one cup of pineapple syrup. Cook syrup drained from crushed pine
in top of double boiler, stirring apple. Allow to stand one hour,
constantly until mixture begins to strain and freeze.

steamers to

SMOKED

“• IO*

very popular not weatner umcuit:

Extra Wine Biscuit

" ZO

The Champagne of Cingvr Ales

Canada Dry gi"lek

Matches
..... 20

E'.rtTs Eye or
Ol:io Blue Tip

DR. E. k SCARLOTT
(Successor to Dr. T. L. McBeath)

Osteopathic Physician
By Appointment—Tel. 136
35 Limerock St.
Rockland
Graduate of American School of
Osteopathy

DR. E. B. HOWARD
Dentist
Dental X-Ray and Dlagnotla
Office Hours: 9 to 12—1 to B
OPEN EVENINGS
BY APPOINTMENT
Tel. 1020
407 MAIN 8T.
ROCKLAND

E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
Office Hours: 1 to S and 7 to • P. II
Residence until I A. If., and by

Appointment

Telephone 184

THOMASTON. MB.

Dr. Lloyd M. Richardson
Dentist
W0 Main St.
Opp. Thorndike Hotel.

Recklar
Tel. SSS-N

Office Hours—9 to 12—1 to (
Kvenlnas by Aupolntment

JULY 30th TO AUGUST 4th

verdale Co.

L R. CAMPBELL

Attorney at Law
Knox County Court Heuee
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Every-OtKer-Daf
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ome take a drive
and you, too will say
w
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FRIENDSHIP

THE WORLD’S
GREAT EVENTS

Mrs.
Ralph
Richardson
and
daughter Ann are visiting the for
mer’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. John E
Eaton.
Chesley Delano was in town Fri
day night.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Clark anl son
Howard returned to their home in
Springfield, Mass., Sunday after
passing a week at Davis Point.
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard O. Waters
and family of Winchester, Mass., are
at Davis Point for the month of Au
gust.
Mr. and Mrs. Joshua N. Southard
motored to town Saturday.
Arch Mandel of Dayton, Ohio, has
arrived to pass his vacation with his
family at Forest Lake.
Arthur Spear, Jr., has returned
from a business trip to New York.
Moses Wallace of Boston spent the
weekend with Harry Poland.
Mrs. Delora A. Simmons has re
turned home from Waldoboro.
Mrs. S. G. Redmond has returned
to her home in Madison, N. J., after
visiting Mrs. ,W. L. Tompkins for
two weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank L. Clark and
friends of Rockland were in town
Sunday on their way home after par
taking of an enjoyable shore dinner
at New Meadows Inn.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Thompson
of Loudville visited relatives in town
Sunday.
Roland Burns went Sunday to the
Knox Hospital, Rockland for a ton
sil operation.
Great preparations are being made
for the Friendship Field Days which
will be held Aug. 17 and 18. On Fri
day there will be rowing and sculling
races, swimminlg and diving contests,
tennis finals, tub races and a big
amateur vaudeville and comedy
show. On Saturday there will be a
parade of horribles, running races,
sack races, high and broad jump,
wheelbarrow .race, greased pole and
ball game. There will be refresh
ment booths on the grounds and lob
ster stew will be a feature. The sum
mer visitors as well as local residents
are all joining in to help make these
two days memorable ones.
The
boys from Camp Wapello under the
supervision of their chief G. A.
Stokes will also participate in t'he
events.

ALBERT PAYSON TERHUNE

OOOOOOCXXXIOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
I® by b.ad. U.ad St Company.)

The Siege of Pari*

«i*T'HE price of a rat caught In
X the sewers and ball cooked
(for fuel, too, Is short) is far luguer than we formerly used to pay
for spring chicken.”
Tills entry In the diary of one of
the survivors of the siege of Paris
shows the strults to wlticb the gal
lant defenders of the beleaguered
city were reduced for the bare ne
cessities of life. Rats, cab horses,
the wild animals in the zoo, plant
roots, and even garbage, were
utilized as food. Furniture, wains
coting and other woodwork went
for fuel In that bitter winter of
1870-71, while the conquering Prus
sians thundered at Purls’ gates, and
while the fated city's defenders
fought among themselves, starved
and attempted futile sallies against
the besieging foe.
When Napoleon III was cap
tured
with
MacMuhon's army
France had cast off the imperial
yoke, abolished the assembly and
for the third time In eight yeurs
had declared a republic. General
Trocliu, a brave man and wise sol
dier. was appointed military head
of a hastily selected provisional
government, his colleagues belDg
Gambetta, Favre, Thiers and Si
“What a car," you’ll say but does not require the use
mon. The city was at once set In
when you’ve driven this of special fuel.
order to resist the advancing Prus
New Oldsmobile . . . and Four Lovejoy hydraulic
sians.
But here a new difficulty arose.
“ What a price, "when you’ve shock absorbers, deeply-cush
Paris was fnll of sects and factions,
learned how little it costs.
ioned form-fitting seats, and
each at swords’ points with the
A glance will tell you that it a silenced chassis and interior
others. In the first French revolution
is every inch the fine car in add the comfort, restfulness
the warring factions had com
and quiet which distinguish
smartness and appearance.
bined as one against the advanc
ing foreign Invasion, and had re
And a drive will convince fine-car operation.
pelled It But now. In 1870, with
you that no fine car out Come take a drive in this
the German army already within
shines it in perform
New Oldsmobile.
a few days’ march of the capltol
ance.
Then you’ll know
the political parties wrangled, dis
TWO-DOOR SEDAN
puted and accomplished nothing.
why more and more
f. o. b. Lansing
A great new 55-H. P.
The only point on which they united
thousands
of
motor
engine provides bril
was their disgust for Napoleonlsm.
liant high-compres
car buyers are mak
Instead of preparing organized re
sistance. the chiefs of thpse fac
sion performance —
ing it their choice.
tions—“Social Democrats,” as they
were called—spent their energies
In hampering and trying to over
throw the provisional government
Even when, on September 19. the
German armies reached Paris and
laid siege to the city, these malcon
PRODUCT OF GENERAL MOTORS
tents did not cease from their ef
forts to overthrow Torchu and his
colleagues.
The German armies bombarding
the city, starvation stalking abroad
and internal riots and Intrigues—
this was the triple state of affairs
confronting the defenders.
And,
21 Limerock Street
Rockland, Me.
over and above all, Hung the amaze
ment and black 6hame of martial
France’s utter defeat at the hands
of her heretofore despised Prus
sian rival.
All this was, appar
THE
FINE
C AR
OF
LOW
PRICE
ently. sufficient to break the stout
est spirit. Yet, In spite of It the
Parisians fought and suffered like
heroes. They endured hunger, cold
and other privations with a gay
MEDAL FOR HOOVER
A NEW TRUCK
courage that was the admiration of
Europe.
They Joked about the
Awarded For “Great Public Service
Chevrolet Has Added Utility Jeb To
in Nervous Weakness From Standpoint of Human Values” murderous hall of Prussian shells
Its Line—Many Improvements.
that scourged them daily and night
Rest cures are going out of fash
ly with fire and death. They vol
The Chevrolet Motor Company, ion and physicians are prescribing
In recognition of his “great public unteered eagerly for military serv
work cures instead, says Ur.
service from the standpoint of human
whose unprecedented sales and pro George J. Wrigtit in Hygela Maga
ice. Sortie after sortie was made
values” and particularly for his “con
against the stronger Prussians out
duction record of placing on the road zine. Prolonged nervous weakness
spicuous work in the Mississippi
side the city, and each crushing
750,000 “Bigger and Better** models Is usually considered the result of
tlood relief,” .Herbert Hoover has been
defeat served only to Increase the
since January 1, establisned a new some other condition, such as a
awarded for 1927 the Major Surgeon
warlike zeal of the brave defend
physical
defect
that
reduces
the
mark for the sale of a new model, an
Louis Livingston Seaman medal by ers.
body
’
s
reserve
strength
or
impairs
nounces this week the addition to its
the American Museum of Safety. This
Armies were raised In other parts
line of a new utility truck. The new the process of repair so that or
medal, as expressed by its donor. Ma
of France to relieve the siege. Gari
dinary
physical
or
mental
activity
truck, which embodies several im
jor Seaman, is “for the best record in
baldi himself took the field In be
Infections
provements, chief of them a four Is no longer possible.
the saving of life in the field of sani
half of the stricken land.
But,
may
produce
the
same
efTect
of
ner

speeds forward transmission, four
tation and accidents.” The most re
one after another, each of these re
vous
weakness.
wheel brakes and channel steel bump
cent award of this medal was in 1922 lief armies was beaten back by the
Emotional disturbances are par
er, went into production in the va
to the late Judge Elbert H. Gary.
Invading German hosts. At last,
ticularly
depressing
snd
exhaust

rious Chevrolet plants July 2. It will
In explaining the award to Mr.
on January 19, 1871. a final sally
ing.
Various
physical
ills,
such
ns
be on view this week in dealers’ show
Hoover, and speaking on behalf of the against the enemy failed. Paris
headaches,
stomach
disease,
a
neck
rooms throughout the country.
American Museum of Safety and its could hold out no longer. Nothing
The four speeds forward transmis pain or a choking feeling are often
committee of award. Arthur Williams, was left to eat. For three weeks
due
to
emotional
or
nervous
strain,
sion will insure a more efficient ap
vice president in charge of commer a bombardment of shells from every
plication of engine power. The ex but not to overwork. Work and
cial relations of The New York Edi quarter had devastated whole sec
worry
may
be
very
exhausting,
but
tra low’ speed gear provides maxi
son Company and president of the tions. Torchu resigned and the
mum pulling power on heavy roads work by itself is not harmful.
French capital surrendered.
A
Museum, said:
People
vary
in
their
inherent
men

and steep grades while normal driving
‘In awarding the Major Surgeon truce (January 28) was agreed
tal
and
nervous
strength
as
requirements are met as usual with
Louis Livingston Seaman medal for upon with the Germans and elec
second, third and fourth speeds. A they do in physical strength. Per
1927, our thought has been that the tions were held. In this way a new
power take-off port, to which va sons leading a quiet, tranquil life relief and reconstruction work con national assembly was chosen.
rious power devices can be applied, is may never discover that they are ducted under Mr. Hoover’s direction Thiers was elected executive head
a further feature of the transmission. weak mentally or nervously. How during the war and post-war periods of the nation, a temporary seat of
The four wheel brakes are non ever, sudden crises, such as a war,
has been without precedent in the his government was established at Ver
locking and supply a total of 317 force them to exert themselves be tory of the world, not only in magni sailles, near Paris, and peace terms
square inches of braking, aside from yond their strength sad a break
tude hut in effect as well. Mr. Hoov were (Jlscnssed.
But the Social Democrats and
an entirely separate and independent down follows.
er’s activities, and their results, have
ly operated set of emergency brakes
produced encouraging recognition, other factions In Paris saw In this
on the rear wheels. The front wheel
world-wide in scope, of the intrinsic an excellent occasion to break Into
‘ North Carolina Giant
brakes are of the internal expanding
importance of conserving human val active Insurrection. They demand
Miles Darden, who was born In ues. I think it will be admitted very ed that Paris be an autonomous
type, the rear wheel service brake of
(home-rule) city, disclaiming the
the external contracting type, insur North Carolina lg 1798, and died generally that there is in our modern
ing quick and positive stops regard In Harden count}’, Tennessee. Jan life an appreciation of this element acts of the government at Versailles
uary 23, 1857. was the world’s big of human value such as has never be and opened an era known as the
less of grade or speed
Communists were by
A new’ low loading height, 41 inches gest man, elalmithe North Caro fore existed, and that this apprecia Commune.
from the ground h made possible by e lina Historical Review. He was tion of outstanding importance to our no means new In France, nor was
special “kick-up” feature of the long 7 feet 6 Inches tall and weighed a nation and to the whole world. Also, this their first active outbreak.
chassis. An unusually long frame little more than 1,000 pounds.
he committee of award had in mind They had been opposed to the em
Thirteen and' a half yards of that in addition to Mr. Hoover’s con pire, and now they had an equal
support, extending behind the center
dislike to the Thiers' government.
of the rear axle, assures proper load cloth one yard, wide were re structive relief work, important as it
quired to make Mm a coat. When has been to the beneficiaries person So March 18, 1871, the horrors of
distribution.
a
revolution again convulsed un
he died 24 yards of black velvet al y and as organized groups, there
It porous and exacting tests, cov
ering thousands of miles over all were needed to cover the sides and must be included those other elements happy Paris. Home rule was de
clared and the Communists pre
types of roads and under winter and lid of his coffin. This was 8 feet of benefit to all mankind resulting
long, only 1 inch less than 3 feet from what may be termed the spirit pared to hold the city against all
summer climatic conditions, were ap
comers. The government tried to
plied to the new truck at General Mo deep and was 32 Inches broad.
ual import of Mr. Hoover’s activities.” compromise, but failed. Then civil
tors Proving Ground before the Chev Miles Darden lived a quiet, un
Officials of the American Museum of
rolet engineering division approved of eventful life; aphrt from his world Safety hope that the presentation of war broke out. the government at
record size he seems to have been the medal to Mr. Hoover can he made tacking the city, the Communists
it for production.—adv.
defending it.
A second siege of
a hard-working, ordinary man.
in New York City at a time convenient Paris began, lasting from April 2
FOR EXTENSION SERVICE
to the recipient.
to May 21. The Communists quar
Athletic Writer
reled among themselves, indulged
Dr. Leon S. Merrill dean of the col
In the wildest excesses of mob rule,
Because of his size and strength
NORTH WARREN
lege of agriculture and director of the
Dr. Samuel Johnson was advised
E. R. Moody was tendered a sur burned public buildings, ordered
extension service announced Satur
by a certain luckless publisher to prise party last Sunday, it being his wholesale executions, scoffed at re
day that he had received notification
ligion, murdered the archbishop,
from Washington that Maine had get a porter’s knot and turn por oirthday. A noon luncheon was served threatened In an excess of blas
ter. Set upon one night by four besides an abundance of ice cream.
complied with the t?rms of the Capper
phemy to swear out a warrant for
footpads, he kept/{hem at bay until There were 42 present.
Ketcham act and will receive for use
the watch came tip. He frequently
Mrs. Mabel Cross and daughter the arrest of God. and In similar
during the current fiscal year $20,000
In his younger years walked from Vernette of Rockland spent the week ways demonstrated their unfitness
additional funds for co-operative ag
to exist.
The government troops
ricultural and home economics exten Litchfield to Birtglngham and back end at Charles Mank’s.
at last forced their way Into Paris.
again, a distance of 30 miles, with
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Mank, Mr. and
sion work. This appropriation is in
out fatigue, and In his trip to the Mrs. Austin Kalloch and Ed Coombs After eight days of street fighting
addition to the funds w hich have been
Hebrides Boswell says that “nlnety- were visitors at Willis Moody’s in the Commune was stamped out,
received in the past under the Smith
0,500 of Its members being killed
flve days were never passed by any Fairfield last Sunday.
Lover act.
and many thousand more Imprls
man In more vigorous exercise.”
Mrs. Edwin Kalloch is confined to fined.
He was a bold swimmer, and her bed with a severe cold. Mr. Kal
So ended the war, the siege and
though he ordinarily moved like a loch is also quite til from a cold.
the Commune.
The battered, hu
manacled elephant, he at slxtyMr. and Mrs. Perley Whitehouse
eight writes delightedly, “I ran a and daughters were at Charles miliated French nation slowly be
race this day and beat Baretti.”— Mank’s Sunday. Mrs. Whitehouse gan to rebuild Its wrecked pros
perity. The price of Napoleonlsm
Scientific Monthly.
was on her way to Rockland to enter was paid.

WHAT A CAR, //
WHAT A PRICE

•925

Oldsmobile
MUNSEY MOTOR COMPANY

Rett Not Advisable

a Dose

Family Medicine

[and even less, for a 50o bottle contains
sixty teaspoon doses. We believe you’ll
I not find a more economical and satis, factory remedy than “L. F.” Atwood’s
Medicine. For more than 75 years the
! standby for dyspepsia, constipation,
nausea, biliousness, headaches, colds,
and children’s ailments. All dealers.

1

IL F. Medicine Co., Portland, Me.

O/F«etting Blue Mondays
We don’t mlndf an orcaslonal
blue Monday If we have plenty of
red-lettered days.—Boston Tran
script

the hospital where she has underwent
an operation for gall stones.
Clifford Robinson has bought the
D. W. Merry farm.
Mrs. Clejnma Burns Is suffering
with blood poisoning in her hand. Dr.
Campbell is attending her.

“It says in this article that looks are
Brooklyn police are using a me
chanical bloodhound. Doubtless they determined by one’s diet.”
“Then for heaven’s sake keep off
drop a scent In Ihe slot and off it
plain food for a while!”—Tit-Bits.
goes.—Toronto Globe.

Giving Thanks
Let not your thnnksglvlng pro
teed from your lips only, but lei
It come from the depths of youi
heart whether lips express It oi
not; for out of the abundance o:
the heart the mouth best speakett
In rendering thanks.—Grit.

“ NORTH CUSHING
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey -Banks re
turned to Marlboro, Mass., Wednes
day.
Mrs. C. E. Spear of Boston, Fer
nando Philbrick and grandniece, Miss
Ruth Conant and Miss Arlene
Chaples of Rockland are guests of
Mrs. E. W. Larrabee.
Deane Hall of Winchendon, Mass.,
and Miss Ruth Con wall of (Salisbury
Beach visited Tuesday with Mr. and
Mrs. W. S. Foster.
Miss Arlene
Smith who has been in Winchendon
several months came home with
then i.
Miss Margaret Alley of Rockland
spent Wednesday with Mrs. G. O.
Dolliver.
Mrs. Mildred Ames and son Oakley
of North Waldoboro visited Mrs. Alvilda Davis Sunday.
'William Manning of VDhomaston
»as in town Monday.
Mis. C. E. Spear, Mrs. E. W. LaraJme and Fernando iPhilbrlck were
-ecent afternoon guests of James
McCarter, an old G.A.K. comrade
if Mr. Philbrick. There are only
our now living and Mr. Philbrick Is
deeply interested and hoping to be
oresent when Comrade McCarter cel■brates his 108th birthday, Aug. 12.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Risteen are
iving with G. R. Conant, who is in
V. health.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Marshall of
Rockland were at Harold Young's
Thursday evening and with several
neighboring friends “listened in’ on
the Tunney-Heeney fight.

GLENCOVE
Mrs. Alice B. Winslow of Woodfords Is visiting at the home of her
sister Mrs. A. B. Packard for a week.
Mrs. Mamie Carroll and daughter
Wilma, Stanley Gregory, B. S. Greg
ory and Miss Margaret Innes mo
tored to South Thomaston "Saturday
night to attend a birthday party
given for Master Robert Gregory at
the home of his grandmother Mrs.
Georgie Snow.
Miss Mildred I. Packard, formerly
of New Haven, is at home with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Packlrd for the summer months.
The Lindy Club enjoyed a picnic at
the Robert Gregory cottage Wednes
day given In honor of the birthday of
Mrs. Ruth Humphrey. Mrs. Hihna
Farrow was hostess and had charge
of the lunch which consisted of hot
dogs, orange soda, brownies and
fruit. Mrs. Humphrej- was present
ed with a beautiful picture and roseware vase.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Tatham and
children of South China have been
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Will Lufkin
for a few days.
Henry Farrow has bought an at
tractive Chevrolet roadster.
Mrs. J. B. Packard and Mrs. Mamie
Carroll and daughter IWilma attend
ed the West Rockport Church pic
nic Wednesday at Oakland.
A. B. Packard has a new cow, this
one has proved stationary.
Sidney Stinson is quite recovered
from his recent Illness which was
feared to be of a serious nature.
Mrs. Winnie Barrows hus had as
guests her two brothers of Boston.
Birthing Is becoming a very popu
lar pastime here and every pleasant
afternoon quite a number are seen
enjoying the invigorating sport.
Sunday visitors of Mrs. Bernice
Freeman were Mrs. Annie Freeman
and Mrs. William Mountain of Ban
gor. Mrs. Charles Harris of Augusta,
and last week guests were Isabel
Perry and her mother.
In the Cove Sunday afternoon an
unusual spectacle was a large row
boat manned by midshipmen from
the U.S.'S.Utah.
Miss Mildred Rhodes of Rockport
visited friends here Friday.
Mrs. Higgins and son of Presque
Isle have been visitors of Mrs. John
Small and Helen Hall who had late
ly been guests at their home.
Mrs. Monira Blodgett of SomPrville Is visiting her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Maurice Gregory during the
vacation months.
Mrs. Nellie Shibles and son Neal
of Orono are at the home of Bert
Maxey for the remainder of the
summer.
A summer guest of Mrs. Mary Hal!
is Mrs. Alice Hall of Boston.
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Now on
display/
The news is out! The whole thrilling story of the Silver
Anniversary Buick awaits you ut our Buick showroom!
And it is news that is completely revising the motor ear
ideals of America!

New Masterpiece Bodies by Fisher more brilliant and
beautiful than any heretofore known—a tremendous in
crease in power in what was already the most powerful
automobile engine of its size — new elements of speed,
pick-up and acceleration far beyond any previous stand
ard . . . these are high-light features of u cur so new, so
advanced and so epochal that it is winning universal rec
ognition us the great ear of the world.
Visit our Buick showroom. See the Silver Anniversary
Buick—today!

SILVER ANNIVERSARY

BUICK

WITH

MASTERPIECE

BODIES

BY

FISHER

WHEN BETTER AUTOMOBILES ARE BUILT ... BU ICK WILL BUILD THEM

Lewiston Buick Company, 51 Park St., Rockland
LEWISTON
WATERVILLE
BRUNSWICK

BRANCHES AT
ROCKLAND
FARMINGTON
PORTLAND

AUGUSTA
BATH
DOVER-FOXCROFT

WEST ROCKPORT

CUSHING

L. M. Turner of New Jersey is the
guest of his sister, Mrs. Jennie Gray.
Mrs. L. M. Johnson and Miss Lucy
B. Johnson of Plymouth and Walter
H. Ellis of Ellisville, Mass., are vis
iting Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Price.
Miss Lilias Burke of Clinton is
spending several weeks with her
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. F. C.
Hicks.
K. Havenor Cassens of Rockland
spoke at the church here Sunday
morning.
Miss Hazel Pnrker and Mrs. Aiqy
Nutt and family motored to Augusta
Sunday where they visited relatives.
Last
Wednesday Mrs.
Orville
Brown entertained at dinner the fol
lowing guests: Mrs. Findley Calder
of Camden, Mrs. Willard Dart of
Providence, *R. I., Mrs. Elmer Bird
and Mrs. Lester Sherman of Rock
land and Mrs. Delia Sullivan of
Orono. .
Mrs. E. B. Clark and son Lewis of
Camden are visitors in town.
The ladies of the church and Mis
sion Circle will hold their annual fair
and sale Aug. 23 on the Fireman’s
hall grounds as last year, weather
permitting. The public are cordially
invited.

Miss Elco W'heelock of Boston is
the guest of her brother Rev. F. C.
W’heelock and family.
Miss Bernice Dority of (Stoning
ton is being entertained at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. 11. J. Marshall.
Miss Orpha Killeran is the guest
of relatives and old friends in Thom
aston for a few days.
William Murphy and Miss Gert
rude Morse of Boston who have been
at E. B. Hart’s for two weeks re
turned home Sunday by auto.
Mr. and Mrs. Thayer of Massa
chusetts are at Rev. F. (’. Wheelock's
Miss S. Jessie Smith of Yonkers,
N. Y., arrived at her farm here last
week.
Mrs. Hattie Ames is to return
home from North Waldoboro this
week.
Miss Gena Campbell is recovering
from an attack of the flu.
Mr. and Mrs. James (Ulmer, Miss
Lottie Partridge and Mr. and Mrs.
L. B. Ulmer, who were in Thom
aston lust week to attend the Knox

NORTH HAVEN
Mrs. Irving'Beane and young daugh
ter of Lynn, Mass., who have been
visiting relatives in town the past
few weeks, have returned home.
Miss Clara Huse is the guest of
her brother Rev. Henry Huse.
The big steam yacht Cosalr owned
by J. P. Morgan passed through the
harbor’ last week.
Mrs. Hazel Pendleton and young
son returned from Rockland Satur
day.
Miss Charlotte Hopkins of (Hart
ford, Conn., is spending two weeks’
vacation with her mother Mrs. Eva
Hopkins.
The church fair under the auspices
of the Unity Guild will be held on
the pastor’s lawn Thursday after
noon.
What is believed to be a rare
specimen of bird life in tills section
of New England was found by Jesse
Brown at the North Shore Tuesday
of last week. He saw on the fence
close to his coop of young goslings
what he supposed was a hawk. Go
ing to the house he returned witli a
gun and shot the bird. Upon exam
ination it was found to be a turkey
blizzard. The bird book describes it
as a carrion eater and insofar as liv
ing things are concerned, it is perpectly harmless. It seldom ranges
north of Virginia. The unusual long
flight of this bird may be of great
interest to some who know more
about it and which is seldom men
tioned in this part of the country.

Roaches live in colonies. If you see
one you know there are many
Roaches are loathsome vermin. Pro
lific breeders. There are medical au
thorities who declare seventeen dif
ferent diseases are transmitted by
roaches.
Roaches must be killed.
Spray FLY-TOX into cracks, crevic
es, around water pipes, faucets and
other plumbing. Simple instructions
on each botiie (hlut label) for killing
roaches and ALL household insects.
1.L1ST on FLY-TOX. It is the sci
entific insecticide developed at Mel
lon Institute of Industrial Research
One of the most comfortable places by Rex Fellowship; FLY-TOX is
to sj>end your vacation is just inside safe, stainless, fragrant, sure. Easy
your income.
to use,—adv.

Memorial exercises have returned
home.
Mr. and Mrs. James Ulmer and
Miss Lottie Partridge are to visit
relatives in Port Clyde this week.
F. I. Geyer has been suffering from
a lame hack the past week.
Mrs. F. L. Stokes and, a party of
friends from Reading, Mass., are vis
iting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Wil
liam Morse.
The continued rain and fog the
past week have greatly hindered the
farmers about haying.

TOP
GASPING
fit BREATH
BY THE USE OF

Dr. M. Hermance’s
ASTHMA bnb Hay
FEVER MEDICINE

BLUEBERRIES WANTED
We will can blueberries at our Rockland
factory
Blueberry farmers please call Rockland 260

or write us if you have any to sell

LAWRENCE PACKING CO.
Rockland, Maine
90-97

reraiHrejzjgizjzraiajziaizjBiaigrajajziarajaraic'jzrajgjziajzjzjarajzjHja'

PAINT
MASURY’S R. R. PAINT
White and Colors in Stock

To each gallon of paint at
Add one gallon oil at

$4.25
1.10

Two gallons,
One gallon,

$5.35
2.68

More than 35 years of use has proven it to be one of the best on
the market. Why not buy your paint of a concern who know what
they are selling, rather than of agents who merely solicit orders?

JOHN A. KARL & CO.
TEL. 745-W

ROCKLAND, ME.

81TS93

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, July 31, ,928.
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SEA COAST MISSION

THOMASTON

In Everybody’s Column

Summer Cottages and Board

Notice To Berry-Picker3

Wanted

WANTED—Girl for jeneral homework In
NOTICE—All tresptsi brs and berry flickers quire
If you liave a cottage to let or desire sutu
MRS. DAVID RUBENSTEIN. Talbot
Advertisements In this column not to ex
keep out of the Lovejd and Tolman pasture
mer
boarders
advertkse
the
fact
In
thia
pa
Mrs. John Barry, Clarence SmalThose Who Attended Annual ceed three lines inserted once for 25 cents. ner where thmiaanda will read of II
under penalty of the lav , JOSEPH W. AULEN. avenue. Tel. 1.283.______________________ 4 tf
;
times
for
50
cents.
Additional
lines
5
cebts
91*93
WANTED
—• xperleneed table girl at OW L'S
py and children Benjamin and Mar
!•»’ Road
j
for one time. 10 ecuts for throe tlmCs.
HEAD r.NN. Tel. 385-4._____________ 94-93
FOR SALE—24 dcslrtblc cottage lots with
Meeting Heard Good Re each
gery of Andover. Mass., are guests
Six words make a line.
.
nice view of salt water and bay at Ash Point.
WANTED—At once Housekeeper, can go
of Mrs. Clarence Robinson.
For Sale
I, W BENNER, 2 Lafayette Sq.
89-94
ports.
home ntuhts If preferred. HAROLD UOtNISON.
Lewis Smalley spent the weekend
TO LET—Two cottages at Pleasant Beach
_________________ ?1
FOR SALE Prlendship sloop ;»i\PJ\»i ♦». Perry’s Market.
Lost and Found
for month of August. TEL. 818.
tp-95 4 eyl. 12 h. |>. CAPT. A. M. JOHNSON. 9«%
in Phillips.
WANTED—i wo women to do hand Ironing.
The annual meeting of the Maine
WATTS HALL, THOMASTON
Camden St., Rockland.
91*93 PEOPLE’S LAUNDRY._______________ 89-9
LOST
—
Gray
coat
with
squirrel
collar
TO
LET
—
"Red
Roof"
Farm.
Alford's
Lake,
Miss Jennie Lineken of Framing
Sea Coast Missionary Society w.•»< somewhere between I’hilbronk* Garage and six rooms completely furnished, water in the
F0« SALE Nice nome on Broadwar. six
WANTED— I ion Ford truck in good condb,
ham. Mass., is visiting her brother
Summer St. TEL. 1166 or The Courier-Gazette. house, screened In porch. If desired, garage. rooms, all modern. Rooming house on Union
held as usual at beautiful Kenardcn ,
C. E.
91-93 Inquire of OSCAR S. DUNCAN, 154* Main St. street, all modern, excellent condition. Large tlon, with Warlord or Jumbo shift.
A. J. Lineken.
SI tf double business lot on new Thomaston road, OVERUM K, Route 2, Warren. Tel. 3-489*91
Lodge, the residence of Mrs. John S.
LOST—Between Ced.ir street and boat wharf T«l 157.
Miss Naomi Averill returned to
bill fold with operator's and driving 117 LBS. CLIPPINGS for patchwork : extra very low priced. One double lot on Rankin
Kennedy in Bar Harbor to whom the brown
8.15 P. M.
New York Sunday after spending
WANTED—Used ear for truck purposes.
..use Reward. Return 13 CEDAR ST. or Tel ordinary value: send no money: pay pust- St.> Also 5» lots in all parts of the eltv ; these
two wdcks with her parents on Byler
92*32 roan $1 |Jus few cents postage; satisfaction are all extra good lots that will grade them Don't mind old model f It hasn't been abused
society is indebted for endless gen- 167-W.
and
is strong. Prefer some 6-cylinder Job
selves List* your property witn nu today.
street.
LOST—Grav rimmed glasses on Gleason or guaranteed* or money refunded. SAPTLER H i
i erositics, on Wednesday morning
VAUDEVILLE FEATURES
CHILDREN
large number of cust >m is now waking that hasn't been out too much nights. Write
MFG. CO., Pept. Q. Whitman. Mass.
89*91
Main
Sts..
Thomaston.
Reward,
Return
McP.
O.
BOX 191. Rhekhml.__________ 89 J1
for good opportunities. T. J. FOLEY. Phone
Mrs. Levi Gillchrist is at her house
July 25.
PusaLPS DRUG STORE .
90-92
FOR RENT -4’ottage at Martin's Point for 772 M.
9DM
WANTED PosP'on. with 2 small children
GENUINE NATIVE COSTUMES
on Main street.
month
of
August.
AeeomnpMlatfona
for
six
or
LOST—Tortoise shell glasses In soft leather
The attendance was one of the
FOR SALE—One 3 pc. parlor set ; otic 3- ns housekeeper. App'y to MRS. ISA I). VOSE,
eight people. N. W. BRAZIER. Martin, Me
Mrs. Fred Butler who has been
Inquire at MRS. BURKETT’S. 7"»
88*93 pc. reed set. tables, chairs, couch, stoves, RED. 2. Waldoboro. Me._ ________ 89 41
i largest in the history of the society
po*92
ill was able to ride out Sunday.
at
19 PLEASANT ST.
''l*9:t
.
Tickets---- 50 Cents
WANTED—Kitchen girl at WINDSOR HO
FOR SALE OR TO LET—b room furnished
and those who went were well repaid
LOST—Between my homo and Maverick Sq.
89-If
Arthur W. Hatch has finished and
FOR SALE—28 ft. Cabin Cruiser also John TEL 12 Myrtle St.
summer
cottage
at
Ingraham
HUI,
city
water,
Maverick St., a pair of ice tongs. Would ap
delivered to Carroll T. Cooney of
son Outboard Motor, practically new. H. L.
by the display of hooked rugs and «»n
WANTED—Marrbd Man desires permanent
At McDonald’s—Monday, July 30
preciate their return. P. L HAVENER Tel elee. lights, 5 minutes to elee. ears, nice view MASON at Thurston's Oil Station. Park St.
responsible position, lapable, honest, un-.
New York a model of the ship Willie
the very interesting reports by meni90-92 of harbor. Also summer cottage lots for sale.
91-tf questionable. References. A. S. SIMMONS,
Apply to G. A. TARR. Tel. 614 M or 232-W.
Reed built at Waldoboro by A. R.
Stt-’J’
hens of the staff and others. 1<« v.
LOST—Between Willow St. and Pleasant St.
76 tf
FOR
SALE
—
Two
pfeCes of land. 24 RAYV- Warren, Me.___________________ _ _____ 87*92
Reed & Co. in 1877. The ship was
Henry van Dyke. D. D., president of bho k pocketbook containing sum
money
91*93
WANTED—An eld fashioned well sweep, all
FARM CATALOGUE OF SPRING bargains, SDN AVE.. Uainden, Mnlnv.
with receipts and name Inside. MRS. RUTH
full rigged of 1450.50 tons, 210 feet
; the society presided.
FO RSALE—Pedigreed Pomeranian Puppies. wood: ptso two oaken buckets Io hang In the
PALMER.
Springvale.
Me.
90*92 small and large, summer homes and red
in length 39% feet beam, 24 feet
Rev. Orville J. Guptill, Mission;' y
denees. mountain, river or lake. Copy free. MRS. SAMUEL OLSON. South Cuahlnu. Me. will ERNEST C. DAVIS, Fuller-Cobb-Davis,
LOST—Heavy duty truck tire and rim. 32x6, ORRIN J. DKTxEY, Belfast. Me.
87-lf
79-tf
88-T-91
in depth. The model is an exact re H., was an overnight guest of Mr. chicken dinner was served with all pastor, gave a bird’s eye view of the T'rsdav.somewhere
between Ingraham Hill
WANTED Your summer cottage adver
FOB SALE Cottaue at Hobb's Pond, Hope,
production of the Ship and describes and Mis. Fred H. Butler Thursday the fixings.
work and introduced a group of v t- R.H-kland and Waldoboro or vicinity. Liberal
FOR SALE OR TO LET—6-room cottage at
■ .ward. II E. EDYVARTIS, Ingraham Hill Tel. , Me., one mile from post office, all furnished, Cooper's Beach, one of best locations. C. O. tised in this column. If for rent or sale. Try
her under full sail in a smart breeze returning Friday morning to Knox
W. L. La wry went to North War- | cation school workers who have been
____________________________ *>»••» I ready to occupy: or will let for the season BORGERSON. Rockland. Tel. 371-12.
99*92 it and notice the many replies you get.
with the how riding atop of a heavy Hospital where she is in training.
: serving some of the islands and is<
62-tf
at $150.
Communicate with 4. F. BURGESS.
ren
Sunday
for
a
few
days'
visit
with
FOR SALE—At a trade for cash 26 ft. lob
NOTICE—The owu-r ot Deposit Book No Rockland. Me. Tel. 426 R or 1186-M.
rolling sea. Chains, block and spars
79-tf
.
Iated
on
shore
communities
this
Ralph Swift of Bangor was at relatives.
WANTED Cook for summer home. BOX A.
ster
boat
Annie
M..
4
years
dd.
formerly
owned
issued by the Roefcbmd Loan & Building —■
i ■■■■■■■........... h.v Sherman Eaton. Hltth how with 20 h. p. Port Clyde.
are complete in every detail. The Walter Swift's Sunday.
91-tf
summer. He was followed by M
A--,- . it;oii has notified the Association that
For the summer sale at the Congre Annie L. Guptill who at the MIssi >n ... i,
Kermuth engine.
All ready for business.
block is all made by hand displaying
Ko 'J'-‘ has keen lost and that
Miss Orpha Kelleran of Cushing is
To
Let
AMERICAN LOBSTER 00., Roekland. 90-92
the ingenuity and wonderful patience visiting her cousin Miss Ruby Wood gational Church. Aug. 2. it has been House keeps tilings together while |«. le p.ests a duplicate of same ROCKLAND
decided to omit the special supper : Jie Mission Boat Sunbeam is off >n LOAN A BUIIDING ASSOCIATION, H <».
FOR SALE—Rhode Island Red Chickens
of the maker. The deck houses are cock, Meadow Road.
TO LET—5 room furnished apartment. All
Gordy. See. July 16. 1928
S5T91
modern conveniences. Inquire at THE ELMS. about eight weeks old. Price very reasonable
previously planned and instead to I her many cruise?
cruises.
Mrs. Guptill
reproduced even to the glass in tho
ELMER R VBRRILL, 354 Broadway.
90*92
NOTICE—The owner ot Deposit Bonk No. 12 Elm-St.
91-tf
serve sandwiches, coffee, l'ruit salad. | thrilled her hearers with quotations 192S. issued by the Roekl ind Loan A Buildwindows and the crew are to be seen
FOR SALE -Oak sectional bookcase and I
-Garace for one or two cars. Ap
scattered about the deck. The model
SOUTH THOMASTON cake and ice cream throughout the ' from letters which come to the ofliie in/ Association has no’.ltled the Association of plyTO19 LET
Vulcan gas hot water heater. (’ALL 818. 99-9.5
PLEASANT ST.
91-93
the loss of said Deposit Book, and requests the
has attracted much attention and in
•William Dennison has bought the afternoon and at the supper hour for | and a biief description of that wh:« i
FOR SALE—2 Harley Davidson motor cycles,
•:■ ' ' 1 ’
DU l\ LAN D LOAN A
t6 let—Unfurnished apartment of five
i preparing and
the opinion of several shipmasters Julian Snow place (lately owned bv L. those who wish it. There will be no j is done by her department. At t e BUILDING ASSOi 1AT1DN. by H O Gurdy. ron^fe,
hath and electric lights. Apply IS both good running condition. ARTHUR BAR
99*92
is as near a perfect one as can be Grant) and will move there imme festivities in the evening on account close of her remarks one of the di Secretary. Rocklaad. .Maine, July 21, 1928.
PLEASANT ST.
JtV93 JULA, Thomaston. Tel. 568-4
Cemetery Meerecting
88-T-91
of the Y.P.S.C.E. lawn party at the rectors who is familiar with the work
produced. Mr. Cooney has a parti diately.
FOR SALE—Glenwood cook stove. DANIEL
TO LET—Two unfurnished room for light
NOTICE—The woiiers of Deposit Book No. housekeeping, modern improvements, garage COLLETTE, White Head Coast Guard Station.
cular interest in the ship as his
Baptist
Church.
paid
Mrs.
Guptill
a
high
compliment
morials.
Joseph Norton. Sr who has been
90-W
5425, issued bv the Rockland Loan ft Buihl
if desired: also one front room, furnished.
grandfather James Sampson made the guest of his son here for the past
Miss Elizabeth Leach. Miss Mildred for the way in which her part in the ins Asso-iation have tiotiflcd the Association TFLEPHtFNE 1984. 19 Rockland St.
91-93
FOR SALE—199 gallon glass bottles witti
the spars. The model is in a case three weeks returned to Worcester, and Wyeth Davis of South Union, Mission is done, her devotion, intel ..f the loss of said Deposit Rook, and request
Let us quote prices and ad
TO LET OR FOR SALE—5-room lim^c with handles. Clean. Convenient to have around
made of black walnut having heavy Mass. Friday night.
9 b* 9 2
Clarence Waltz and Karl Moody were ligence and sympathy for the need} the issue of a duplicate. RDfKLAND LOAN ft •win |M»rch. all modern. EASTERN REAL ES CORNER DRUG STORE. City?
BUILDING ASSOCIATION, by H O. Gurdy. TATE. Tel. 818.
plate glass panels, and will be kept
vise
you upon the selection of
of
the
wide
coa
t
parish.
91-96
FOR SALE—Dodge speclr.l touring ear. run
Master Robert Gregory of Rockport supper guests of Parker Starrett
Secretary, Rockland. .Maine, July 21.
• * * ♦
in Waldoboro. A tablet nicely en is the guest of his grandmother Mrs. Thursday. They motored to Rockland
TO LET—Three room furnished apartment, less than 5999 miles. Perfect condition Apply
a
suitable
Memorial for your
89-91
with modern conveniences. Inquire front door ARTHUR ROKES Tel. 889.
graved will commemorate the build Georgia Snow.
Miss Myrtice D. Cheney of Port
for the evening and attended the
12 KNOX ST. Tel. 578 W
91-tf
FOR SALE—New (hiaranteed Cord tires,
ing of the ship and the maker of the
land,
Maine,
for
inan£,
years
inter

Cemetery Plot.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Sleeper of theatre there.
TO LET—Small tenement. 1 rooms ami ga 39x3'r.. $1.98; 29x4.40. $6.19. PACKARD
model. The fact that Mr. Hatch who Cambridge. Mass., are guests of his
ested in the Mission, chairman f
89-tf
CAMDEN
Mr. and Mrs. Albert A. Jones. Miss
rage. Apply NEW YORK TAILOR, cor Sum STORE, 56 Obi County Road.
has sailed the seven seas saw this parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Sleeper.
National Philanthropy of the Sigma
mer and Main Sts.
90-02
FOR SALE—First quality bard wood, fitted
Lila Jones and F. Crockett Brown
W. E. Doman & Son
ship in Calcutta and Melbourne gives
M:>. LeRoy Allen returned 1 ties-I of Boston were dinner guests Satur- Kappa Sorority announced the ap
TO LET—Nicely furnished front room : very for stove or furnace. HAROLD PEASE, War
Two cars, a coupe and a sedan,
a note of added interest.
,
89*112
91*93 ren. Me. Tel. 10-21.
day night to her home here having day of ^jr antj Mrs. W. F. Overlock. propriation of $2,500 to the work of collided on Clay Hill on the Atlantic pleasant. Inquire at 199 PARK ST.
Inc.
The Thomaston Garden Club is been forced by illness to give up her
the Mission fur the next two ye
FOR SALE—Dayton 4-shelf display cabinet
TO LET—Small tenement. 4 rooms. Apply
Mrs. Inez Libby went the last of and other contributions to the work. Highway Sunday afternoon add botli N. Y. TAILOR, Cor Summer and Main Sts.
brand new, never used. JOHN A. KARL ft CO..
planning an outing at the Knox Ar position on the steamer plying be
East Union, Maine
89-92
90-9« Rockland.
boretum Thursday of this week. Each tween New York and Miami. Florida, the week to Thomaston where she
The annual report of the society is were badly damaged. The occupants
FOR SALE—Two horse Deering mowing
has employment.
member will be responsible for her after making five trips.
TO LET—Nine room, furnished house at So.
one of the best the society has ever received slight injuries. The sedan
was owned by parties from Wiscon Hope, largo sereeneil porch, electric lights; machine. SYLVESTER BARROWS, Rockville.
own lunch and transportation. It is
Mr. and Mrs. R. J. Andrews left issued. The financial report shows
Authorized Distributors of
89*91
Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Deane and Mr.
barn and garage connected. Near pond. Inquire Me
planned to leave the waiting room at and Mrs. John Deane of Portland were Thursday for Boston where they the expenditure of the largest sin who had been touring Canada MRS. GERTRUDE PAYSON or Community
FOR SALE—Hebl of grass, price reasonable.
Granite and Marble
10 a. m. if you prefer #to walk, if by at their summer home here over the were to visit Mrs. Mary Storer who amount hitherto given for this work and were enroute home. The acci Sweet Shop.
89-91 MRS JOHN SPEAR. Warren. Me. It. I) 2
dent occurred about two miles from
90*^
car at 11 o’clock.
will accomyany them on the return but with a safe balance in the treas
TO LET—Tenement at 12 James St. (’. A.
weekend.
Camden village.
HAMILTON 412 Main St.
88-tf
19T-tf
“After the Schoolhouse the Libra
FOR SALE 4 months old live Mammoth
ury.
Ivan Rackllff has bought the land trip.
Mrs.
Jack
O.
Lauterjung
and
son
'ekin Ducks. Raised for breeders. HAROLD
TO LET—Modern apartments. Best location.
ry.” The school building committee extending from Harvey Sleeper’s
Mr. and Mrs. M. S. Hahn left Fri
The coming year a budget of
ROBBINS. Tel. 398 J, Rockland; 213-6
S3 tf
has contributed to the library fair a place to the old blacksmith shop and day for Colebrook. N. IL. by motor. $27,000 has been authorized by the Jack have arrived from Mineola. NA", A PPL Y< UTLER-COOK Op
anulen.
9t*.»2
tfJKl^trery gmvc
TO LET '1
■
M< hanl street
supply ot dolls and aprons from the will build there an auto and motor boat They were accompanied by their directors providing for an intensi to spend the snmrtier at their cottage
FOR
SALE—Auxiliary boat 28 ft. long. 8»^
at
Lake
Meguntlcook.
Inquire
MRS
W
S.
KENNISTON,
176
Main
last schoolhouse bazaar which neigh repair shop.
niece Miss Pearl Stoddard who re fying of the work that lias been
. wide cabin, about 5 yrs. old ; 29 h. p. KerSt.
Tel.
278-R.
88
tf
Hubert Small of Boston is visit
math. age 15 months. CARLOS DAYTS. Port
borly lift the children’s committee and
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Snow and Carline turns home after a week’s stay in greatly needed. Among the forward ing friends in Camden.
TO LET Ideal Beauty Shop 2.3 Main St..
lyde.
89*91
the apron committee acknowledge of Portland were weekend guests of Warren.
things done at the meeting of the
Aue.
lat.
Apply
ELIZABETH
DOXAfil
’
E.
S3
Dr. Sarah L. Wctherhee arrived on
FOR SALE—Ford sedan, been overhauled
with thanks.
Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Randall left directors just previous to the an
Park St.
87-tf
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Knowlton. Mr.
RS ANNA LANC ASTER, 6 Lisle St. 89*91
Mrs. Nellie McCoy and the Misses Snow bought a fine home in Portland Sunday for Spruce Head where they nual meeting was the approval of a the train Saturday from Boston and
TO LET—Apartment for small family, all
is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. W. L. modern,
FOR SALE—Harley Davidson motor cycle
gmwl location. ERNEST C. DAVIS at
Alta and Elizabeth McCoy visited in last week.
will occupy a cottage during the plan of co-operation with the Ameri
Ith side car: also Oldtown canoe In good
Fuller-Cobb-Davls Store.
87-92
can Red
Cross by which a nurse Tyler.
Whitefield Sunday.
mdlUon.
ROSCOE M. BESSEY. Union. Me.
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Hanscomb and month of August.
This" evening the Jitney Players
TO LET—Furnished room with modern
89-91
Will Baptists please furnish vege son and Mrs. Bridges motored to
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Hatch and will work the coming year under th»
conveniences. Write "B.” care Courier -Ga
will
give
a
single
performance
of
FOR SALE—-The Limero-'n Restaurant.
tables for the sale on the Mall Aug. Stratton Sunday. Mr. Hanscomb. Jr., children f Camden were visitors Sun direction of a committee consistin’-:
zette.
87-tf
"The Sorcerer" at Whitehall Inn. A
rite or call for information at KESTAU1. Send them in the forenoon.
is a member of the crew of the U.S.S. day of Mr. and Mrs. Maynard of Miss Laura F. Knowlton, M’ company of sixteen players will ap
TO L^T—-5-room apartment, heated, with
ANT. 7 Limerock St.
87-tf
Heckman and Miss Gertrude Pea
E. K. Winchenbach and family mo Utah which has been in Rockland Maynard Creamer.
Since 1840 thie firm hae
bath.
S.
RUBENSTK1N,
61
Park
St.
Tel.
916
pear in the performance and a threeFOR SALE—Small farm near Rockland. Easy
85-tf
tored to Gardiner Sunday. An inci harbor.
Miss Elizabeth Leach. Miss Mil body, representing the Red Cr<>faithfully served the fami
terms. Call at 39 GRANITE ST. Tel. 152 R.
piece
orchestra,
consisting
of
piano,
dent of the trip was a call upon the
TO LET—Five room, furnished cottage with
lies of Knox County.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Fullerton have dred and Wyeth Davis, Karl Moody and Rev. Orville J. Guptill. Har- 1.1 tlute and violin, will furnish music.
shore privilege on Pleasant Point road, byIra T. Northeys of Richmond.
Lady Attendant
FOR SALE—1 Victor Table Model ’hono
as guests, their daughter Miss Carrie Clarence Waltz and Parker Starrett Peabody and Dr. R. W. Wakefield
A series of vocal and instrumental week, month or season. Inquire of DEYVEY
87-92
Mr. and Mrs. Whitney of Friend Fullerton and their grandson Ardie were guests Sunday of Mrs. Abbie representing the Mission.
Tel. Day 450; Night 7»1-1
81-tf graphs STUDLEY FURNITURE CO.
concerts will lie given in the opera MALDNEY. South Cushing, Maine.
•
♦
•
•
ship who have been visiting their Milliken, both of Somerville. Mass.
Clark at Tenant’s Harbor and en
FOR SALE—Farm produce at reasonable
TO LET—Building on Knowlton St. YVotild
AMBULANCE SERVICE
Another announcement of gr- at house Aug. 8. Aug. 24 and Sept. 5. make a good storehouse, joiner or paint ahop. rate, small or large quantifies. Tel. 9-11, West
daughters Mrs. Rodney Feyler and
Mrs. Nellie Chandler and son Har joyed one of Aunt Abbie’s famous
These concerts will be under the di J. H. MELVIN, 21 Gay St. Tel. 624 M. 79-tf Appleton, SUNNY BROOK FARM, L. Belle
Mrs. Charles Starrett left Sunday old of Yinalhaven are at her uncle’s, shore dinners.
singificance to the Mission was the
Simmons, R 1. Union.
86*91
gift of a sum of money by Mrs. John rection of Frank Bibb, the noted
on their return home.
LET—Modern apartment of 5 rooms,
Charles Graves, called here by his se
pianist, and some of the prominent allTOImprovements,
FOR SL^LE Ford ton truck or Reo 1 '< ton
7 Granite St. Apply NEL
S.
Mrs. Cora Currier has as guests rious i’.lness.
Kennedy
for
the
addition
to
ae
truck
W
L.
OXTON.
West
Rockport.
Tel.
ROCKLAND, ME.
UNION
70-tl
Mission House of a room to take \ u e artists ot the musical world will ap SON B COBB at Fuller-( obh-Davls.
Stephen Vose, her brother Bernard G.
’amden 152-4.
86-tf
Preparations ai^ going rapidly for
pear.
JOHNSON
’
S
ELECTRICAL
Floor
Water
has
been
the
Mrs.
Fred
Thorndike
of the Relief Work, a much’ne fled
Byrne, Mrs. Irene Williams. Mrs. ward for the annual mid-summer sale,
FOR SALE—Nice Home on Broadway. 6
Camden plays in Rockland today. $2 per dav ROCKLAND HARDWARE CO. rooms,
modern Improvements and garage Ap
Flora Williams and son Paul of supper and entertainment to be given guest of her sister Mrt. A. H. improvement. The Relief Work of
498 Main St.
79-tf
Roekland
plays
here
Thursday
and
ple
tO T. J FOLEY.
S3 tf
Creighton
for
a
week.
the Mission has grown with cheat
Providence.
by the Ladies’ Aid of the M. E. CJiurch ,
Belfast
plays
here
Saturday.
FOR
SALE—Several arlides of used fur
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Henry
Brown
and
rapidity in the last few’ years and in
Mr. and Mrs. George Ludwig and Aug. 9.
Regular meeting of the Rotafy
Miscellaneous
niture. Just the kind for your cottage or
Fred Thorndike were at A. H.
SHIP US
Mr. and Mrs. W. T. 'Smith and son
A feature of the regular preaching Creighton’s Sunday. Mrs. Thorndike this department perhaps four or five Club today at the Y.M.C.A. with
camp. TEL. 726-YV. 19 FRANKLIN ST.
times more work is done than five
SPIRITUAL MEDIUM and Magnetic Healer,
77-tf
spent Sunday in Washington.
LIVE
POULTRY
service at the church Sunday mornluncheon at noon.
readings bv appointment. PHONE 395-W.
Edward Lindsey of Danbury, Conn, ng was the presentation to the church returning home with them.
years ago.
FOR SALE—Soft wood slabs 1 ft. long $6
Hennery f flos. Dressed Poultry. Highest
91*96
Mr.
and
Mrs.
W.
L.
Tyler
and
the
Mrs. A. H. Creighton. Mrs. Fred
per cord, stove length $8. $1 less In Thomas
Net prices paid for Eggs. No Commis
Miss Agnes Barrett of Skidmore,
is passing a vacation at his home on
the Sunday School of $42 to be ap
latter’s sister Dr. Sarah L. WethGIRLS WANTED to decorate pottery, glass ton. Also laths $7 and $7.50 per M. L. ('.
sion on Engs, also no charge for return
BeeCliwoods street.
plied on the pastor's salary. The sum Thorndike and Miss Nettie Ripley Mo., hns accepted a position on the erbec of Boston leave Wednesday for ware. etc. CRIB’S GIFT SHOP
91*93
flats
and fillers. Immediate returns. Ref
AUK
ARD.
Warren,
M<*.
83
tf
staff to fill the vacancy in the repre
Andrew Lindsey who has a posi ncluded the gift of $8 (one week's motored to Belfast last week.
erence: Federal National Bank. Estab
Bayside where they will spend two
PINE CONES—Large size and fragrant
FOR SALE—A very fine canvas covered,
* • ♦ •
sentatives of Sigma Kappa.
Miss
lished
18 years.
tion in Boston is here for two weeks. board for the Bible School teacher)
from
New
Hampshire
woods,
picked
and
sent
square stern, Oldtown canoe. Perfect condi
Barrett who has been working as a weeks at Alamae cottase.
fresh after receipt of ord<r. A two-busb
Capt. Ross Wilson is at home.
Frances Ellen Burkett
tion. used very little, almost new. Copper
from Mrs. Oscar Bassick.
Tickets
for
“
Tommy
”
to
be
pre

W.F.
WYMAN CO.
bag sent parcel postage prepaid to any part
The Zimmerman family who have
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Anderson and Mr.
July 21 marked the closing of 88 substitute worker this summer is to sented in the Opera House Friday of U. S. only $1 Send to DOUGLAS PHIL sponsons. Inquire ERNEST C. DAVIS. 82-tf
4 Faneuil Hall Mkt.
Boston. Mass
been occupying a tenement in the Dr. Smith all of Stoughton, Mass., are years of the active life of Frances return to the field the first of Sep evening by the Cellar Plamra, will BROOK, Phiibrook Farm, Shelburne. N. H
Largest Commission Receivers in Boston
FOR SALE Standing grass. Telephone
91*tf
Luce house on Main street have guests of Mrs. Anderson’s parents Mr. Ellen, widow’ of the late Oscar A tember to create a long desired de be checked at* the opc
Of
N.
E.
Live
Poultry
82-T-tf
89*tf
>use to
1192-W. K. L ANDERSON
moved to the T. S. Singer house.
1927 STANDARD BUICK. 7999 mileage Just
and Mrs. Milton Bassick.
Burkett. One of six children of the partment of work with women and night from 7 to 8 o’clock, afterward
FOR
SALE
-Two-story
double
tenement,
painted and overhauled. MRS. H. D. AMES
The prayer meeting at the Metho
Mr. and Mrs. Rollo Gardner made a family of John S. and Johanna H girls.. She is a young lady of extra- at Mixer’s store.
12 Florence St., City.
87-89 modern improvements, hot water heat, three
dist church will be held on Wednes weekend motor trip to Boston.
car garage. Adjoining lot equipped with oil
Dunton, deceased, there are but lour , ordinary Charm and intelligence and
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace WadsWorfh
BIG AUCTION SALE AT Simonton Farm station and small store. L. YV. BBNNER. 2
has
already
won
the
high
regard
of
day evening this week. The pastor
Miss Willetta Davis of Bridgeport, survivors—G. H. Dunton of VYin’erhave
returned
from
a
motor
trip
to
est
Rockport.
Maine.
Aug.
9.
Sale
Includes
_______________ 78-tf
expects to assist Rev. E. M. Rogers Conn., visited her cousin Milton Bas port, Mrs. Lucy Burton and Mrs. her prospective associates in the Massachusetts and New York States. household goods, elder machinery, tanks LAfayette Square.
FOR SALE—All kinds of hard wood. Highest
work and where she has gone this
threshing
machine.
5
h.
p.
electric
motor
and
of I’nion Thursday and Friday eve sick Thursday.
Sophia Welt of Rockland and MrCommencing today. Miss Irma hundreds of other things too numerous to men juality at an attractive price. Order now for
nings.
A near tragedy occurred Wednesday Retta Hawes of Oakland, Calif., to summer the enthusiastic good will of Wadsworth of the Ocean View Tea tion from 9 a. m. to 6 p. m
88-tf immediate or future delivery. Tel. Rockland
67 M. RALPH P. CONANT. South Hope. 78 If
Tonight Mrs. Jarley’s Wax "Works night wheh the speed boat owned by gether with several nephews and the people of the coast.
Room will serve tea each afternoon
G. K. MAYO, represehtlng J. L. Taylor ft
will be presented at Watts hall William Clements and operated by nieces.
FOR SALE—Several hundred R. I. Rod
Co. and Rrownlng. King ft Co. wholesale tail
from
2
to
G
o
’
clock.
With t,hc Sunbeam now a little
chicks. 5 weeks old. Price reasonable. E. R.
Seats are now being reserved at Mc Ernest Gamage of Massachusetts was
Annual Bazaar by the Guild of St. ors. New York City, made to measure, all wool VERRILL, 334 Broadway.
Aunt Ellen, as she was generally more than a year in service covering
78-tf
suit or overcoat $25 to $50. The fall line Is In
Donald’s. Another charming feature overturned at the float and both Mr. i known to old and young alike, had
Thomas Parish at the Camden Yacht
88-tf
FOR SALE—Handsome oak bed and oak
of this entertainment which has not Gamage and Mrs. Morris. Butler who ! endeared herself to the people of more of the coast and doing the work Club Aug. 7. A large assortment of G. K. MAYO. 22 Masonic St. Tel. 301bureau. Apply at COURIER-GAZETTE office
J. W. BOYINGTON. DECORATOR of Au
be'fcn announced before is the appear
was with him were thrown into the ! Union—her lifelong home—where she of the Mission Boat so much more irticles will be on sale and dancing burn has been appointed by the Fair Asso
77*tf
ance of Miss Adelaide E. Cross of water and held under the boat. The successfully conducted a millinety efficiently, the increase of staff— will be enjoyed with music by ciation to do the decorating for the Fair and
FOR SALE—Cord and titled wood: fitted soft
more
than
twice
that
of
four
years
Old
Home
Week
celebration,
August
6-12.
Rockland in a group of songs.
wood slabs $8: also lumber. T. J. CARROLL,
timely aid of Mr. Jiutlcr was all that and dry goods store for many years,
86
ago—the more efficient organization Dean’s Orchestra.
O. Thomaston. Tel. 263-21 Rockland.
Dr. Winchester Harding and fam
saved them from drowning.
Mrs. Ernest Marshall and children
she was an honored member of the of the work and the increasing good
74-tf
I
AM
PREPARED
to
make
your
wool
into
ily of Newton and Antonette Allen
Mrs. Marcia Clark from Garland YY.C.T.U. and a staunch supporter of
of
Laconia.
N.
H.,
are
spending
a
few
Write for particulars. Also yarn for
FOR SALE—Ralph T. Spear house on Main
of Dover, Mass., were recent visitors was visiting relatives and old friends prohibition., Her interest centered will of the people along the < ,ast— weeks'with Mr. and Mrs. H. R. Annls yarn.
sale. Samples free. H. A. BARTLETT,. Har
St..
Rockport
at
a
bargain.
Hot
water
heat,
the Mission really is a great coopera
at Clifford Clark’s.
83-94 electric light and bath. 1 minute from car line.
in town Friday.
around the home, ever taking an ac tive agency in which the people of at their cottage at Lake Meguntl mony. Me.
Percy Studley has recently bought
C.
S.
GARDNER.
Rockport.
Me.
72-tf
A meeting of th? Cemetery Im tive part and zealous for the wel
PAINTING, PAPER HANGING. MASON
cook.
work of all kinds. A. W. GRAY, Contractor
a ’Whippet cabriolet coupe.
FOR SALE—Mill slabs. 4 foot long $6.50.
provement Association was held Fri fare of her home community. Ever the coast hear their sdiare. the sum
Cap.t.
W.
F.
Annls
of
Boston
and
mer visitors their share and many
3 Adams St. Tel. 194-J.
79-tL Store lengtli $8. 15 bundles shims $1 : also
Mrs. Mary Waldo has had new day night in the Primary School
North Haven is spending a few days
loving and being loved, honored and
ROCK AND CEMENT WORK, cellar wall? lumber. L. A. PACKARD, R. F. D., Thomas
walks laid, and is havinng her house building. A check of $10 from Bowes & being honored—the passing on is but friends throughout tlie Slate of with Mr. and Mrs. Frank H. Wilbur.
70-tf
built and repaired; all kinds of lawn work, ton.
Maine and as far v est as California
painted, the color being changed Crozier of Rockland and $2 from Mrs.
Henry 'Beverage of Portland spent bv the dav or contract. BENJAMIN KNOWI.
FOR SALE—
the prologue of a larger beginning.
—
the
past
year
lias
heen
one
of
the
from green to white.
•
79-tf
Marcia Clark were received at that
Manufacturer of
Large lot of land on Crescent street next
To her immediate family, the only most notable in tlie history of the the weekend with his family who are TON. .34 Brewster St. Tel. 467-M.
Mrs. Charles Paddett and Sherley time. It was voted to pay out all the
FARMS. COUNTRY HOMES. COTTAGES west of schoolhouse.
son F. E. Burkett and wife who have society and the' plans endorsed for spending the summer here.
Large corner 1<X, Rankin street and Atlantic
Naline of Springfield and Mrs money in the treasury at the present
and estates; up-to-date property, In the gar
CEMETERY WORK
made lip the home since the passing the coming year mean more for the
den spot of .Maine— Penobscot Bay. Write Highway.
George Harper of Monson, Mass, time in carrying out the work which
Have your car washed and greased us what you want. ORRIN J. DICKEY, Bel
Eight large house lots, Broadway, opposite
of Oscar A. Burkett, is tendered the society than ever.
And Dealer In
Community
Park.
are guests of Mrs. Felt and Mrs Mr. Coombs has started. Much more
by Ray Small at Nemo's Repair fast. Me.
79-tf
community’s sincerest sympathy. Also
Tlie directors of the society who
Goo<l corner building lot on Maverick street,
McLeod. Green street.
money is needed to do all that should to the grandson Franz U. Burkett of
Shop. Cars called for and delivered.
NEW
YORK
TAILOR
corner
Summer
and
NATIVE
AND SCOTCH
Atlantic
Highway.
were re-elected ale:
Mrs. Emma Eaton of Warner, N.H be done and donations of either large
Main Sts. Cleaning, repairing and dyeing
Double tenement house and lot 640-642 Main
Portland, the granddaughter Mis.
Directors—Rev.. Henry van Dyke —adv.
Suits made to measure. Fur coats rellned.
who has been visiting Mr. and Mrs or small sums will be most gratefully
street.
Bernice Payson and the great-grand D. D., Princeton, X. .1.: Rev. W. J.
79-tf
Jameson house and large lot. 68 Camden
tfRANITE, MARBLE SHELVES,
FOR SALE—dtiiiing set. parlor set. gobd Tel. 738 R.
Fred H. Butler and Mr. and Mrs received.
street, on Atlantic Highway.
children, Barbara, Curtis and Carlton Moulton, D. D.. Bangor: Rev. .1 range, Ice chest, bureaus, buffet, beds and
LAOItb-Reliable stuck of nalr goods
Herbert C. Fales has returned home.
Miss Carrie Fullerton and Ardie Payson of Union.
House
in
East
Union
on
Route
1.
garage,
or

other
household
goods.
4
NO.
MAIN
ST.
Tel.
W»1
lh, Rocklunii H»lr store, 23« M»tn St.
ETC,
Homer Nelson. Bar Harbor: Thomas
Mr. and Mrs. Hiram Fales of Port Milliken were entertained by Mrs.
787-J.
91*93 orders sollrilert. HBI.EX C. RHODES.
i9-tf chard, lot of land. Reasonable price. Is situ
"A loved one from us has gone
Searls, Bar Harbor; Mrs. A. !■
ated opposite Grange hall
Cor. Brick and Pleasant Street*
land were visitors at Mr. and Mrs Charles Watts Monday evening.
Her tireless hands are stilled,
RLFINISHING
CARS
hy
spray
system,
any
ERNEST
C.
DAVIS,
at
Fuller-Cobb
Davis
Schauffler, New York: Mrs. John
TEL. 911-M
ROCKLAND
Herbert C. Fales* Sunday.
color: store,e. J. A. STEVENS A SON, Me
We can hut calmly submit
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Hopkins en
Store.
87-92
Markoe. Philadelphia: Mrs. Frank E
73-tf
For ’tls as a just God willed.’’
Ixmd St. Tel. 2<1->I or 13-M.
79-tf
Mr. Emerson of Manchester, N. H tertained a family party of 15 Sunday.
FOR
SALE
—
t'edar
boat
boards,
all
thick

Rowell, New York; Miss Eleanor de
is visiting Theodore Bradford.
FOR SALE---Klneo parlor stove. No. 12 nesses. Small lots five cents foot planed two
Miss Medora Thorndyke of Malden.
Graff Cuyler, New York; >fiss
good aa new, at half price. 64 Summer St sides, large orders cheaper. Lobster traps,
Mrs. Lilia Ames, Miss Leila Clark Mass., was the guest of Mrs. William
»*tf buoys, oak laths. Also other boat lumber.
TEL ISfi R.
MICKIE SAYS—
Myrtice
D.
Cheney,
Portland
Levi Clark and Earl Cogan spent Clements here from Wednesday to
79-tf
WHEN IN NEW YORK—Remember that JOEL P WOOD. Belfast. Tel. 177-14
Col. William Jay Schleffclln. New
Telephone Connection
the weekend at Gay’s Island,
Friday.
FOR SALE—Rooming ho/ise, 1 rooms, partly
you
can
buy
eoplea
of
The
Courier-Gazette
York; John W. Auchineloss. New
Miss Noyes of Dorchester. Mass
with the home news, at Hotaling's New
furnished with garage, fine location $6,999.
Gilchrest
York; Rev. William Adams Brown.
-TW1S kJEWSPAPER IS KIMPA
REGULATION SIZE WITH
Agency, Broadway and 43 St.
Must he sold at once
Wallace Parker of Schenectady, N
WARREN
D.
It.
New
York:
Harold
Peabody
53
acres
many
acres
of
blueberries.
Some
NAME
AND
ADDRESS
OF
LIKE
A
RESTAURAWTo
V/E
Monumental
Works
is the guest of Miss Susan Strout.
of wood, Cushing Road .5599, on fine road.
Boston. Mass.: Lea Mei. Luquer, Mt.
MAKER AND NET WEIGHT. IN
Mr. and Mrs Fi;e d Starrett ind
Y. is the guest of Mrs. Alphesus
HAVE EVERYTH IUG- OU OVR
Main Street
5- ioon: Louse, Stanley Lire, $,.x.)0.
M. W. Stratton, BatKi><
N. Y.
ACCORDANCE WITH FEDERAL
childr(*n Parker and Katherine w<
6- room house, hot water heat, all Improve
Jones.
Thomaston, Maine
A1EUU, THlkJG-S TO SUIT- ALL
ments, fine location, $6,909.
Harbor.
LAW
Rev. and Mrs. H. S. Kilborn will dinner guests of Mrs . Abbie Clark
I ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
-TASTES, SO HELP HERSELF
7- room house and ham, 1 acre land $2,799.
-BYthis
Inesday.
Tenant’s Harbor XY«
return from their vacation
House 7 rooms $1,591 in Tliofnastou.
TO WHAT V LIKE* AMD IF TVEV
$4.50 per 1000 Sheets
A grand reunion was held in Pleas
2-faniily house with ba n, I acre land at
week.
OWL'S HEAD
IS SOMETH IMGr OM OUR.
For
Pound
Size
Crrtk,
Thomaston. $2,690. Will sell small house
NEMO
’
S
REPAIR
SHOP
Miss Mildred J. Blennerliasset and antville at the home of Frank Thomas
Miss E. J. Darling of Philadelphia
Call 170
and garage at Head of Ray.
©ILL-OF-FARE VDOMT UKE, JEST
Postage
IS
C»nts
Additional
Miss M . Eleanor McCormack who when the children and grandchildren
is
in
town
for
the
nonth
of
August.
The
last three houses 1 will sell a.i 1 take
PASS IT UP VJITH OOMMEMT,
People
’s Laundry
have been recent guests of Mr. and of Mrs. Etta Hutchinson gathered
pay
In
rent.
V.
F.
STUDLEY
REAL
ESTATE
Mrs. Frank McDonald of Hampden
UKE YDO IM A RESTAURAWT
,
CO.. 69 Park St., Rock Laud.
90-92
Marmon Sedan Used 2000 miles
17 Limerock Street
Mrs. Sanford B. C’omery have re there for a day last week. Those

Mrs. Jarley’s Wax Works
TUESDAY, JULY 31

Quality

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS

BURPEE’S

SIMON K. HART

PRINTED BUTTER
PAPER PRICES

FOR SALE

turned to their homes.
Miss Lois Hallowell who has heen
the guest of her sister Mrs. Orett
Rohinson left Saturday for East
Rgidgewater. Mass.
Mrs. Frank H. Davis and daugh
ter Allicrtine of Campello. Mass., arc
fW guests of Mrs. M. C. Hamilton at
the West End.
In connection with the summer
sale by the Ladles’ Circle and Beta
Alpha Club on the Mail Wednesday
there will be a baby show.
Mrs. Frank Coes of ValVieo. Fla.,
and grandchildren Stephen anil Syl
via Kenney of Newark, Dei., are
guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. M alter
Strout.
Horace and Albert Cayer of Warn
er, N. H.. Paul Iierdette of Derry,
and Thomas Carr of Contoocook who
have been guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Rred IL Butler, Meadow Road returned to their homes Monday mornXT

Miss Doris Eaton of Warner, N.

present were Mr. and Mrs. Harry Frohock and children Faxon and Douglas
of Lincolnville Beach; Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Hutchinson and six children of
Rockland; Mr. and Mrs. Elston Luce
and daughter Mary of Thomaston and
Mrs. C. M. Greenlaw and four chilrden of Graniteville, Yt. A bountiful

i

|
I
j
'
,

is visiting her parents. Mr. and Mrs.
P. K. Reed.
Mrs. Daisy Hoskins .and daughter
Irene who have been visiting Mr. and
Mrs. C. F. Chester have returned to
Springfield, Mass.
The Owl’s Head Baptist Church will
hold its annual church fair in the
Community room en the lawn of the
Library Building 'he afternoon of
Aug. 15. All who are making ap;-ons or
fancy work please hand it in to the
committee before that date.
Mrs. Frank Ames who has been
visiting friends and relatives in town
ietu»ns to her home at Matinicus to
day.

->■
Y

DANCING
AT

Postage 10 Cents Additional

Fjr each additional 1000 Sheets
ordered at same time, add to the
price of first 1000. 14 00 an4 li
cents postage for each 1000.

$4.00 per 1000 Sheets
For Half Pound Size
Postage 10 Cents Additional

$2.50 per 500 Sheets

EAST UNION

t---------------------------------------------------- —

Postage 10 Cents Additional
For each additional 1000 sheets
ordered at same time, add to the
price of first 1000, $3.50 and 10
cents postage for each 1000.

EVERY SATURD’Y EVG

FRANK H. INGRAHAM
Attorney and Counsellor at
1
Law

THE
COURIERGAZETTE

1 Telephone.—Office 468; House 693-R

Rockland, Maine

Pioneer Pavilion

Music by
I

$2.75 per 500 Sheets

Dean’s Novelty Orchestra
7ST&Th-tf

yASjS??

431 Main 8tree»

Rocklanrf

Ford 1-Ton Truck (fcheap)
Ford Half-Ton Truck (cheaper)

FOR SALE

1924 Studebaker Touring

Used three summers; good trade

Standard FI

28-Foot Cabin Cruiser, Dodge En
gine

ADDRESSOGRAPH
For M Platea

13-Foot Skiff with Trailer

With Gl Graphotype and Cabinet
All Complete

Piano, good for a cottage

Saal Estate
Outboard Motors

Enrollments to
Yacht Club

FOR ICE
Tel. 527R

14-Foot Skiff

And

We do all kinds of Laun
dry Work. Family Wash
ing a Specialty.
Wet
fWash, Rough Dry, Finish
Flat Work, Shirts, Collars

Rockland

As new, in original pack
ings. At a bargain. If in
terested write to

J. F5 WHALEN
ASH POINT, MAINE
40-tf

H. M. de ROCHEMONT

PLUMBING, HEATING

S. NILO SPEAR
91-93

The Courier-Gazette

10S Pleasant St.
Rockland
Telephone 244-W
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Every-Other-Day

THE ROCKLAND FAIR I

SOCIETY

WON GOLD MEDAL

Vaudeville and Everett Frohock Was Winner
In W.C.T.U. Contest—
Thrilling
Pyrotechnical
Display.
Race Was Close.

Wonderful

The birthday of Anna Adams Gor
The Rockland Fair which begins
next Monday will he rich in vaudo- don, world preside nt of the W.C.T.U.
^.2 ville
well as all other attractions. known as Loyal Temperance Legion
", The acts are furnished by Wirth and
Hamel Inc, of New Yark who offer— Day, was celebrated by tlie local ormizi.lions w’th an interesting pro- |
j1 Miss Edna Ayer, soloist.
Tin Hostons, novelty platform acts.
am given at the Congregational
Ledoux and Ledoux, comedy acro church Friday evening.
bats of class.
The leading feature was the gold
The Dolan Dance Revue.
medal speaking contest in which six
Richard and Rita, an acrobatic act rontestants took part: La wr Mice
that is lightning fast.
Crane “Sail On”: Evorett Frohock.
The Clarion Trumpeters, finest mu Recessional;’’ Maurice McKusick.
sical act in vaudeville.
“Clgaretts Are Not For Me;” Beulah
Fireworks displays by American Callahan, “Don't Let Him In;” Eula
Fireworks Co.
lia Stanley, “Points of View;” Dor
An amazing exhibition of equili othy Spofford, “Peace On Earth.” In
brium is offered by the Boston, a very connection with he sptaking a series
pretty young woman and a virile, ath of small acts were put on: “Carry On”
letic young chap, who are the acme in which the “Spirit of i’rohibition”
of agility. In this act tables and was represented by Miss Faith Ulmer
chairs are piled on top of one another, and the W.C.T.U. represented hv Miss
and on the top of this particularly Alena Young with the flag and
precarious perch this team performs a white ribbon. “Patriotism” was en
series of sensational feats of equi acted by the salute t . the fing given
poise with reckless abandon. It is a by the Boy Scout—Mervil Harraden
marvelous display of dexterity, for flic and the Girl Scout—Alz-.^a North.
Hostons, seems to be just as much
A strong anti-cigaret lentiment
at home on their hands as the av was expressed by a group of L.T.L.
erage person i^ on their feet.
children led by Cleveland Morey;
Richard and Rita appear in a rapid “The Woman in Polities," Mrs. Susie
routine of astonishing acrobatic Morey. In “King Alcohol Can’t Come
during which they perform many Back" Howard Chase took the part o*
exceptionally fine and original tricks, the deposed king witli Grade Clancy
utterly unlike anything ever been be and Eleanor M'orey the soifrowing
fore. Splendid costumes and the easy hildren. Margaret Pendleton and
nonchalant manner in which they per Lilia Sherman were the happy chil
- Wallace McLeod of Dorchester,
Mrs. M. S. Porter and daughters,
form the most difficult tricks, and one dren with Prohibition. In “World
Mass., is the guest this week of Mr. Mabel and Alice were in Portland
that never fails to appeal to the spec Peace,” Mrs. Smiley posed as Peace
4nd Mrs. Willis I. Ayer.
last week, to meet Capt. Porter, re
SPECIAL LEAVES 7.20 A. M.
tators.
and the nations were represented by
turning home with him Sunday on
MAINE
MAINE
A splendid treat for all lovers of the children in appropriate costumes:
- Mrs. W. A. Hoyt and sons Edgar Lite barge, belonging to the Rockland
good music as is offered by the Clar Italy, Teresa M.iz^eo; Japan, Lilia
and Fulsom, and Herbert McAsklin and Rockport Lime Corporation.
entral MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD CRentral
ailroad
Railroad
ion Trumpeters, four stunning looking hernian; Indian. Cleveland Mnrev:
Qf East Lynn, Mass., and Richard
91-93
girls, who are as clever as they are Scotland, Julia< Molway; China,
Clark of East Boston are guests of
Lucille Melvin, daughter of Mr.
attractive.
Grace Clancy; Mexico. David OaksMr. and Mrs. William H. Thomas, 12 and Mrs. Ambrose Melvin enter
They present a very high class act man Smiley; America, Margaret
Masonic street.
tained 25 little friends Friday after
Netherlands,
EMeanor
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Small of i Waldo in a high class fashion, capably hand Pendleton;
A lawn party will be given tomor
noon in honor of her 5th birthday,
- Mr. and Mrs. Thomas J. Foley are at Iter lump Warren street. The prize row at the home of Mr. and Mrs. It. U. avenue have as guests for a few ling the most intricate melodies on Morey. In the finale the W.C.T.U.
Occupying one of the Bicknell apart in file pmnut hunt went to Virginia Clark, Broadway, under the auspices weeks Miss Beatrice Beverage of extremely difficult instruments, their gives the White Ribbon to Prohibi
ments.
Ulmer, and for pinning the tall on of the Ladies’ Aid of the Pratt M. E. Boston and Mrs. Adah Carnes and carefully blended harmonies together tion and winds it in and out around
with pleasing personality and that the Nations. Music consisted of a
the donkey to Bobbie Stevens. At Church.
Cafeteria lunch will be daughter Olive of New York City.
certain touch of artistry so necessary piano solo by Howard Chase and
, • A party of prominent Bangor cit 3.30 the children went to the dining served with a pleasing entertainment
izens dined at Wessaweskeag Inn room where they found a prettily to follow.
ltev. A. G. Henderson, pastor of the to the true artist, all lends to an in songs for the act were sung by Mrs.
I Sunday, the occasion being Dr. J. P. decorated table. Ice cream, sand
Baptist Church in Farmington, who is describable charm and quality to their Frederick Powers accompanied by
offering that must he seen and heard Mrs. Rita Robinson.
Starrett’s birthdays which for many- wiches, buns and the birthday cake
Ernest L. Oxton of Milton, Mass, is vacationing in North Haven was in
Judgejs for the speaking contest
years he has insisted upon observ were served. Each child wore a the guest of Mr. and Mrs. W. W. J the city yesterday calling on friends to he appreciated.
were Rev. Walter S. Rounds, Mrs.
ing at the hospitable resort of the pretty little cap, and had a basket Gregory, Center street.
and incidentally hunting up some of
Ruth Wfhittemerc and Judge A. L.
Smiths. Dr. Starrett’s guests were of candy to take home.. Miss Lucille
his old parishioners who have strayed
CAMDEN GIRLS WON
.Miles. The contestants showed a high
L. P. Swett, Charles Murray, A. C. was the recipient of some very nice
Herbert Waldron of Middletown. N. to this city.
standard of natural ability and good
L Nickerson, William M. Brown, Dr. presents.
Y.. is spending a two weeks’ vacation
In the 4-H Club Demonstra training so the points of considera
A. K. P. Smith, Edwin Lord. Frank
with his family at the home of Dana
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Nestor
Brown
and
son
|^f>rummond and Belmont A. Smith
tion were very close. The medal was
Mir. Mary FolOy and daughter.. A. Sherer at The Highlands.
tion—Boys’ Contest Won awarded
Richard left Saturday for a week's
to Everett Frohock. soil of
Marget. Anna and Arlene of Cam
motor trio to Portland, through the
Dr. and Mrs. 11. W. Frohock, LawTwenty members of the Browne bridge. Mass., are guests of Mrs. Val
By “Scotty” Lads.
Mrs. Ella Achorn was the Sunday White Mountains and
Aroostook
ence Crane, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ken
| Club met with Miss Chrystol Cam
entine Chisholm, Camden street.
guest of Mrs. Nellie Reever Waldo County. Mr. Brown is entering upon
[ {ron Friday evening at her cottage
For the second consecutive year the nedy Crane losing by one point only.
boro.
the first lap of his annual vacation
Beulah Callahan, daughter of Capt.
jyith a picnic supper. Rev. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Louraine
from his duties at St. Clair & Allen’s boys’ and girls' 4-H clubs have held md Mrs. L. L. Callahan was a very
£. P. Browne were guests of honor. Mrs. Elizabetli Leavitt and Frank
their club team demonstrations. Nine
Mrs. Minnie Miles has returned to
girls’ teams and two boys’ teams com close third. As members of rival boys
Thompson motored to Lewiston Sun her home on Ocean street after a de
Miss Pearl Carpenter and Miss Arcamps the honor of winning the gold
* Miss Madeline Bird sails Sunday day.
lightful visit with relatives in Freder- delle Skinner of Providence, who have peted for the county championship.
Aug. 12, from New York on the SS.
’The girls’ team chosen the best was medal was shared with Scout Camp
ickton. N. 15.
been guests at the Lauriette have re from Camden, Louise Nash and Alice .Mecadducut of which Everett Fro
Cedric for England where she will
Opportunity Class will hold its an
turned home, much pleased with their
begin a year’s study at the University nual picnic and regular meeting
Owing to the many activities during first visit to Maine. Side trips *to Bar Start demonstrating “Good Posture.” hock is a member. Both of these boys
Qf London.
Thursday afternoon and evening with the week of Aug. 6-11 the date of the
Honorable mention went to Gertrude ire about 13 years of age, in the 8th
•
Mrs. Evelyn McKtisic as hostess, at Bernard piano recital has been Harbor, Camden, Searsport, Owl’s Hardy and Katherine True of Hope grade. Their careers will be watched
Head, Pemaquid and other places demonstrating the ‘making a kimona by many interested friends as they
• Chauncey Keene who is having her cottage at Cooper's Beach. Mem changed from Aug. 8 to Aug. 13.
proved to them that Maine scenery nightgown.” Last year at the demon go on.
fiis vacation, from the Rockland Na- bers are requested to take their com
has not been overestimated.
The medal contest work is under the
Uona) bank, is spending it with Mrs, plete lunch.
strations the Camden team placed
Mrs. Gilbert Keighley and daugh
Keene and little son Byron, at Glen
second. The club in Hope is new this direction of Mrs. Clara B. Emery.
ter Jane of Texas are visiting at Ma
Little Miss Elizabeth Gardner of year.
/here, the guests of Mrs, Keene’s
Carroll Tripp of Portland is the tinicus for a few weeks.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Bj^ron Davis. guest of Hiram Crie.
Orono is visiting her aunt. Mrs. Clar
Tlie hoys’ team from the Damari
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur St. Clair have ence Beverage and grandmother, Mrs. scotta Poultry Club became county
Miss Lucy B. Rhodes who has been
Obadiah
Gardner,
Chestnut
street.
Miss Mabel Oxton arrived Satur-’.iy returned to 'Wollaston, Mass., after
champions by demonstrating “kil
at Knox Hospital the past three from Brookline. Mass., where she had visiting Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Stevens
ling and picking.” The members
tveeks for treatment has returned to been for three months, and has gone for a few days.
Mrs. Ethel Gonia entertained the of this team are Maynard Waltz and
her home on Cedar street, much im o her home in Rockville after spendTHE Club last evening at her’Cres Dennis Genthner and are also from a
PUBLIX THEA I Kt
proved.
og tile weekend with ?fr. and Mis.
newly organized c.ub.
Frederick Powers who spent the cent Beach cottage.
TODAY
These two teams will go to Auburn
W W. Gregory. Center .heel.
weekend with his family at their home
• Miss Annie M. Frost of Lynn and
on Broadway returned yesterday ac
Mr. and Mrs.'Ralph Young and Aug. 16 to represent Knox-Lincoln
"The House of Scandal"
Miss Elizabeth E. Hall of Melrose,
Mrs. W. E. Morgan was soloist Sun- companied by Mrs. Powers and chil daughter Dorothy of Portland were championship of the southern Maine
jvho usually spend the summer in lay at the Camden Corgregatlonailsi dren Priscilla and Frederick Jr., who
weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. F. section. A third team from Aina
Rockland are this year the guests of Chuich.
Pat O’Malley
demonstrating “making yeast bread’
will remain for several days.
Cooper, Limerock street.
Mrs. Mabel Hall 'Smith of Portland.
will also go to Auburn. These girls:
wedKTsday~thur7day
Oregon.
They are enjoying auto
Dr.- E. 11. Wiswall of Wellesley arMiss Beatrice Freeman and Mrs. I Mrs . R. Wyman Foster arrived Hazel Hall and Helen Carleton, will
trips down the Pacific coast and
Ived Saturday to Join h's family at James Kjiox ef Metuchen, N. J., who from Brooklyn this morning for a compete for the Russell Miller Mill
\around the Ml. Hood region.
the home of Governor and Mrs V. T. were called here by their father’s
ing Company prize. All three teams if
month's visit with her parents, Mr
"obb. Dr. and Mis. Wiswall and two death have returned home.
successful, will then go with the
and Mrs. Frank W. Fuller.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Moore of Dor children are returning to theii home
Maine 112 to the Exposition in Sep
chester, Mass., are guests for two in Wellesley tomorrow.
tember.
Mrs. R. K. Newoomb and daughters 1
,
weeks of Mr. and Mrs. Waite J. FerMargaret and Daphne of Eastport are I ,,Mlss,T Glady,s Y<,un« “a"*e f.r.om
The judges for the contests were:
tiald.
Mrs. Philip MeNelly (Blanche llan guests Of Mr. and Mrs. John Thomp-1 \n?x »os',,‘aI Sunday anil is at Mrs. Girls’ team. Mrs. E. B. Denny and Mrs
With
i Llsie Moody 8 23 * rankl,n ^reet wlth Harrison Puffer of Damariscotta and
scom I of Caribou is the guest of Mr. son. Willow street.
’ Mr. and Mrs. M. K. Kittridge left and Mrs. Ralph llanscom. Union
___
her grandmother. She will he a Mrs. Bertha Ludwig of Wlarren; boys
Mrs. Beatrice House Barde and I suest ot Miss Ethel Crie at Thomas- teams, Mrs. II. H. ^’ash, Camden:
friday night for New York where street.
they will sail on the S.S. Algonquin,
son Bobby of Washington. D. C„ are lon for a week and tl,en W,U return E. N. Hobbs, Hope and E. B. Denny, Who fought to “make BeHy a lady”
/or their home in Key West, Fla.,
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Kales of Win- guests for the summer of her parents. to her horae at Mat^us.
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
Jr., of Damariscotta.
after spending three weeks with Mr.
low's Mills were weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. R. II. House at Glencove.
During the noon hour eight of the
"Quick
Triggers”
and Mrs. F. M. Kittridge and other Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Seavey. James
Mrs. Ihra Ripley left Monday for club sewing judging champions com
relatives In this city.
With
street.
Smith Carnes, Maurice Carnes and South China to spend the week with peted for county honors. Miss Mil
Clinton Foster of Milford. N. H.. and Mr. Ripley who is helping build a dred Brown, assistant State cluli
Fred Humes
Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Young, and
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Maxey who Eugene Foster of Columbiana Ohio, line for the -Central Maine Power Co. leader, score these girl*- and awarded
daughter Catherine and Miss Audrey have been guests of Mr. and Mrs. returned to New Hampshire Monday Master Ihra L. Ripley, Jr., is spend honors as follows: First, Annie Star
Coy. who have been visiting in this Charles A. Rose returned to their after visiting relatives here.
ing the week in Camden.
rett of Wlarren; second, Gertrude
city, went to Milo Saturday. Miss home in Portland Sunday.
Hardy of Hope, and third, Ella Russell
!
Young will remain a week with rela
Commander and Mrs. W. F. Towle, of Whitefield.
George Judkins. Eugene Foster of
tives.
Miss Carrie Fullerton of Boston is Columbiana, Ohio, and Clinton Foster motoring through Maine enroute for
the guest of relatives in South Thom of Milford. N. H.. visited in Stoning the White Mountains are making a
COLLINS-GILCHREST
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Y'ose spent the aston and vicinity.
brief visit with Mrs. D. W. Fuller.
ton Sunday.
weekend in South Portland, guests
Commander Towle is stationed in
Albert Collins of Berlin, N. H. and
of Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Maurer.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Merrifield (Dor
Miss Rita Walters of Philadelphia, New York.
Gladys Hurd Gilchrest were married
Always Cool and Comfortable
othy Qyoss) have returned from a formerly of Rockland, was recently
at the First Baptist parsonage Mon
Miss Erma Leonard of Milo and brief wedding trip and are spending operated on for appendicitis at the
Miss Louise McIntosh is having day evening, July 23, Rev. J. Charles
TODAY
Miss Ethel Lee of Park Harbor, were the remainder of their honeymoon at Clinic Hospital in that city.
her annual vacation from A. C. Mc- MacDonald officiating. The couple
overnight guests of Mr. and Mrs. F. the Cross cottage at Coopers Beach.
Loon & Co., and is visiting relatives were attended by the bride’s sister.
___ •
M. Kittredge, on their return from a
Wesley Milligan who has been vis- I in Cambridge, Mass., and Miss Anna Miss Frances 'Hurd, and her brother,
week's motor trip over the Mohawk
William Flanagan was home from iting
his
grandfather,
Charles McLaughlin in Pittsfield, Mass.
In
Willis Hurd. As the bridal party left
Trail, and through the White Moun Lewiston for the weekend.
Creamer, in Winslow’s Mills, returned
the parsonage they were greeted by
tains. Miss Lee has returned horn
Major and Mrs. Kenneth I’. Lor.d friends who proceeded to give them
home Sunday.
£he is a teacher of music, and this
and their two sons entertained a fam i ride about the city, showering them
Mrs. Jennie Bird entertained Sat
. last year taught music in the public urday afternoon at her home on Tal
Mr. and Mrs. William Milligan and ily gathering at their Hobbs’ Pond with rice and confetti, after which
i schools of Waterville. Miss Leonard bot avenue for her daughter. Miss children were Sunday guests of Mr. camp Sunday, the guests being Mr.
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
they escorted them to their apartment
was accompanied to Milo by Arthur Madeline Bird, who shortly sails for and Mrs. Charles Creamer, Winslow’s and Mrs. J. F. Cooper. Thomas Benner.
in the Cutler-iCook building, where
Owen, midshipman on the L’.S.S. England. There were two tables of Mills.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Young and daugh they begin housekeeping, and spent a
Utah, Who spent Sunday with his auction, honors falling to Mrs. W. C.
ter Dorothy and Mrs. L. F. Young and merry evening with them.
parents and uncle Hon. W. S. Owen Bird and Mrs. Russell Bartlett. The
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar E. York and son Thomas of Portland, and Mr. and
The bride is an attractive young
out of town guests w’ere Mrs. Rodney children Marion and Warren have re Mrs. Fred Raymond Young of Water woman' who for the past four years
Mr. and Mrs. John C. Griegs of Weeks of Birmingham,, Mich. Mrs. turned to tVieir home in Springfield, ville.
Two four-generation groups has been employed at Trainer’s where
New York are in the city, looking up Wilson B. Keeno of Montclair. N. J., Mass., after spending a week with Mr. made the gathering unique.
she was very popular. The groom is
old friends.
and Miss Mifdred Gillette of Lexing Yoik’s mother, Mrs. I). 11. Weed
a chef at F. L. Newbert’s, and though
Mrs. Chester Bailey entertained at he has only been a resident of Rock
Rankin street.
ton, Mass.
' Mr. and Mrs. John P. Ford of Law
Anita Stewart
a bridge tea yesterday afternoon al land Cor one year has made many
rence, Mass., are guests of Mr. and
Mrs. J. Albert Jameson who left
Miss Edith Bicknell has returned Crescent Beach, her guests being
Huatt, Gordon
(rt. C.
Mrs. G. T. Ittiker, Warren street, and Knox Hospital Saturday is at the from Waldoboro where she was the Misses Jeannette Smith, Minerva friends. The young couple have the
Gaston GIom ]
best wishes of their many friends.
have been the recipients of some spe
home of Miss Alice Whitney, Ingra* guest of Mrs. Boardman.
Stover, Eleanor Bird. Martha Wascial attentions while here. It seems ham Hill during her convalescence.
gatt, Ruth Clark, Marion Clark and
Robert Pendleton returned to Islesthat Mr. Ford is a bit vain over the
Miss Edna Archibald of Roxbury, Katherine Veazie. Honors in cards
boro yesterday at'tier spending the
prowess of Massachusetts chefs si
Mrs. William L. Gregory of The Mass, and George P’.uggie of Matta- were awarded to Miss Marion Clark,
Mr. Bilker set about completing his Highlands returned home yesterday pan. Mass., who have been visiting I Miss Smith and Miss Stover. A de- weekend with relatives.
, education. Sunday a two car expe after spending a few days as guest of their aunt, Mrs. William Cunning- lightful feature of the afternoon was
dition was organized against New Miss Aina Davis, Gardiner.
Fales Circle, Ladies of the G.A.R.,
ham. James street, have returned the linen shower which "descended’’
Meadows Inn with Mr. Ford in the
meets with Mrs. Bernice Jackson
home.
upon Miss Ruth Clark.
front line. Y'esterday the Fords were
Wt dnesdaj’ afternoon. Box lunch and
Mrs. W. C. Bird and Miss Mildred
guests of Mrs. Buker at Lucerne-in Gillette are entertaining at a picnic
Misses Kathryn and Mary Cole of
Mr. and Mrs. E. O’B. Gonia had business meeting in the evening.
Maine with a stop-over at Parker's today at Miss Gillette’s cottage at Warren street who have been visiting callers Sunday, who, though unex
Lobster Pound ami tonight a visit Crescent Beach.
relatives in Machias and Grand Ma pccted were accorded a very hearty
Mrs. Herbert Faulkner and Miss
will be made to 'Community Sweet
lian. N. B., during the month of July welcome. They were Capt. and Mrs. Frances J. Ayer of Keene, N. IL, have
Shop. If all goes well Mrs. Buker
The Crescent Beach Improvement returned home Friday and are now John Robinson and daughter Janet, been sjiending the week at Crescent
will motor to Lawrence with the Society, which has taken upon itself guests of friends in Portland.
who motored from Portland where Beach Inn.
Fords tomorrow for a visit of several the task of raising fnone.v with which
Capt. Robinson is spending a three
An adaptation from the story
days.
Miss Winnie Larrabee who has been months’ furlough with his family.
to fix the roads, gave the second in a
Mrs. Arthur L. Race, wife of Ar
“Budge"
series of entertainments Friday aft visiting at Christmas Cove for the Capt. Robinson was with Mr. Gonia on thur Race, managing director of the
Hammock Tops made $1 to $7.50. All ernoon and evening at George L. St. last two weeks has returned to her the army mine planter Gen. Frank, Copley Plaza. Boston, motored from
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
i-tyles o' duck. Hammocks recovered Clair’s cottage. This took the form of home on Pine street.
stationed on the Atlantic Coast, later he rsummer home at JSast Boothhay
House awnings $.3 50 to $7.50. All a double-header auction party, the
-----' being transferred to the Gen. Harri- yesterday to have luncheon at Cres
"Golf Widows"
colors. Prompt service Write us you afternoon winners being Mrs. O. A.
John Bernet Crockett, little son of son in the Philippine Islands.. With cent Beach Inn. She was accompanied
xWith
needs. Rockland Awning Co.—adv. • Gilbert. Mrs. (Dr.) Emery. Mrs. Alber Mr. and Mrs. Elmer B. Crockett, Rock orders in hand to he transferred to the by her house guests Mrs. Frank C.
ta Rose, Mrs. I. £'•’Shuman and Mis. land street, entertained his neighbor Gen. Schofield at Fort Monroe, he Hall, widow of Frank Hall of The
Vera Reynolds"
Mary Keizer and the evening winners hood playmates recently, in honor of made the trip back to the States by Somerset, Boston, Mrs. H. O. Wlnsor
TUTORING
AX’D
his sixth birthday. Games were played way of China and Japan, landing in and Mrs. Fred Krentzer of White
being
Mrs.
E.
J.
Hellier,
Mrs.
O.
A.
In English Literature or Composi
Gilbert. Mrs. Leola Rose. Mrs Hattie on the lawn. Sandwiches, fancy cakes, San Francisco and joining his family Plains, N. Y.
tion. French, I-atin anil Elementary
Tom Tyler
Davies. Mr. Lull. A. C. Jones, and E. .1. cookies and ice cream were served. then in Ixis Angeles. The Robinsons
School Subjects.
Have your car washed and greased
IN
Hellier. There was also a table of “63” John received many fine presents and made the trip east through the PanaRUTH D. PILLSBURY, Thomaston
played by veterans of 61-65, the win- was voted an ideal host. Immense bal- ma Canal. The two families had not by Raj’ Small at Nemo’s Repair
(Senior Smith College)
“
When
The
Law Rides”
ners being Fernando B. Philhrick and loons were given the guests as favors met for several years and the reunion Shop. Cars called for and delivered,
Tol. 67-12
91-96
—adv.
James F. Woodsttip.,
, when they ivtuiued to their homes. J Sunday was a very happy one.
Ca-ds have been received by several
Rockland people reading: "Dr. Marv
Reuter, osteopathic physician, with
offices formerly at Rockland. Maine,
TELEPHONE ........................................... 77® now located at 501 Webster street,
Palo Alto, Call/.’*
•W. C. Bird who has been in Europe
on a two ijionths’ business trip for his
Stanley Payson, who has. been the
employers, Bond & Goodwin, New guest of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Taylor,
York City, sailed from France Satur returned to New York Sunday.
day. During Mr. Bird’s stay in Europe*
he had opportunity to make a journey
Mr. and Mrs. Fred A. Parker of
into Italy and also to be the guest for North Cambridge, Mass., and Mr.
several days of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur and Mrs. Percy Merrifield, who are
Richardson in London.
occupying the 1. Leslie Cross cottage
at Cooper's Beach, return home next
Rev. Fr. Patrick Murphy of New Saturday; Miss Emily MacArthur,
burgh. N. Y., and cousin, Miss May- who has been a guest there, has re
Leary, of Portsmouth, N. H., have turned to Beverly. Mass.
been guests of Mrs. Margaret Burns
Gay street.
Writing from Cintra. Portugal, to
home friends Mrs. Edith A. Hicks
Mrs. T. J. Sullivan left yesterday says: "We are having a very enjoyable
for a month’s stay at Five Islands time in this pretty place on the side of
accompanied by her niece, Mrs. a high mountain with the ocean below
James Connellan.
us. The climate is delightful, tha
flowers beautiful and fruits and veg
• Lawrence Clark
of
Marlboro. etables delicious. The voyage across
Mass., is making a fortnight’s visit was a delight with seas perfectly
fit Crescent Beach, the guest of his smooth.”
aunt, Mrs. Edward Gonia.
Mrs. Frank W. Ames of Matinicus
' Mrs. A. L. Harmon has gone to has been spending ten days at the
ganger for a month’s stay.
Cameron cottage, Holiday Beach.

In addition to peraon.il notes recording de
partures and arrivals, this department espe
cially desires Information of social happen
ings, parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by
mall or telephone will be gladly received.
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BED
SPRING $
Mattress

* M

enjoy

Sunday, August 5
Round
$2.50 Trip
From ROCKLAND

C

I

Look at this remarkable combination offer—A Fine
Bed, 2-inch continuous posts, I-inch fillers; National
Spring, a nation’s standard; and thick, comfortable
Mattress—

All for $19.75
FREE DELIVERY

CASH OR EASY TERMS

Stonington Furniture Co,
LOUIS MARCUS. Prop.
313-319 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND

TEL.

Bridge and Tea
Crescent Beach Inn
PAVILION

FRIDAY, AUGUST 3
at 2.00 o’clock

Attractive Prizes
Reserve a table for your own party
TICKETS 75 CENTS EACH

At Johnson’s Hat Shop, Limorock Street
and Knowlton's Market

w

CHARLES RAY

STRAND

MO

91-92

,

Five Miles North of Skowhegan

THE LAKEWOOD PLAYERS
Tel. Skowhegan 131. Mail Skowhegan. Each Evg at S Standard Time
‘BRINGING BROADWAY TO MAINE"

Croat Plays, Perfectly Cast, Brilliantly Acted
TONIGHT
NEXT WEEK

A Throbbing Melodrama

GRANT MITCHELL “THE
In a Delightful Comedy

NOOSE”

By the Master Playwright

“Andrew Takes A Wife”
With
BEATRIX THOMSON
BERYL NERCER

BEBE DANIELS

and a 'Perfect Comedy Cast

“HOT NEWS”

Sat., Aug. 4, at 2 p. m.

Special Matinee

WILLARD MACK
Author of “A Free Soul,” so well
liked at Lakewood Last Summer

Big Cast of Broadway
Favorites
MATINEE WED.. AUG. 8
2.30 P. M. (Standard Time)

BEST FOOD IN MAINE AT

In Honor of

LAKEWOOD INN

GEORGE M. COHAN

DANCE
WEDNESDAYS and FRIDAYS

Who is making a flying trip from
New York to Lakewood to see
this play

Lakewood Country Club
“TED" ZAHN and HIS BOYS

91-93

PUBLIX THEATRE
D. W. tWfLPFTTH 1

sents

“DRUMS OF LOVE”

TODAY

With
MARY PHILBIN, LIONEL BARRYMORE
WEDNESDAY

THUT DAY

CHARLIE

“TURN BAiX
THE HOURS”

MURRAY B

With

LOY
“THE HEAD MAN” MYRNA
WALTER PIDGEOM
Whether you vote for Herbert
SAM HARDY
Hoover or Al Smith, you’re going
to vote “The Head Man” the See hoiv a man tu —ed back the
funniest comedy romance of the hands of time in he eeasoi'a
most exciting mclo.l na.
season.
PARAMOUNT NEWS

COMEDY

NEWS

FRI.-SAT.—NANCY CARROLL in “CHICKEN A LA KING"
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AIDING ORCHARDS
Coming Series of Field Meet
ings Will Offer Valuable
Hints.

Every-Other-Daf

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, July 31, 1928.

Newfeaturei in the
NEW STUDEBAKERS

The orchard field meetings which
are to be held in August under the
auspices of the State Department of
Agriculture, will give orchardists
plenty of opportunity to see demon
stration work, hear expert discus
sions of orobard problems and get
acquainted with each other.
The first meeting will be held Aug.
21 at Cumberland Center in the or
chard of Herman P. Sweetser; the
second at Highmoor, the University
of Maine demonstration farm in
Monmouth,
when the Kennebec
county farm bureau and the Maine
Even the brief glimpse of these
genius has surpassed them all.
Pomological Society will hold a joint
field day, and the third meeting at
smart new Studebakers, as they
No other ear ever built can give
Belfast in the orchard of Will R.
flash
past
on
open
road
or
boule

you
such a wonderful ride.
Howard.
The morning session at each
vard, tells its story of rare body
Only a few of the great Studemeeting will be informal and will
give those who attend opportunity
artistry and low, fleet lines.
baker achievements are pictured
to meet and greet each other- and
But
come
in
now
and
exam

here. There are many more. No
to inspect the orchards and experi
SPRl’tf PULP ANO COTTON CELLULOSE ARE THE COMMON SOURCES OF RAYON.
ments being conducted on the trees.
BUT THE UFE CELLS OF ALMOST ANY TYPf OF VBGETABLE LIFE CAN BE USED, AND
ine,
at
your
leisure,
the
repeated
matter liow much or little you
The afternoon program will be a lec
SO. WHILE WE HAVE VEGETATION WE SHALL HAVE R^YdN.
ture session. Prof. H. H. Whetzier
evidenee of Studebaker engi
plan to invest in your new car,
of the New York state college of
IN THE PHOTOGRAPH WE SEE A SECTION OF THE SORTING DEPARTMENT IN A
neering
genius,
expressed
in
the
you will want to see them. Come
agriculture and Prof. .1. H. Warren,
RAYON MILL. WHERE THE SKEINS ARE INSPECTED AND GRADED.
horticulture specialist at the Uni
luxury,
comfort
and
perform

in today!
versity of Maine, will be the speak
ers and will discuss such topics as
ance of these splendid motor
fertilization, spraying and orchard
cars!
management.
STUDEBAKER’S FOUR NEW LINES
Particular interest will center in
SENATE CONTROL
HOW SMITH VOTED
/
Then drive one. You may have
the Highmoor meeting where some
The President Eight • • • • $1685 to $2483
very interesting and important ex
The Commander......................... 1435 to 1665
owned a dozen costly ears, hut
Will Be the Object of Both Mrs. Quimby Cites Vital
periments are underway.
The Dictator . •••••• 1185 to 1395
Ball bearing spring shackles—a new and
The planting of the Highmoor
you’ll find that in these new
Parties — Is Now WobReasons Why W.C.T.U.
The Erskine.....................................
835 to 1045
exclusive Studebaker feature. Greatest improve
Demonstration Orchard was com
ment in motoring comfort since the balloon tire!
All
Prices/.
o.
b.
factory
Studebakers
American
inventive
pleted last fall. This orchard con
bling.
Opposes "Al.”
Freedom of spring action never before considered
tains about 150 trees each of Mc
possible. No squeaks, rattles and adjustments.
Intosh, Spy and Baldwins with about
With 33 seats at .stake. instead of
Speaking
before
the
Auburn
Each shackle contains lubricant for upwards of
450 McIntosh fillers. In the McIntosh the usual 32, one-third the member W.C.T.U.. Mrs. Althea G. Quimby,
block the trees were propagated
20,000 miles —a great advance over any other
ship
of
the
Senate,
the
fight
to
win
State president of that organization,
from various types of McIntosh par
System of chassis lubrication.
ental trees to study further the effect control of the Sen ite in the coming made a vigorous attack upon Gov.
of hud selection.
elections promises to be the liveliest in Smith, !>♦ mooratic candidate for pres
• • * •
years.
ident, as a menace to the temperance
Six years ago buds were selected
While Republicans, confident Her- cause in this country. Said Mrs.
from productive and unproductive
pairs of trees to test the value of bert Hoover will he elected President. 1 Quimby:
“Fees of prohibition will ever seek
hud selection. Although there were will bend every energy to give the
enormous differences in the yields White House a decisive majority in to elect a wet president, without reof these parental trees there was the Senate to insure success for Re -ard to party. When Governor Smith
little difference in the size of their
publican legislative programs, the accepted the Democratic nomination
offspring, with one exception. Buds
from a productive McIntosh tree in Democrats believe this election offers he announced he would continue his
Wilson Conant’s orchard in Buck- them an excellnt opportunity of work in favor of the legalized liquor
field have produced considerable snatching control of the upper cham business. To bolster his position he
larger trees than buds from an un ber of Congress.
completely ignores the marvelous ad
productive tree in the same or
At present the Republicans main vance in happiness and comfort in
chard. While these results suggest tain a semblance of control hv the America under prohibition and claims
that bud selection may be of vlaue. margin of a single vote. But it is only that the only result of prohibition is
they also show that any system of a paper hold the balance of power and, wholesale bribery and corruption.”
hud selection should he based on pro as Republican regulars well remem
"The evil of which Governor Smith
geny performance records—a system ber. in the last session they voted with complains is not an evil of prohibi
not practiced by any of the commer the Democrats to defeat many of the tion hut the greed and appetite. The
cial nurseries. There are now about Administrations major projects.
proper cure for it is strict enforcement
400 trees in the bud selection orchard
Both parties see control of the Sen of the law. not surrender to the liquor
at Highmoor and include McIntosh, ate wabbling on the political fence and traffic. In the communities where
Spy, Ben Davis (fillers) and Deli each one is trying to give it the shove prohibition is observed and respected
cious.
Dramatic proof of the case with which these new Studebakers
that will send it plunging toward its there is little or no corruption and the
In the Golden Delicious orchard bailiwick. Republican leaders Relieve, outstanding blessings are in wealth,
may be driven is offered by the remarkable records recently
Straight Eight engine used in The President. 109 velvet horsepower.
experiments are being conducted however that from every point of view, health and happiness. This country’s
established by girls driving under official A. A. A. supervision at
The smoothness with which this great motor drives the luxurious President
with fertilizers, especially potash the odds are far more favorable to morals do not depend on the rehabiliAtlantic City Speedway. For 500 miles, these girls with only
sedans at sustained high speeds proves it the finest power plant ever placed
and lime. The branches of some of their taking decisive control than for tion of the liquor traffic; any more
ordinary experience maintained an average speed of 70 miles per
in an automobile. Yet The President sells at a One-Profit price—$1685 to
the young trees have been tied down the Democrats winning even a slight than its prosperity depended on the
hour in The President Sedan, 58 in The Erskine, 60 in The
$2485 at factory. Nineteen 8-cylinder sedans have less horsepower yet
so that they are right angles to the majority
saloon.’’
Dictator and 77 in The Commander Roadster.
sell at higher prices.
trunk to test the effect of shape of
If
Gov.
Smith
wants
to
know
some

In the flist place, thej expect Mri •
tree. In previous work in the Stock Hoover to carry many Senatorial thing about graft, bribery and corand Scion orchard it was found that
•ats to victory with him. Second, uption he need go no further than
when the branches were tied down wenty Democratic seats are at stake the saloon days of his own political
they yielded more. A few Cortland
against thirteen Republican. Third, fife. With a saloon to every 20 fami
trees are also included in the Golden all of the Republican seats are in nor lies in some neighborhoods, with two
Delicious orchard.
mally safe Republican ternitory billion dollars a year going from
The Stock and Scion orchard is
BURGESS & LINNEKIN
hereas many Democratic seats are American wages to the bartender’s
now in full bearing. 'Part of this in highly disputable territory. Ten of tills, with saloonkeepers bribing every
orchard is being used for spray them are in States where the other city government to protect them in
Rockland, Maine
Tel. 700
Park and Union Streets
experiments special attention being
the sale of liquor to minors and their
at is held by a Republican.
given to the McIntosh trees. In
Normally only 32 Senators would he refusal to obey the closing hours law
this orchard it was found that the elected in Novmher hut the death of with the red light district starting in
trees which were large when they Senator Gooding, of Idaho, and Sen- the hack rooms of the saloons where
were set are now the larger and more
tor Willis of ( hi ”, together with the the gigantic corruption that extended
productive trees while the trees
incy in Illinois caused by the oust- from the ward heeler to the height of
which were small when they were set ng of Senator-cflect Smith have in- government.”
are now relatively small and unpro
“The saloon trade is a tough old
reused the Senatorial election outductive. This work shows the volume Ide of the regular order. Ohio, for in- customer and dies hard. This old THE SOUTH CRACKING I slonal Campaign Committee will
■ stage a fight for two or three seats
of planting only first grade nursery tance. will elect two Senators as the criminal is at his best in New York
stock.
‘° ** wohM,n« "Bder
erm of Senator Fess expires and Sen- State, where Oov. Smith ilgned the May Not Classify A* ••SO$j[**WWCh *"
their Democratic incumbents.
A new McIntosh orchard of 500
tor Locher, Democrat, was appointed hill which deprived New York of its
Under this program Republican
trees was planted this spring to he o succeed Senator Willis only until a enforcement code.”
In Presidential Election.
strategy will be to wage the active
used for spraying experiments. The Senator has been du’y elected and
“If Gov. Smith’s liquor policies have
campaign in the South entirely with
nursery trees were grown at High worn.
lone that to th»* Empire State, what do
With sentiment for Hoover’s can the state organizations, keeping the
moor.
you suppose he could do for liquor
didacy gaining added impetus daily. national organization in the hack• • • •
throughout the entire nation?
CHURCHES GAIN
The Ben Davis orchards have
"The Democratic party is not a sa Republican campaign directors are i ground, prepared to act in an adpassed their usefulness for experi
loon party and millions of dry Demo rapidly preparing to take full ad-' visory caPacity °r furnish campaign
.
,
I funds where needed. The individual
mental work and are of little com Catholics Increase 20 Percent crats are forsaking their party ticket
vantage of what 'promises to he the states wI„ bp „ermltte(, t0 worU out
mercial value due to winter injury
simply because—of Gov.. Smith’s rec best opportunity the Republican
their political salvation rather than
received in 1918. To replace the old
In Ten Years—Protestant ord, which contains among other
party ever has had to break into the be subjected to a smashing campaign
er orchards there are nearly 2,000
things,
as
an
assemblyman;
voted
Increases.
directed from Washington, which
young trees under six years old and
three times against a hilPto kill as Democratic solid |South and put at
Republican National leaders have
400 trees about 14 years old.
signation
houses
and
other
red
light
least
four
hitherto
consistently
Dem

The membership of thn Roman
been told frankly would he objection
Maine needs a new apple variety
institutions.
ocratic states in the Republican elec able.
atholic Church in the United State
—one with the quality of McIntosh
“Voted the saloon side in local op
According to authoritative reports.
hut which scabs less, hangs on the
Haled 1S.604.S50 persons in 1926. an tion legislation. Voted to permit sa toral column.
Col. Horace A. Mann, of Tennessee,
tree better and which will keep a
Unless
there
is
a
radical
change
of
loons
near
churches
and
schoolhouses
ncrease of nearly 20 per cent over the
has been designated liasson officer
little longer. To produce such a total membership of ten years before in spite t f violent opposition.
mind between now and November, between the bolting solid South and
variety numerous crosses have been
“
Introduced
and
pushed
a
hill
per

which was reported as 15.721.^15. Th<
Republican strategy in the South will Republican headquarters in Wash
made between 'Spy and McIntosh.
figures were made public today by th< mitting bars within church and schoo center almost exclusively on the ington. His appointment has not
McIntosh and Delicious, and espe
zones.
Voted
to
increase
the
hours
for
nsiis Bureau as a part of its reguPresidential election. The present been formally announced and Repub
cially McIntosh and Golden Delicious,
• decennial count of religious body legal sale in saloons. In 1912 voted tendency is not to wage a campaign lican campaign headquarters de
The Golden Delicious will contribute
for
a
law
making
it
difficult
to
con

membership. Catholic churches
for Republican State tickets in clined to confirm his connection with
early hearing resistence to scab and 1926 numbered IS,939, as compared vict violators of the liquor laws.
Southern states where there appears the ijiarty organization.
better keeping qualities. A number
“
As
speaker
of
the
Assembly
worked
with 17,378 in 1916
It is understood, nevertheless, that
to he a good chance to carry the
of these hybrid seedlings have been
to
open
saloons
in
New
York
on
Sun
Census returns fora number of the
election for Mr. Hoover and smash Col. Mann has been at work for
grafted into older trees and should
day.
In
1!H
4
voted
against
local
op

larger Protestant denomination hav
the political enigma of the Demo several days in a suite of offices at
produce some fruit next year. The
been announced by the bureau for tion measures lor towns which wanted cratic solid South.
least a mile from the new Republi
grafts which produce good fruit wil’
t
>
rid
themselves
of
saloons.
In
1915
1926, hut are still incomplete and such
One of the States where this can headquarters. While the reason
be budded into French Crab seedling?
voted
against
local
option
and
State

large groupings as the Southern Bap
course is to |be followed, according for this was not officially disclosed,
to test the hybrid in regard to tree
wide prohibition.
to high authority, is Alabama. The the inference is that Southern lead
growth, yield and regularity of tist convention have yet to be enum
"As
Governor
he
aided
and
signed
erated.
Republican general staff believes Mr. ers of outstanding importance in the\
bearing.
the
beer
hill,
legalizing
the
sale
in
A total membership of 4,080.777 was
Hoover has more than an even Democratic party are about to an
For those who are interested in
New
York
of
2.75%
beer,
which
was
reported for the Methodist Episcopal
chance to carry jAlabama. Unless nounce their opposition to Governor
other crops we have a vegetable
thrown
out
by
the
Supreme
Court.
His
Church for 1926, with 26,130 churches
later events turn it definitely hack to Smith. Until they publicly declare
variety test including numerous va
is compared with 29.315 churches and signature made effective the repeal of the Democrats, it is said a Republi themselves, it is said, they do not
rieties of tomatoes, corn, peas, beans
the
N.
Y.
prohibition
law.
thus
de

can state ticket will not he entered, wish' to be questioned by newspaper
and cabbage. Breeding work is be 3,717.7X5 members in 1916.
The Methodist Episcopal Church stroying enforcement in the larg but a vigorous fight made to carry men who cover Republican head
ing done with sweet corn and beans
est
State
in
the
Nation.
the Presidential election and possibly quarters.
to produce better varieties for can South had 18,096 churches and 2,4x7.“As temperance and prohibition two or three Congressional seats.
694 members in 1926, as compared
A program similar to that being
ning and for home use. Breedin
workers
it
will
be
well
for
the
Maine
• • • •
worked out for Alabama is said
work with beans is in progress to get with 19.184 churches and 2.114,497 W.C.T.U. to follow the advice of our
The Republican State central com to he in prospect for Florida. There
a more uniform type of O.F.Y.E. and members in 1916.
The Northern Baptist convention in national president, Mrs. Boole, who, mittee of Alabama met in Birming is no thought at present of waging a
to produce a irust resistant variety
just
before
sailing
for
Europe
on
June
ham last week to name electors fm general Republican drive throughout
of O.F.Y.E. and Lowes Champion 1926 had 7,612 churches and 1.290,438 30 gave out the following:
members against 8.148 churches ami
the Presidential election. It found the South. Instead, effort will he
A considerable amount of work wit
"The
W.C.T.U.
is
all
partisan
in
pol
sentiment against the Democratk concentrated where th® chances for
control of potato diseases is also be 1,232.135 members in 1916.
itics.
for
all
parties
are
represented
The Protestant Episcopal Church
candidacy of Gov. Smith growing success appear brightest. This will
ing conducted at Highmoor Farm
in
our
membership.
We
follow
prin

for 1926 reported 7.299 churches, with
with such speed that it was agreed limit the electoral battle in the South
this year.
ciple,
however,
rather
than
party
'.'■58.966 members, while in 1916 it
unanimously to postpone action or to four or five states, as the situation
Herbert
Hoover
and
Charles
Curtis
was credited with 7.345 churches and
There will be
the Republican electors until Aug. 20 now sizes up.
BATH IRON WORKS
are
the
standard
bearers
of
our
prin

1.OH2.821 members.
to give anti-Smith Democrats an op straight-out party fight in Tennessee
ciples.
Their
election
will
be
a
re

The Presbyterian Church in the
portunity of crystalizing into a rea’ and Kentucky, which the Republi
Owners of the first-mortgage
buke to law-breakers and will he
cans believe have now definitely be
organization.
bonds of the Bath Iron Works. Ltd United States of America for 1926 re
ported 8.947 churches and 1,894,080 giessage to the whole world that the
Democratic leaders told members come debatable border states.
which has been in receivership sine
United
States
has
sustained
its
Con
Representative Newton of Minne
of the committee that if the Repub
1924, are to receive approximately 20 members, against 9,638 churches and
1.611.251 members in 1916. There stitution. that the United States is dry licans would agree to pick as their sota, director of the National Repub
percent of the face value of tie a
in principle. We must work to get electors men who were avowedly lican Speakers Bureau, who is in
bonds, according to a report issued we’ ? 5,257 Congregational churches,
with 901,846 members in 1926, against > ut the dry vote.”
dry and heretofore had shown a dis Washington taking up campaign
by the protective committee of th
position to be independent in their stumping programs with Dr. Hubert
company. Each owner of a $1,00 5,863 churches and 791.247 members
The Republican Vice Presidential politics, they would undertake to or Work, said he would not assign any
bond deposited with the ■committe in 1916.
nominee,
Charles
Curtis,
will
open
hi;
The Negro Baptist Church in 1926
ganize anti-Smith Democrats for national speakers to the South unless
will receive $197.74 and. holders of
No special
had 22,082 churches and 3,196>21 campaign in New York State, either Hoover.
A “Hoover-Curtis Demo they are requested.
the $500 denominations $98.87.
in
Syracuse
or
New
York.
B.
S.
Moss
numbers, while in 1916 it had 21,071
cratic Club of Alabama" is being speaking campaign for the .South is
The bondholders’ protective com
theatrical
producer
and
chairman
of
contemplated,
he
said,
but
if a de
formed in fulfillment of that pledge.
mittee, consisting of William B churches and 2,938,579 members.
The Ifisciples
Chi t had 7,648 the Curtis-for-Vice-President Club’!
Alabama does not elect a Governor mand for speakers is received they
Skelton, George C. Wing. Jr., and
churches and 1.377,595 member: in advisory coimnitte<\ said Curtis “de ’.his year and if the Republicans will be supplied readily.
Leonard A. Pierce notified all bond
holders who had deposited their 1926, against a 1916 church total of . ■ es to become be'tter acquainted maintain a hands-off policy on the
A good homemade furniture polish
with the people of the East, and also State ticket they will sacrifice only
bonds of this action Monday, urging 8,396. with 1,226.028 member.-.
All of the Protestant denominations believes that it is the strategically the minor state offices, which it is is made by mixing one part of raw
them at the some time to present
Kipling’s “Road to Mandalay” is non-existent, as far as most motorists are concerned. But an Erskine
linseed oil with two parts of tur
their certificate of deposit with the the bureau explained, have a iiiimhcr, perfect point at which to begin the conceded would go to Democrats
Six Tourer, driven by C. E. Perry of Rangoon, recently blazed a trail from Rangoon to Mandalay in
pentine. A little melted beeswax
Bath Trust Co., Bath where payment of federated churches in which two! battle for election of the Republican anyhow. It is highly probable, how
record time, in spite of the absence of roads or trails. •
or mure denominations are associated.’ ticket.”
ever, that the Republican Congres may he added.
will be made in the order presented.

... See them now
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